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INTRODUCTION
Florida Gulf Coast University (FGCU), Florida’s tenth comprehensive state university, opened in August
1997. During its 20 year history, FGCU has grown to almost 15,000 students, over 1,250 faculty and
staff, and 15 men’s and women’s NCAA Division I sports teams. During 2016-17, FGCU had 53 undergraduate degree programs, 23 master’s degree programs, and three doctoral degree programs housed
in five colleges (Business, Health Professions, Education, Engineering, and Arts and Sciences). FGCU welcomed its fourth president, Dr. Michael Martin, on July 1, 2017.
The Lutgert College of Business (LCOB) includes over 20% of FGCU’s students. The LCOB mission is to
educate and engage students and businesses in a collaborative community and to prepare our students
to be successful. The LCOB Strategic Plan is dynamic and is adjusted to accommodate changing needs,
finances, and university direction, while guided by its mission and guiding principles.
The College was initially accredited by the AACSB in 2003, after a self-study in 2001-2002. Since the
LCOB’s last Continuous Improvement Review in 2013, the University and the College have undergone
changes in leadership, and the College has sharpened its mission and aligned its strategic plan with the
modified mission. The LCOB has also addressed the concerns noted in the 2013 visit in the areas of Intellectual contribution, curriculum management, support staff, and faculty qualifications and engagement. The college is pleased to report that considerable progress has been made in each of these areas.
The College has revised annual evaluation standards, defined quality for academic journals, formalized
the curriculum management and assurance of learning processes, hired new administrators and staff,
and redefined faculty qualifications for each of the four categories. Details are provided in Section 2.

SECTION 1: ENGAGEMENT, INNOVATION AND IMPACT
The mission of the LCOB highlights that the College educates and engages students, businesses, and faculty, enabling graduates to thrive in their professional careers. College strategies and activities are
driven by this mission. A summary of significant strategies and outcomes reflecting engagement, impact,
and innovation are listed below. Further information detailing the College’s engagement, innovation and
impact are continued throughout this report and in Appendix A.

HOW WE ENGAGE
Student and faculty engagement includes: consulting, community service, and interaction with business
people both in and out of the classroom setting; student organizations and their activities; and conference and competition attendance. Events open to students and the community offer opportunities for
engagement and collaboration. Online classes encourage student to student and student to faculty engagement via discussion boards, and nearly all face to face classes incorporate in-class team assignments or team projects.
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Students conduct in-class service learning (community service) projects in non-profit organizations. Since 2014, over 900 students have worked with more than 50 organizations in the region,
including Junior Achievement, the Harry Chapin Foodbank, and the Gulf Coast Humane Society.
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More than 20 LCOB courses incorporate in-class “consulting” projects with businesses and community organizations in the region, including the Seminole Nation, HERC Rentals, Regal Cinemas,
Arthrex, Shaw Development, and the Florida Department of Transportation.
Accounting students assist almost 200 people annually with taxes through the VITA (Volunteer
Income Tax Assistance) program.
Students attend business plan and ethics competitions, including the Florida Venture Forum, Innovations in Healthcare, and the Southeast Ethics Case Competition at Stetson University. In
2013 the LCOB’s team won first place at the Florida Venture Forum and was the first undergraduate team to win this competition.
Between 2012 and 2017, almost 200 classes involved community business leaders or LCOB
alumni as speakers, judges, and mentors, or engaged in field trips to local businesses or professional meetings.
Members of each of the College’s 12 student organizations, fraternities, and professional societies interact with speakers from the business community (average organization membership is
30). Officers of Beta Gamma Sigma and Beta Alpha Psi attend national leadership conferences,
while Beta Alpha Psi members attend over 400 hours of professional meetings annually.
Since 2012, 18 College faculty conducted over 2600 hours of consulting work in the community,
at such organizations as SCORE, the Hendry County Economic Development Office, the Seminole
Tribe of Southwest Florida, and the Red Sox Foundation Home Base Program. Half of the faculty
consulting was pro bono.
Thirteen LCOB faculty held 26 board positions since 2012, at such organizations as SCORE Naples Chapter, Southwest Florida Enterprise Center, Southwest Florida Regional Technology
Partnership, Moorings Park, Infusion Pointe, South Florida Business Journal, and Southwest
Florida Financial Planning Association.
LCOB economics, finance, and marketing faculty have given over 100 print and broadcast media interviews since 2013. Outlets included southwest Florida local news broadcasts, Fort Myers News-Press, Gulf Shore Business, WGCU radio, and the Wall Street Journal.
The LCOB hosts the Thomas Howard Lecture Series, with an average annual attendance of 250
community members. Steve Forbes was the speaker in 2016 and Diana Kander, author of All In
Startup, was featured in in 2015.
The LCOB Institute for Entrepreneurship (IFE) has offered the Veteran’s Florida Entrepreneurship program to over 30 veterans annually since 2015, providing free entrepreneurial education
to veterans, and involving three dozen community mentors and judges.
The Florida Small Business Development Center (FSBDC) conducts events, trainings and workshops and provides over 10,000 hours of direct small business assistance annually. FSBDC reports over 1,000 attendees each year at their workshops and events.
The LCOB has run the CEO Academy each summer for over eight years in partnership with Junior
Achievement. Approximately 30-40 high school students attend annually and are mentored by
both FGCU faculty and business professionals.









In 2016-2017, the Information Systems and Operations Management Department joined with
local businesses, including Gartner, Chico’s FAS, Hertz Corporation, and Herc Rentals, to create
the Supply Chain Forum of Southwest Florida.
Since the fall of 2013, senior finance majors have participated in networking events held on the
FGCU campus featuring representatives from over 50 employers. In addition to participating in
the on-campus events, students are required to identify and participate in at least one additional professional networking opportunity in the regional business community.
Since the fall of 2008, the Department of Economics & Finance has partnered with the Southwest Florida Financial Planners Association to offer shadow opportunities to students interested
in careers in financial planning. Since 2012, over 20 students have participated at such firms as
Wasmer and Schroeder and Northern Trust.
The accounting program began a mentoring program for high performing sophomores in spring
2016. Since then, over 50 students have engaged with over 50 local accounting professionals,
learning about careers in accounting and receiving professional advice.

HOW WE INNOVATE
During the last five years, the LCOB has been innovative in leadership, teaching, partnering with employers, entrepreneurship, and experiential learning.
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In 2013 the College formalized its internship program and hired a dedicated Internship Coordinator for business majors. In 2015, the Internship Coordinator held the first Employer Express
event and over 650 students have participated since then. At this event, occurring three times
each semester, students network with key employers, apply for internships and permanent positions, and receive feedback on their resumes.
In 2016, with a $250,000 state grant, the IFE established an incubator called the Runway Program to train and mentor students from all majors to build, test, and launch new businesses.
Funding for the program was continued by the university and private donors in 2017.
In Spring 2017 the College initiated an annual High School Ethics Team Competition, attended by
16 students and coordinated by Dr. Eric Dent, the Uncommon Friends Chair for Ethics. The second competition is scheduled for January 2018.
Special purpose classrooms to support analytics, finance, and professional sales were created
during 2015-2017.
The Regional Economic Research Institute published the first edition (2017) of the Southwest
Florida Economic Almanac, involving student researchers in its production.
The LCOB faculty adopted Bylaws for the College which had been operating without them for
almost 20 years (Appendix B).
Between 2015 and 2017, the number of students exposed to environmental sustainability topics
in class increased by more than tenfold, impacting over 1,000 students.
In 2016, 12 Bloomberg terminals were installed in the Wasmer, Schroeder & Company Portfolio
Trading Room. Starting in 2016, all finance majors complete the Bloomberg Market Concept
certification.
A business analytics course has been required in all but two majors since Fall 2015.








The MS in Information Systems and Analytics was re-engineered to start in 2017-18, offering a
concentration in IT management and another in analytics.
In 2012, the SAP enterprise resource planning system was incorporated in business core classes
to expose all business majors to this key technology.
Community service projects have been incorporated into over two dozen classes since 2013.
The Dean created an Undergraduate Student Advisory Board of about a dozen students in 2015
to provide student input into College operations.
In response to demand from the regional business community for graduates with professional
sales training, a Professional Sales minor was started in fall 2017.
The finance program instituted networking events into the senior finance class in 2013; more
than two dozen community partners attend each semester.

HOW WE IMPACT
Although virtually all engagement and innovation activities have an effect on at least one stakeholder
group, the College’s greatest impact can be seen in the following activities.
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In 2015-16 IFE faculty and staff developed the curriculum used to teach free entrepreneurship
classes to military veterans at six Florida Universities. Over 60 veterans have completed the annual program at the LCOB and more than half of those have launched successful businesses.
One participant from the first class has generated over $3.4 million in government contracts.
Since 2015, the IFE has raised and awarded $140,000 in seed funding to veteran owned businesses.
Almost half of the 2016-17 BS graduates received full-time job offers during their final two semesters; the average starting salary was $45,000.
Working with the LCOB Internship Coordinator in 2016-17, over 50% of graduating seniors reported completing internships (for credit or not for credit) and 59% of them received permanent
job offers from their employers. Students complete internships at numerous large and small
organizations, largely in southwest Florida, including Gartner, Arthrex, Fastenal, Lee Health,
Northwestern Mutual, Chico’s FAS, U.S. Sugar Corporation, Hertz Corporation, and Herc Rentals.
Almost 200 people in the community benefit from tax assistance by accounting students
through the VITA program.
The FSBDC activities had the following economic impact in the Southwest Florida five-county
region (Lee, Collier, Charlotte, Glades, and Hendry) in 2016: FSBDC clients acquired $3,569,378
in government contracts, accessed $72,764,075 of investment capital, added 1,248 jobs and increased sales by $67,762,039.
Since 2014, student in-class service learning projects have impacted over 50 non-profit and governmental organizations in the region, including Junior Achievement, the Ronald McDonald
House, the American Cancer Society, the Boys and Girls Club, and the Gulf Coast Humane Society. Student projects make lasting impacts, including new basketball courts, hurricane debris
removal, oyster habitats, and newly constructed homes.













Of 48 students completing the first year of the IFE’s Runway Program (2016-17), 20 student
teams were awarded seed funding ($119,000) for their businesses in a competition and eleven
of the businesses were generating revenue by summer 2017.
Student members of Beta Gamma Sigma and the Business and Entrepreneurship Club participate annually in the local Walk-for-Wishes to raise money for the Make-a-Wish Foundation.
In partnership with Junior Achievement, the LCOB has run the CEO Academy each summer for
over 8 years, attended each year by about three dozen high school students who are mentored
by FGCU faculty and community members. Approximately 30% of attendees have become
FGCU students.
Between 2012 and 2017, 44 student coauthors have worked with more than 20 faculty members across disciplines to publish in peer-reviewed journals or books and present at conferences.
LCOB faculty have received 12 best paper or best author awards since 2012.
Based on their research reputation, LCOB faculty have been invited to deliver keynote addresses
to conferences and lectures at other universities 23 times since 2013.
During the past five years faculty have held 14 positions as editors or associate editors of peer
reviewed journals and have served on 27 editorial boards of peer-reviewed journals.
Participating faculty published nearly 400 papers in peer-reviewed outlets during the review period, receiving 1,051 Google Scholar citations.

SECTION 2: SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
The LCOB was initially accredited by the AACSB in 2003. There has been rapid growth in the College in
the ensuing 15 years, not the least of which is that enrollment has tripled. In Fall 2016, the Lutgert College of Business (LCOB) enrolled 3,198 undergraduate and 139 graduate business students in AACSBaccredited programs (Table 1). The LCOB offers a B.S. with six undergraduate business majors, as well as
three masters programs. A fourth master’s, the Executive MBA, was suspended in 2014 for review and
redesign or termination. The LCOB also houses the School of Resort and Hospitality Management
(SRHM), with over 800 students in the ACHPA-accredited (Accreditation Commission for Programs in
Hospitality) Resort and Hospitality Management and the PGA-accredited PGA Golf Management programs. Both the RHM and PGA programs were excluded from the AACSB review in the CIR Application.
Starting August 2017, the LCOB also administratively houses a multidisciplinary B.A. in Interdisciplinary
Entrepreneurship, a university degree comprised of courses from multiple colleges. Less than 25% of the
courses in this program are business courses and the program is also excluded from this review.

STRUCTURE
The LCOB operates with a shared governance structure. Resources received from Academic Affairs are
allocated in the LCOB by the Dean’s Office. The faculty are responsible for the curriculum. FGCU faculty
are represented by a union, the United Faculty of Florida. Since 2014 the College has been led by Dean
Robert Beatty. The Dean’s Office includes an Associate Dean for Faculty and Administration, an Associate Dean for Graduate Programs and Accreditation, a Business Manager, an accountant, and three ad-
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ministrative staff. The Dean, two Associate Deans, and department chairs comprise the college leadership team. The Office of Student Affairs, headed by the Director of Enrollment Management, performs
academic advising and student support services and houses seven professional advisors (1.75 of whom
primarily advise SRHM students), an Internship Coordinator, and an International Program Manager.
Table 1: Summary Measures of LCOB Growth 2012-2016 (Excluding SRHM)
Undergraduate
Enrollment1

Graduate
Enrollment1

Participating
Faculty1,2

Total
Faculty,1,2

Academic
Advisors1

Undergrad.
Average
Class Size1

Fall 2012

2,478

199

53

71

3.50

40

Fall 2013

2,598

186

57

85

4.00

40

Fall 2014

2,726

184

58

94

4.00

41

Fall 2015

3,013

175

59

88

5.25

42

Fall 2016

3,198

139

59

96

5.25

43

1

Excludes School of Resort & Hospitality Management enrollment and personnel.
Includes department chairs and visiting faculty.

2

The LCOB contains five departments, each headed by a Chair: Accounting, Economics and Finance, Information Systems and Operations Management, Management, and Marketing (Figure 1). In addition to
a chair, the Department of Economics and Finance has a Program Leader for Economics and the Department of Information Systems and Operations Management has a Program Leader for Computer Information Systems, in compliance with SACS (Southern Accreditation Commission of Colleges and Schools)
standards. The separately accredited School of Resort & Hospitality Management houses two departments and ten faculty, as well as department Directors and staff.
Five centers and institutes are housed within the LCOB:
 Florida Small Business Development Center (FSBDC)
 Regional Economic Research Institute (RERI)
 Lucas Institute for Real Estate Development and Finance
 Institute for Entrepreneurship (IFE)
 Institute for Technological Innovation (iTi)
The LCOB seeks input from community stakeholders. The LCOB Business Advisory Council, formed prior
to the College’s opening in 1997, includes 16 members, and includes active and retired C-Suite executives and LCOB alumni. The Council provides advice, opinions, ideas, support, and assistance to the
Dean of the LCOB in the planning, development, evaluation, and strengthening of its mission, academic
programs and community outreach. In addition, each department has a program advisory council, comprised of 10 to 20 business leaders and LCOB alumni in its discipline.
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The LCOB has an extensive faculty committee structure, as detailed in the LCOB Bylaws, included as Appendix B. Additionally, the Dean may appoint ad hoc committees and task forces as the need arises.

Figure 1: Lutgert College of Business Structure

SWOT ANALYSIS
As a university, FGCU embraces community partnerships, public service, and student centered education. The LCOB has also focused on these and has become increasingly centered on the professional development of its students, which is included in the revised College mission written in 2016.
Strengths. Faculty, students, institutes, and centers are closely connected to community businesses. For
instance, the FSBDC holds workshops and counseling for new and growing businesses. Additionally, numerous retired entrepreneurs and Fortune 500 executives live in the Naples-Fort Myers area and are
involved in classes and with student organizations. For example, both retired and active entrepreneurs
and business leaders mentor students in the Accounting program and the Institute for Entrepreneurship.
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The institutes and centers have a positive impact on the community. Among business colleges in the
Florida State University System (SUS), the LCOB has the advantage of relatively small classes and no
graduate students teaching classes. Additionally, the LCOB is the only AACSB-accredited business college in southwest Florida.
Weaknesses. As in many states, state funding is decreasing, resulting in salary compression, increasing
class sizes, and decreased program funding. The LCOB has not been the focus of FGCU fundraising activities. For example, the College would like to increase the number of business majors who study abroad.
Since most LCOB students must work to attend college, it is financially difficult for them to study abroad.
The College has been unsuccessful in raising an endowment to provide scholarships. Additionally, business students would benefit from a center for professional development inside the College, since LCOB
students are served now by central university offices. Finally, as a young institution, the LCOB’s alumni
base is still small and young.
Threats. The LCOB is also faced with several challenges. Locally, a formerly two-year institution, Edison
College, has become a four-year college, Florida Southwestern College (FSW). FSW offers business programs and, because it is a state college, offers programs at low tuition. Out of state institutions are
starting to enter the area – for instance, Western Michigan University has been approved to start offering programs in a neighboring county. The University of South Florida is opening branch campuses close
to FGCU, and global online programs are a continued source of competition. Additionally, the LCOB has
only begun to develop its programs of distinction.
Opportunities. Challenges present opportunities for the College. The College plans to increase international opportunities funded through auxiliary programs in the near term. The LCOB re-engineered the
M.S. in Information Systems to include a concentration in Analytics, with the goal of making it a program
of distinction and extending its analytics competence into the undergraduate and remaining graduate
programs. Community support has motivated the planning of a Supply Chain Management degree program. The MBA program is being reviewed to identify ways it might be differentiated starting Fall 2019.
The College is in the initial stages of further engaging alumni.

SECTION 3: PROGRESS UPDATE ON CONCERNS FROM PREVIOUS
REVIEW
INTELLECTUAL CONTRIBUTIONS
2013 Concern: The peer review team (PRT) noted that the quality and impact of the portfolio of intellectual contributions could be improved and that the type of research (applied, basic and pedagogical)
should be more clearly linked to the college mission. (2003 Standard 2; 2013 Standard 2)
2017 Update: In 2014-2015, a Scholarship Task Force was created to clarify and define research quality,
impact and expectations. Faculty now use Digital Measures to more accurately document research impact, including citation counts, awards, and use of research by organizations or academic institutions.
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To be considered a scholarly academic or practitioner, a faculty member must publish in journals rated
the equivalent of “C” or better on the Australian Business Deans’ Council Journal Quality list, Journal Citation Reports, Association of Business Schools journal quality list, or Cabell’s. During 2012-2017, 35% of
the LCOB’s peer-reviewed academic journal articles were published in “A” or “B” journals, a significant
improvement over the previous five year period during which only 12% of the peer-reviewed articles
were in “A” or “B” journals.
The LCOB Peer Review Committee rewrote the College’s Annual Evaluation Standards in 2015-2016 (effective Fall 2017) based on the Scholarship Task Force’s document. The new Annual Evaluation Standards codify the process followed since spring 2015, stating that publications in predatory journals will no
longer “count” and defining publication quality and acceptable outlets for the first time in the College’s
history.
The College rewrote its mission in 2016 to better reflect the applied, collaborative nature of the college.
A statement valuing applied, basic and pedagogical research equally was included. Of the intellectual
contributions during the last five years, 43% represent basic or discovery research, 42% are applied, and
15% are pedagogical. Intellectual contributions directly related to key LCOB mission concepts (international, entrepreneurship, impact on southwest Florida, ethics, sustainability, diversity and corporate social responsibility) increased from 23% of the total output during 2007-2012 to 40% during 2012-2017.
Publications relating to the LCOB mission are addressed in Section 4.

CURRICULUM MANAGEMENT
2013 Concern: The PRT noted a more robust Assurance of Learning (AOL) process was needed to allow
for curriculum changes at all program levels, particularly the MS in Information Systems. (2003 Standards 15, 16, 18; 2013 Standard 8)
2017 Update: The curriculum management process was formalized in 2015 and each department was
asked to conduct a comprehensive review of each of their degree programs and courses. Curricular
changes were initiated based on this review.
The AOL Committee was reorganized into a standing College committee in 2015 and an AOL process was
written (see Appendices H and I). The new AOL Committee is composed of the core course coordinators, providing a direct connection between faculty teaching the courses and the curriculum committees
for the undergraduate business core and the MBA program. The AOL and curriculum management for
the two MS programs are done by faculty teams in their home departments. All programs have clear
learning goals and objectives that are reviewed periodically by faculty teams for currency and all programs follow assessment schedules. Assessment results are reported by course coordinators on standardized reports which are reviewed by the AOL Committee to advise the appropriate curriculum committee of recommendations.
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The MS in Information Systems (MSIS) program had very low enrollments during 2011-2014 and the program was suspended in 2015 to allow it to be re-engineered. Significant changes have been made to the
curriculum, based on assessment data and employer input. Applications are being accepted for January
2018. Therefore, the AOL process during the past few years has been limited and will resume in 2018.
Deficiencies in the MSIS assessment processes have been addressed.
The AOL process in the MBA program has been strengthened, although faculty are still working on
standardizing rubrics and processes. In 2014-15 the MBA curriculum was changed based on assessment
results, alumni feedback, and industry trends. Assessment data and student and employer feedback has
prompted a review of the MBA program in 2017-18.

STAFF SUPPORT
2013 Concern: Staff support, especially in the area of student/advisor ratios was noted as a concern. Enhancements to advisement services and staff support should be addressed. (2003 Standard 8; 2013
Standard 7)
2017 Update: Since 2012, the LCOB has added a total of 12 staff support positions: three administrative
support staff; two academic advisors; and an internship coordinator. Additionally, a second Associate
Dean and an accountant were hired. In fall 2011, the student/advisor ratio was 700:1; in fall 2016 it was
590:1. Additionally, 1.75 advisors who serve students in the School of Resort and Hospitality Management are cross-trained in business and advise business students during peak times (they are not considered in the 590:1 ratio). Due to reorganization, the LCOB expects to add .5 of an advisor for business
majors in May 2018. The College has requested four additional academic advisor positions.
In addition to reducing advising ratios, the addition of academic advisors has allowed the advising office
to schedule “Fly-By Advising” four days a week, compared to the two days a week it was previously offered. This includes increased evening advising hours for the convenience of graduate and evening students. (In Fly-By Advising, an advisor sits in the atrium of Lutgert Hall and students may drop in for advising without an appointment, thus allowing advisors to reach more students.) A triage advisor (Eagle
Ally) is now available at all times so that students with immediate concerns can be seen, and lead and
liaison advisors have been designated for critical functions, such as advising business minors, athletic
certification, freshman transition, transfer orientation, and international students. The addition of an
Internship Coordinator has not only improved the internship program, but also expanded and improved
College relationships with local employers.

FACULTY QUALIFICATIONS AND ENGAGEMENT
2013 Concern: The definition of professionally qualified (PQ) and academically qualified (AQ) were
noted as inadequate or incomplete. AQ guidelines failed to tie activities to teaching discipline. PQ faculty should more clearly be defined to recognize the talents that they need to bring into the classroom
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especially as to the depth and breadth of their experience. Additionally, the PRT noted that faculty appeared to either not be professionally active or not reporting professional engagement. (2003 Standard
10; 2013 Standard 15)
2017 Update: The Scholarship Task Force wrote clear definitions of Scholarly Academic (SA), Practice Academic (PA), Scholarly Practitioner (SP), and Instructional Practitioner (IP) qualifications (Appendix C).
Language relating activities to the teaching discipline was included and professional qualifications were
clearly specified. Faculty qualifications are summarized in Table 2 and detailed in Appendix C.
Department chairs review the classification of each faculty member every spring when annual reviews
are performed. Activity Insight from Digital Measures was adopted in 2013 to more accurately capture
professional activities of all faculty. Faculty annual reports must be done using Activity Insight, helping
to ensure completeness.
Table 2: Summarized Academic and Professional Qualifications
Initial Qualifications

Scholarly Academic
 Research doctoral degree
 Academic or professional
activities in teaching field
Practice Academic

Scholarly Practitioner

Instructional Practitioner

Sustaining Activities During 5Year Period
 2 peer reviewed journal articles and
 4 complementary activities; or
 3 or more peer reviewed journal articles

4 complementary activities

 Professional experience
over 3 years, significant
in “duration and level of
responsibilities” and related to teaching field.
 Master’s degree in teaching field

 2 peer reviewed journal articles and
 4 complementary activities; or
 3 or more peer reviewed journal articles
 Current substantial employment in teaching area or
 4 complementary activities

Complementary Activity Examples
 First edition of text or scholarly book
 Active editorships
 Sustained reviewing activities
 Conference proceedings or
presentation
 Consulting
 Community service
 Professional publications
 Service on a Board of Directors
 Active professional certification/license

 As for SA

 As for PA

SECTION 4: STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT AND INNOVATION
Two strategic plans have guided the College during the review period. The first was developed in 2012,
based on the existing University strategic plan. From 2015 to 2017, the LCOB strategic plan underwent
an update to include a review and revision of the vision, mission, and guiding principles, framed by
changes in the environment and by the University’s 2017-2022 Strategic Plan. Progress on the Strategic
Plan is reviewed by the Leadership Team semi-annually. The LCOB plan is dynamic and will be adjusted
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to accommodate changing needs, finances, and university direction, although the basic framework with
broad goals and objectives will remain the same.
The LCOB mission before 2016 was:
The Lutgert College of Business educates and prepares students to address local and global business challenges. Our faculty are dedicated to student learning, scholarship, and service that enhances our academic and business communities. We build relationships that foster entrepreneurship and economic growth in Southwest Florida and beyond.
The Strategic Goals in the LCOB 2012-2016 strategic plan were:






The LCOB will be the business school of choice for students who live in South Florida;
The LCOB will achieve a high level of faculty and student engagement;
The LCOB will have a strong reputation in south Florida for academics, community connection and job placement;
The LCOB will have current and relevant academic programs; and
The LCOB will responsibly steward fiscal and physical resources.

While the existing mission was accurate, the College believed it was too generic and did not capture the
spirit of the College. In Spring 2015, Dean Beatty appointed a faculty Strategic Planning Task Force to
review the existing mission and strategic plan. With input from various stakeholders (faculty, staff, students, alumni, and employers), the LCOB’s Strategy Task Force developed an initial draft of a new strategic plan including an identification of threats, opportunities, strengths, and weaknesses (summarized
above). The vision, mission, and principles were updated to reflect the collaborative, community, and
applied orientation of the LCOB with input and review by internal and external stakeholders.
During 2016 the Leadership Team worked with the Strategic Planning Task Force to finalize the LCOB’s
vision, mission, goals, and objectives (Appendix D). The draft then went to faculty, staff, and the LCOB
Business Advisory Council for comment. The Task Force revised the document based on this input and
submitted it to the Leadership Team for review prior to a faculty vote. In August 2016, the LCOB faculty
voted to adopt the new vision, mission related principles, goals and objectives.
The LCOB Leadership Team and Advisory Council then developed action items to operationalize the new
Strategic Plan. Progress on action items will be regularly reviewed. The College developed a strategic
plan for 2016-2021; however, a change in University leadership and subsequent changes to the University plan prompted updating the College plan to 2017-2022.
The current vision, mission and supporting principles are:
Vision: The Lutgert College of Business will be known for excellence in applied business education.
Mission: The Lutgert College of Business educates and engages students and businesses in a collaborative community. We offer high quality educational programs that prepare our students to
thrive in their professional careers.
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We Accomplish Our Mission Through these Guiding Principles:
 Delivering student-focused undergraduate business program with select graduate programs.
 Teaching by qualified faculty who share their diverse experience with students and the
community.
 Preparing students for careers through a relevant education that includes opportunities for active learning, internships, and community service.
 Building and strengthening southwest Florida business and community partnerships
through internship opportunities, professional development, mentorship, and career
recruitment programs.
 Fulfilling social responsibility through entrepreneurship, mentorship, internship, service
learning, and active learning programs to benefit the region and its communities.
 Fostering personal and professional growth in an ethical and diverse environment.
 Valuing the creation and distribution of applied, pedagogical, and basic scholarship.
The Strategic Goals in the 2017-2022 plan are:
 Student Success: The LCOB will engage students in learning activities that enhance their
future careers.
 Academic Excellence: The LCOB will facilitate research, service and professional
development by providing an environment that nurtures academic excellence and
encourages continuous improvement.
 Community Engagement: The LCOB will strengthen its community engagement and
impact.
 Financial and Resource Strength: The LCOB will build its resources and support
systems.
Although there is not an exact one-to-one correspondence of the goals, this report is written using the
2017 mission and goals, assuming the correspondence to the 2012 strategic goals shown in Table 3.
Since the last CIR visit, the LCOB has continued to advance in accomplishing these goals. Highlights of
improvements and achievements are summarized below under each goal and related strategic initiatives are in Table 4.

LCOB GOALS - CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
Goal 1: Student Success
Progress on this goal is measured by improved graduation and employment rates and higher salaries for
graduates. The LCOB is addressing this goal by ensuring curricula and academic programs are relevant
and of high-quality and by developing and sustaining high-impact co-curricular programs, such as internships, career readiness initiatives, and international study. Several examples of issues and actions are
described below.
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Table 3: Goal Map - 2012 and 2017 Strategic Goals
2017 Goals
Engage students in learning activities that enhance their future careers.
Facilitate research, service and professional development by providing an environment that nurtures academic excellence and encourages continuous improvement.
Strengthen community engagement and impact.
Build resources and support systems.

2012 Goals
Be the business school of choice for students who
live in South Florida.
Offer current and relevant academic programs.
Have a strong reputation in south Florida for academics, community connection and job placement.
Achieve a high level of faculty and student engagement.
Responsibly steward fiscal and physical resources.

Academic Programs. During 2016-17 all undergraduate majors were reviewed. Introduction to Microeconomics and Introduction to Macroeconomics (both courses are required for all business majors) were
identified as having the highest “DFW” (failure and withdrawal) rates in the College and the DFW rate
was found to be directly related to class size, which had been increasing over recent years. (The average
section size of these classes in Fall 2011 was 45; in Fall 2016 it was 75.) Recurring funding was obtained
to hire two economics instructors who started Fall 2017.
Corporate finance also had a high DFW rate. Although section size had also increased in this course
(from an average size of 50 in 2011 to 60 in 2016), there was not a significant relationship between section size and DFW rate. However, by giving algebra pretests, faculty determined that many students
could not complete sixth grade algebra problems and therefore could not perform the calculations required to complete finance problems. Effective Fall 2017, all students must complete college algebra
with a “B” or better to transition to the LCOB.
Between 2009 and 2014, enrollment in the MBA program decreased by almost 30%. Through feedback
from faculty, the community, and students, the Graduate Program Committee noted that the program
was considered too long (over 50 credit hours if students did not have a business undergraduate degree)
and that courses were not offered on a regular basis. The MBA program was shortened to 36 credit
hours (plus 9 credit hours of foundation courses for students without a business background) by combining foundation courses and a schedule of course offerings was developed that allowed students to
complete the degree in 12 to 15 months in any format (all online, all on-campus, or a combination). Unfortunately, enrollment continued to decline and students indicated dissatisfaction with the curriculum.
The MBA program is being reviewed again in 2017-18.
Feedback from students indicated that online courses offered as part of the MBA program consisted
largely of busy work, and the instructors were not engaged. The Dean’s office created a program in
2016-17 that allowed MBA faculty to work with a course designer to re-engineer their online course and
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receive a cash stipend when it was completed and approved by a course designer and the Dean’s31- Office. Four faculty redesigned and improved their online courses during 2016-17 and received good student feedback. Dean Beatty has designated $20,000 from a 2017-2018 state grant to support training
and certification in online teaching for College faculty.
Since the program’s last major revision in 2005, enrollment in the M.S. in Information Systems program
never exceeded ten. In 2015, admissions to the program were suspended to allow faculty to completely
re-engineer the program. Feedback from the community and students indicated the curriculum was
outdated and more focused on business than on the application, management, and strategic use of
technology in business. With input from employers, students and alumni, as well as a review of programs at other universities, the faculty completely redesigned the program and renamed it the M.S. in
Information Systems and Analytics with tracks in Information Technology Management and Analytics
and Informatics. New students are being accepted for 2017-2018.
Co-Curricular Activities. Since the LCOB was founded, student organizations and academic internships
have existed. However, little emphasis was placed on encouraging student participation in co-curricular
activities. Over the past five years, however, the LCOB has emphasized the development of impactful cocurricular activities for undergraduates in order to improve retention and student success.
For example, prior to 2013, students could locate and complete an internship for academic credit as an
elective course. However, the importance of internships was not stressed and internships were coordinated by individual faculty. In 2013, the position of Internship Coordinator for business majors was created in the LCOB and the internship program was structured and students were educated about the
value of completing an internship. The number of students completing internships for academic credit
increased by 25% between 2012 and 2017, and the 2016-17 LCOB exit survey revealed that over half of
all undergraduates complete internships (with or without credit) and almost 60% of their employers offer them a permanent position.
Knowing how transformative international experience can be, the LCOB has had exchange agreements
with schools in other countries since its inception. However, the LCOB could not send enough students
to partner schools and by 2014, the agreements were skewed. Agreements were restructured in 2014,
and students studying abroad were asked to present their experiences in various classes and “marketing” efforts were increased. However, the International Program Manager found that the main reason
students did not study abroad was that they either could not afford to take time off from work or they
could not afford the cost of travel. In 2016-17, one-time funding of $10,000 was provided by the FGCU
Foundation for student stipends for study abroad in 2017 and the number of students studying abroad
almost doubled. Fourteen thousand dollars has been raised for scholarships for the next two years
through a certificate program that is run every two years. A scholarship endowment is being sought.
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Table 4: Financial Support for Key Strategic Initiatives
Initiative

Start
Date

First-Year
Cost

Continuing
Annual Cost

Attract and retain
high quality faculty
and staff by increasing support for research and professional development

August
2015

$250,000

$250,000

Add 4 academic advisors to improve retention and graduation rates and improve career outcomes

August
2018

$300,000

$300,000

July
2016

$200,000

$70,000

January
2017

$200,000

$200,000

Funding for Bloomberg Lab

Increase student participation in high-impact activities – e.g.,
faculty research,
community engagement, internships.

Source or Disposition of Funds
 Since 2015, this has been partially funded
through the LCOB Excellence fund (approximately $35,000 annually). The LCOB is working
with Academic Affairs to allocate state funds to
this and with the Development office to raise
outside funds.
 The first 2 years of WRDS will be funded from a
2017-18 grant from the State. Ongoing funding
is being sought.
Requested for inclusion in the FGCU 2018-19 Legislative Budget Request (LBR) to hire 3 advisors and
technical assistance. Due to a retirement and reorganization, an additional .5 business major advisor
capacity is planned for May 2018 (funded from existing salary budget).
Initially funded with $68,700 from LCOB 2015-16
operating budget and $61,000 from Lucas Institute
to reconfigure room. $70,000 required annually for
Bloomberg terminals; thus far $28,000 in annual
pledges from community and seeking permanent
funding. Difference may be funded from Lucas Institute until endowment raised.
 $7,000/year from Wuerzburg Summer Certificate
program for student study abroad support
 Working with Foundation to secure endowment
providing $10,000/year for an “International
Scholar” program
 LCOB Excellence Endowment offers $2500/year
funding for student research.
 Community engagement has been funded
through LCOB operational funds at $500/year.
 Working with Development to secure EaglePro
funding from corporate donor. Currently funded
from operating budget.

Outcomes. The FTIC (students starting at FGCU as freshmen) six-year graduation rate for the College
improved from 38% in 2013-14 to 42% in 2015-16. Mean starting salaries for graduates increased from
$37,463 in 2012-13 to $40,706 in 2014-15 (Florida Education & Training Placement Information Program
statistics).
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Goal 2: Academic Excellence.
This is measured by improved student success (as in Goal 1), as well as by improved faculty intellectual
contribution quality and impact. The LCOB is redoubling its efforts to attract, support and retain quality
faculty and students.
Faculty. In order to offer relevant and high-quality programs, the College has requested additional faculty to keep up with its growth. Since 2012, five new lines have been funded.
To attract and retain excellent faculty and staff, the LCOB has created programs to improve resources for
scholarship and development. In 2015, the LCOB formed the Scholarship Team to award proceeds from
an LCOB endowment, the Excellence Fund, to faculty and staff to support scholarship and professional
development. Over $50,000 has been awarded to faculty and staff from the LCOB Excellence fund since
2015. The proportion of peer reviewed journal articles published in journals ranked “A” and “B” on major indices (e.g., Australian Business Deans Council, Association of Business Schools) increased from 12%
during 2011-2016 to 35% during 2012-2017.
Students. Although the quality of incoming students has improved (See Section 5), the College has increased efforts to retain students and improve their academic experience. For example, in the last five
years, the LCOB hired two additional academic advisors to assist students. To attract high performing
students, in 2015 the LCOB began offering courses in the University Honors Program.
During the review period, LCOB faculty members have increased efforts to involve students in their research. In 2012-13, one student was involved in faculty research, yielding a conference paper. In 201617, 11 students were involved in the production of six intellectual contributions, of which four were peer
reviewed journal articles. Since 2012-13, a total of 40 students have been involved in faculty research,
producing 19 intellectual contributions (11 peer reviewed journal articles). To assist student research
and travel, LCOB Excellence Funds are available to students. Additionally, several LCOB institutes (e.g.,
RERI, IFE, iTi) offer research opportunities to students.
Finally, to expand research opportunities for both the faculty and students, funding from a 2017-2018
state grant has been allocated to prepay multiple years of a subscription to Wharton Research Data Services, while sustaining funding is being sought.
Goal 3: Community Engagement.
Although the LCOB has always valued engagement and collaboration as a College, this goal seeks to increase that involvement, especially student engagement.
For example, all FGCU students must fulfill a service learning requirement by completing 80 hours (40
hours for an upper division transfer student) of community service before graduation. Prior to 2012, no
LCOB courses included a service learning component. Between 2012 and 2017, 27 business courses had
a service requirement, involving over 900 students and 50 nonprofit organizations. In an additional 20
business classes, students conducted consulting projects for local businesses, such as Arthrex and Regal
Cinemas. Section 7 of this report details additional student engagement activities.
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The Institute for Entrepreneurship (IFE) has grown during the review period and involves almost four
dozen business people as mentors and judges for students working on their business startups in the IFE
incubator (aka Runway Program) and pitching for startup funding. The IFE has offered free entrepreneurship training to military veterans since 2015. Additionally, in 2017, the IFE hosted the Second Annual Governor’s Cup Pitch Competition which was attended by teams from eleven Florida universities
and the public.
The Lucas Institute for Real Estate Development and Finance hosts an array of community events each
year on FGCU’s campus with an array of community groups including the Real Estate Investment Society,
CCIM Institute, and Urban Land Institute. These events feature free or greatly reduced admission for
LCOB students and provide avenues for students to connect directly with industry professionals.
The LCOB Employer Express, an event where students can obtain information on available jobs and internships and employers can recruit students, was initiated in 2015. Twelve events have been held, averaging eight employers at each. Additionally, an annual EaglePro luncheon is held involving about two
dozen employers and over 60 students. In addition to networking, students receive feedback from employers on interview skills and professionalism. Further examples of student and faculty engagement
may be found in Sections 1 and 7 and in Appendix A.
Goal 4: Financial and Resource Strength.
In light of decreased funding from the state, the LCOB is working with FGCU’s development office to
raise money for facilities and programs. For example, although Lutgert Hall was built in 2008, its infrastructure does not entirely support new and emerging programs and technology.
In 2015-16, the Wasmer Schroder Trading Room was remodeled to include updated equipment, as well
as Bloomberg terminals to support the finance program. Although the establishment of the room was
internally funded, the Finance Department is currently seeking outside funding of $70,000 annually to
sustain it (to date $28,000 in pledges have been made). In 2017, the marketing focus group room was
remodeled to include technology to support the new professional selling minor – over half the funding
was donated by Gartner, Inc. and the rest was funded by the College and University. The Information
Systems classroom was upgraded to include high-end computers to support analytics and cybersecurity
classes and research with $161,000 of funding from the state in 2017. Finally, $200,000 has been designated from a 2017-2018 state grant to create a classroom for supply chain management classes and
complete the analytics classroom.

FINANCIAL STRATEGIES & ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES
The financial strategies of the LCOB are designed to support the needs and opportunities identified
through the strategic planning cycle. The College receives financial resources from two major sources:
state appropriations administered through the FGCU Office of Academic Affairs and private donations
managed through the FGCU Foundation. Supplemental revenues are also provided from contracts and
grant-related operations of the LCOB through the LCOB centers and institutes and individuals. The
budget allocations for strategic action items are prepared annually.
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Although progress on all objectives to achieve the College’s goals are reviewed annually, the Dean has
identified several key objectives and funding priorities for the next three to five years including:
1. Support for enhancement of faculty intellectual contribution quality and impact and attracting
and retaining quality faculty and staff: The LCOB is committed to not only hiring great faculty
and staff, but supporting their professional development and scholarship. We seek to raise funding to:
 Offer new ranked faculty a $10,000 summer stipend for their first two years of employment;
 Increase annual professional development funding for staff to $1,000 annually;
 Increase funding available for scholarship activities;
 Fund an ongoing subscription to Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS) and
 Provide additional research support for high-performing scholars.
2. Improve undergraduate retention and graduation rates: To ensure student success, the LCOB
seeks to track student academic milestones. This will require four additional academic advisors,
as well as appropriate technology and an analyst. Estimated annual cost is $300,000.
3. Sustain degree infrastructure, such as the Wasmer, Schroeder Portfolio Trading Room (Bloomberg terminals): The cost of maintaining the Bloomberg terminals is $70,000 annually; the College is working with the FGCU Foundation to raise an endowment.
4. Support for the Eagle Pro Student Professional Readiness Initiative and other high impact and
co-curricular programs to improve graduates’ career outcomes (e.g., internships, international
study).
Progress on initiatives related to these objectives and funding sources are summarized in Table 3.
Annual Budget
State appropriations account for virtually all of the LCOB academic salary and operating budget. The
2016-2017 operating budget for the LCOB from all sources was $15,737,116 (see Appendix E for historical budgets). The amount of state funding received from Academic Affairs was $10,226,668 (from a
$68,991,242 total Academic Affairs’ budget), a 13% increase over the 2011-12 allocation. The 2017-2018
LCOB budget is $16,099,768. Of the total College operating budget, roughly 85% is allocated to faculty
and staff salary and benefits.
The FGCU Foundation manages the LCOB’s private sources of funding and endowments of approximately $14.6 million (AY2016). While largely restricted, endowment revenue supplies important supplemental faculty salaries to endowed chairs, as well as student scholarships and some program funding.
As in many state systems, Florida universities are receiving less funding from the state. The LCOB experienced a 4.7% budget cut for 2017-18 and is preparing for possible similar cuts in the future. The College is reexamining all programs and operations for efficiency and is seeking outside funding sources. All
decisions are being made with student success as the foremost criterion.
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INTELLECTUAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND ALIGNMENT WITH MISSION
Table 5 (containing AACSB Table 2.1) below provides the five-year summary of intellectual contributions
produced by LCOB faculty in the academic years 2012-13 through 2016-17. Of the 819 intellectual contributions, 43% represent basic or discovery research, 42% are applied, and 15% are pedagogical. The
LCOB does not emphasize one type of research (e.g., basic, applied or pedagogical) over others. Over
40% of intellectual contributions are directly related to initiatives in the LCOB mission, with the most being in entrepreneurship, international business (directly related to the 2012 mission), and impacts on
southwest Florida:








International – 17%
Entrepreneurship – 10%
Southwest Florida Impact– 6%
Ethics - 4%
Sustainability - 4%
Diversity - 4%
Corporate Social Responsibility – 2%

Over 250 of the intellectual contributions (28%) have been papers published in peer reviewed journals.
(See Appendix F for journal list.) Although to maintain Scholarly Academic status, a faculty member
must publish at least two peer reviewed journal articles every five years, the average per capita peer reviewed journal publication rate in the College has been 4.3 from 2012-2017. Faculty in each discipline
publish over 2.0 peer reviewed journal articles every five years, with accounting faculty producing more
applied research, finance faculty focusing on basic, and other disciplines generating approximately equal
amounts of applied and basic research. Management and marketing faculty produce more pedagogical
research than do other faculty in areas. Average production of participating faculty is each area is:
 Accounting: 4.0
 Economics: 4.6
 Finance: 9.0
 Information Systems: 2.8
 Management: 4.0
 Marketing: 3.5
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Table 5: Intellectual Contributions (Table 2-1)
July 2012- June 2017
Part A: Five-Year Summary of Intellectual Contributions

Applied or Integration/
Application Scholarship

Teaching and Learning
Scholarship

Peer-Reviewed Journals

Academic/Professional
Meeting Proceedings

Academic/Professional
Meeting Presentations

Competitive Research
Awards Received

Textbooks

Economic Research Reports

Other IC Type Selected by
the School

Percent of Participating
Faculty Producing ICs

Percentage of Total FTE
Faculty Producing ICs

Accounting
Economics
Finance
Information Systems and Operations Management
Management
Marketing
Administration (Deans)
Total College

Percentages of Faculty producing
ICs

Types of Intellectual Contributions

Basic or Discovery
Scholarship

Faculty

Portfolio of Intellectual
Contributions

17 (3)
54 (12)
60 (38)

70 (46)
61 (15)
39 (20)

8 (2)
3 (2)
5 (3)

44 (25)
32 (7)
54 (35)

0
0
0

47 (26)
39 (14)
38 (23)

1
8
3

0
0
1

0
21(6)
0

3
18 (2)
8 (3)

100%
100%
85.71%

93.68%
95.62%
77.21%

88 (27)

55 (12)

18

31 (3)

52 (22)

51 (13)
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2

0

6 (1)

100%

88.4%

91 (8)
38 (5)
1 (1)
349 (94)

89 (14)
25 (2)
10 (1)
348 (109)

57 (22)
31 (13)
0
122 (42)

64 (15)
28 (10)
9 (2)
262 (97)

37 (4)
9 (2)
0
98 (28)

105 (13)
49 (8)
2
331 (97)

13 (10)
5
0
49 (10)

1
0
0
4

0
0
0
21(6)

17 (2)
3
0
75 (8)

89.47%
100%
100%
95.65%

86.07%
98.44%
100%
91.17%

Note: Subscripts indicate intellectual contributions where more than one individual in the LCOB was a co-author. The contribution is counted once for each co-author on the report.

Part B: Alignment with Mission, Expected Outcomes, and Strategy
44% of journal articles and published proceedings aligned with mission-related themes. LCOB values applied, basic and pedagogical research equally. This is reflected in
the equivalent proportion of applied and basic research.
Part C: Quality of Five-Year Portfolio of Intellectual Contributions
Publications in predatory journals are not accepted. Since 2015, journal outlets are expected to be ranked “C” or better on major indices. 13% (30) of the peer reviewed journal articles in the last 5 years have been in A or A+ journals, 21% (43) were in B journals, and 30% (64) have been in C journals.
Part D: Impact of Intellectual Contributions
Impact is measured by citations, awards, applications of research, editorships, and faculty speaking engagements based on scholarly reputation, detailed in report narrative.
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The Peer Review Committee rewrote the College’s Annual Evaluation Standards in 2015-2016 (effective
Fall 2017) based on the Faculty Sufficiency and Qualification Guidelines and Research Quality and Impact Metrics (Appendix C) document that defines scholarship and quality requirements required to
maintain Scholarly Academic or Scholarly Professional status. To be considered a scholarly academic or
practitioner, a faculty member must publish in journals rated the equivalent of “C” or better on the Australian Business Deans’ Council Journal Quality list, Journal Citation Reports, Association of Business
Schools journal quality list, or Cabell’s. The new Annual Evaluation Standards codify the process followed since spring 2015 that publications in predatory journals will no longer “count” and define publication quality for the first time in the College’s history. Publications prior to 2016 are “grandfathered” –
that is, all publications that were acceptable prior to 2016 are considered acceptable for rolling five-year
review periods until 2020. During 2012-2017, 16% of peer-reviewed academic journal articles were published in “A” or “A+” journals; 19% were published in “B” journals. This is a significant improvement over
the previous five-year period during which 6% of the peer-reviewed articles were in “A” or “A+” journals
and 6% were in “B” journals.

IMPACT OF INTELLECTUAL CONTRIBUTIONS
The impact of LCOB faculty scholarship is demonstrated by citations, awards, editorships, and invitations
to speak at events with national and international audiences and lecture at other universities, such as
those that follow.
Citations
 Participating faculty published nearly 400 papers in peer-reviewed outlets during the review period, garnering 1,051 Google Scholar citations.
 All-time Google Scholar citations for participating faculty exceed 21,000 (two faculty each exceed 2,000, three exceed 1,000 and four exceed 500).
 Dr. Adrian Valencia’s research on audit quality was cited by the Public Company Accounting
Oversight Board in their request for public comment on audit transparency.
 Dr. Eric Dent’s 1999 publication on resistance to change continues to be cited today (with over
1,000 Google Scholar Citations) and is in the top five all-time most requested reprints from the
Journal of Applied Behavioral Science. The journal has asked him to update his research for a
2019 follow-up publication.
Awards
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Richard U. Ratcliff Award, Appraisal Institute (Dr. Tim Allen, Dr. Shelton Weeks and Ken Lusht,
2016)
Outstanding Author, Technology, Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Competitive Strategy Journal
(Dr. Craig Randall, 2014)
Best Paper Volume 21, Journal of Marketing Theory and Practice (Dr. Mark Case, 2014)
Best/Distinguished Conference Paper (American Real Estate Society Dr. Steven Fraser and Dr.
Tim Allen, 2016; British Academy of Management, Dr. Matthew Sheep, 2015; Academy of Finance, Dr. Tim Allen, 2014)
McGraw-Hill/Irwin Distinguished Paper Award, Academy of Finance (Dr. Tim Allen, 2014)







Reviewer of the Year, Marketing Education Review (Dr. Stuart Van Auken, 2014)
Outstanding Reviewer, Academy of Management (Dr. Trip Knoche, 2012; Dr. Eric Dent, 2015)
Red Pen Award, Journal of Housing Research (Dr. Tim Allen, 2013, 2015)
Most Innovative Paper, Elsevier (Dr. Gina Tran, 2012)
Over $160,000 in external awards, grants, and contracts were received during the review period.

Influencing Business and Society
 Due to his reputation in managerial accounting, Dr. Ara Volkan serves on the Board and as Audit
Committee Chair for Moorings Park.
 An operations management textbook series (OM, Cengage Publishing) by Dr. David Collier has
sold over 100,000 copies.
 Dr. Steve Fraser’s paper, “Is Military Retirement Past Retirement?” is included in a 2010 book
that is included on the Chief of Staff of the Air Force (CSAF) Professional Reading List.
 Due to her marketing research expertise in the perceived benefits of military service on military
recruiting, Dr. Christine Wright-Isak was invited to participate in the European Research Group
on Military and Society in Zurich (2016) with representatives from NATO countries, Israel, and
China.
 Dr. Arianna Pinello’s paper “Investors’ Differential Reaction to Positive versus Negative Earnings
Surprises (Contemporary Accounting Research 25(3)) is required reading in a doctoral seminar at
the University of South Florida.
Speaking Events & Lectures (nonlocal)
 Dr. Carrie Kerekes’ economics scholarship has reached practitioners and academics around the
country; she has been invited to deliver lectures at Mississippi State University, Loyola University (New Orleans), the Columbia Economics Club, and the Foundation for Economic Freedom.
 Dr. Travis Jones’ research on volatility and volatility-based investments has led to invitations for
him to present to the CFA Society of Naples and at the ETF Evolution Conference in Tallahassee,
FL (2015).
 Daniel Fernandez and Ray Placid were asked to speak at Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University College of Law (2015) and the University of Florida (2016 and 2017).
 Based on research reputation, LCOB faculty have given key note addresses, spoken to community groups, and lectured at other universities over 23 times since 2013.
Editorships
 During the last five years, faculty (Drs. Eric Dent, Diana Haytko, Matthew Sheep, Shelton Weeks,
Sandra Kauanui, Bryan Schaffer, Raj Srivastava, Yabing Jiang, and Daniel Rottig) have held 14 editorships or associate editorships for peer-reviewed academic journals, including Decision Support Systems, Human Relations, Journal of Management, Spirituality, and Religion, International
Journal of Emerging Markets, and Journal of Real Estate Practice & Education.
 Faculty have served on 27 editorial review boards of peer reviewed journals since 2012.
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SUPPORT OF INTELLECTUAL CONTRIBUTIONS
COLLEGE SUPPORT
It is important to note that approximately 15 years ago, faculty travel, research and professional development funds in the Academic Funds budget were removed from the college budgets and put under the
control of the University Faculty Senate. At that time, the LCOB allocated approximately $500 annually
from its operating budget to each faculty member for research and professional development. The
amount varied slightly depending on how departments budgeted operational funds. Additionally, the
Dean’s Office supplemented funding with available resources when possible. Although LCOB faculty applied for University funding, as the University grew, competition for scarce resources became more difficult.
In 2015 the Scholarship Task Force developed guidelines for awarding proceeds from the LCOB Fund for
Excellence, a $958,811 endowment which provides approximately $35,000 annually in unrestricted
funds to the College. In addition to providing funding for conference travel and professional development, a portion of this fund is reserved for junior faculty and to reward faculty who publish in top journals. Between 2015 and 2017 the following awards have been made from the Excellence Fund:
 A total of $10,500 to five newly hired assistant professors and instructors;
 $6,000 to the authors of the LCOB’s annual “best paper”;
 A total of $4,500 to eight individuals who published in “A” or “A+” journals;
 Over $31,000 to 44 faculty, advisors, and staff for conference travel or professional development; and
 Over $3,700 was awarded to four undergraduate students to present research papers at conferences.
UNIVERSITY RESEARCH AWARDS AND PROGRAMS
The FGCU faculty senate awards approximately $125,000 in Professional Development Grants to FGCU
faculty annually through a competitive application process. Faculty may receive up to $2,000 per academic year. During the review period, LCOB faculty received a total of approximately $14,000 each year
from the FGCU faculty senate.
Additional University sources of funding for faculty research include: The Lucas Center for Faculty Development, the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs, the Lucas Institute for Real Estate Development and Finance, the Center for Environmental and Sustainability Education, the Office of Research
and Graduate Studies, and the Institute for Entrepreneurship. LCOB faculty have reported receiving almost $20,000 from these sources during 2012-2017.
ENDOWED CHAIRS
LCOB faculty members hold eight endowed chairs and professorships, with four at the rank of Eminent
Scholar. At 14% of the College’s faculty, this is the highest chair-to-faculty ratio of all colleges at FGCU.
Endowed chairs and professors receive additional funds that may be used to support research activities,
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community engagement, professional development, or teaching. In 2016-17, $170,000 was available to
LCOB chair holders and endowed professors to support their activities.

NEW DEGREE PROGRAMS
No new degree programs were instituted during the review period.

SECTION 5: PARTICIPANTS
STUDENTS
ENROLLMENT TRENDS
FGCU’s Fall 2016 enrollment was nearly 15,000 students. The Lutgert College of Business is home to
3,337 business students of which over 95% are undergraduates. This represents approximately one-fifth
of the FGCU student body. Almost 90% of the College’s students are from Florida. As indicated in Table
6 below, management is the largest business major in the College, with accounting, finance, and marketing clustered around a distant second place.
Table 6: LCOB Enrollment by Major
Discipline

2011

2016

Accounting

412

525

Computer Information Systems

189

246

Economics

59

116

Finance

236

502

Management

975

1209

Marketing

384

600

MBA

150

98

MS Accounting

59

36

MS Information Systems

9

61

1

Admissions suspended 2015-2017 to allow program redesign.

Most LCOB graduate students are part-time students and most undergraduates are full-time students
(Table 7). The proportion of full-time MBA students significantly decreased over the review period.
Over three-quarters of the undergraduates continue to be full-time students.
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Table 7: Percentage of Full-Time Students

MBA
MS
BS

Fall 2011
30%
29%
77%

Fall 2016
22%
32%
78%

ADMISSIONS CRITERIA
FGCU admits freshmen (first-time in college, FTIC) with a minimum of 2.5 high school GPA. Transfer students are admitted with a minimum 2.0 average on prior college course work. Florida articulation guarantees AA (Associate of Arts) graduates from a Florida State/Community College in good standing and
with at least a 2.0 average admission into a state university. The academic profile of incoming freshmen
with a declared business major relative to the rest of FGCU has remained relatively consistent over the
past five years (Table 8). The GPA and test scores of incoming freshmen have increased since 2011.
Prior to transitioning into a business major, students must complete seven common prerequisite
courses (Financial and Managerial Accounting, Macro and Micro Economics, Introduction to Computer
Hardware and Software, Introduction to Statistics, and Elementary Calculus) with a “C” or better, as well
as receive a “B” (or waiver) in College Algebra. Students typically transition from Undergraduate Studies
to the LCOB during their second semester as freshmen.
Table 8: Academic Characteristics of FGCU & LCOB Students (FTIC Only)
High School GPA (FTIC)
LCOB
FGCU
SAT Scores – Total
LCOB
FGCU
ACT Scores
LCOB
FGCU

Fall 2011

Fall 2016

3.3
3.4

3.7
3.8

1513
1531

1585
1593

22
21

24
24

CHARACTERISTICS
Diversity and international exposure are important to the LCOB. The LCOB has exchange agreements
with six foreign colleges of business in France, Germany, Sweden, Spain and New Zealand. In 2005-06,
three LCOB students studied abroad in Germany, France and New Zealand. In 2011-12, 14 LCOB students studied abroad. In 2016 – 2017, 20 students studied abroad in France, Spain, and Germany. At
this time, twenty-five students are enrolled to study at an international partner during summer 2018.
In fall 2011, 65 international students were enrolled in the College; in fall 2016 there were 101 international students enrolled. The LCOB has the objective of increasing the proportion of FGCU students who
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study abroad, as well as of international students enrolled in the LCOB. The demographic distribution of
students has remained fairly constant over the review period, although the proportion of women has
decreased slightly (Table 9).
Table 9: LCOB Demographic Characteristics (Graduate & Undergraduate)
Percent of Enrollment

Non-resident aliens
Ethnicity
American Indian / Alaskan Native
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black
Hispanic
2 or more races
White
Unknown
Males
Females

Fall 2011

Fall 2016

2.6%

2.6%

0.3%
1.7%
5.9%
16.8%
1.7%
69.8%
1.3%
61.5%
38.6%

0.1%
1.5%
5.4%
17.4%
2.7%
68.8%
1.5%
65.8%
34.2%

LCOB STUDENT SERVICES
The LCOB Office of Student Affairs provides academic support and referrals for business majors. The office is headed by the Director of Enrollment Management and staffed by seven full-time professional
academic advisors (of whom 5.25 are dedicated to business majors), an international program manager,
a receptionist and an internship coordinator. This is an increase of almost two advisors and an internship coordinator over the past five years. Coordination of advising activities is the office’s primary responsibility. The office maintains all advising records, completes graduation audits, certifies degrees and
advises students about course selection and prerequisites. The advisors are also often students’ first
point of contact when they encounter problems with University processes or academics. The staff hold
Transfer Orientation for incoming business majors, as well as Transition Workshops for second semester
freshman pre-business majors transitioning to the LCOB (incoming freshmen are advised by First-Year
Advising in Undergraduate Studies). In 2015, the Student Affairs team adopted a mission statement to
communicate the importance of the advising role in students’ education.
The Office also assists international students studying in the LCOB and business majors seeking to study
abroad. In order to improve the experience of LCOB students abroad, the Office of Student Affairs
worked with faculty during spring 2012 to create a common study abroad experience that requires students to complete more course related writing and contact with a faculty member while abroad. This
was first implemented during summer 2012.
Tutoring for financial and managerial accounting (ACG 2021 and ACG 2071) is offered as a service by
members of Beta Alpha Psi in the LCOB. This program was instituted in 2007 in response to assessment
results. During 2016-17 there were almost 800 visits to the accounting tutoring room to work with the
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29 student tutors. Tutoring for economics and finance is available through the FGCU Center for Academic Achievement (CAA). Since 2013, the core finance course has been supported by CAA through
supplemental instruction, as a direct result of assurance of learning activities.
Various departments and faculty-led institutes offer co-curricular opportunities for students to grow
personally and professionally. For example, the Accounting Department holds an annual Meet the Firms
night that allows accounting majors to interact with employers and provides them with professional exposure and career placement opportunities, as well as a mentoring program for top accounting students. The Finance program provides networking events for students to interact with local employers.
The Economics program receives funding for students to travel to the annual International Students for
Liberty conference. The Institute for Entrepreneurship funds the Business Plan Eagle Biz Awards competition for teams of business and engineering students, as well as sponsors events for students in the
Business and Entrepreneurship Club. Several College centers (e.g., RERI, IEF, iTi) involve students in research projects.

FACULTY & PROFESSIONAL STAFF
The LCOB is dedicated to excellent teaching, impactful scholarship, and community engagement and has
policies and processes in place to support its mission.
SUFFICIENCY
As can be seen in Table 10 below and detailed in Table 15-1 in Appendix G, 81% of the LCOB faculty are
classified as participating. Departments range from utilizing 71% to 95% participating faculty. Participating faculty are full- or part-time faculty who are considered long-term faculty members and who participate in LCOB activities beyond teaching and holding office hours. Participating faculty must satisfy three
participation criteria, such as committee service, mission-related research, and advising or mentoring
students, annually (See Appendix C for complete guidelines).
TABLE 10: Faculty Sufficiency Using Student Credit Hours
Unit
Accounting
Economics
Finance
Information Systems &
Operations Management
Management
Marketing
Total College

Percent
Participating
79.1%
95.2%
70.8%
80.6%
76.2%
87.3%
81.1%

FACULTY MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW

The LCOB focuses on hiring and retaining a high quality, diverse faculty. LCOB faculty are characterized
as follows:
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Most LCOB faculty are ranked faculty holding three-year continuing multi-year (rolling) appointments. The continuing appointment is extended one year after a satisfactory annual performance review so that a faculty member in good standing is always in the first year of a threeyear appointment. In the event of an overall unsatisfactory review, a year is not added to the
end of the appointment. This places the individual on probation and requires the faculty member to prepare a corrective Personal Improvement Plan to fulfill the following year. If the plan is
successfully met, the individual’s contract returns to three years. If it is not met, the individual
may work one more year before separation from FGCU. Ranked faculty are expected to remain
as scholarly academics and may be assigned to teach graduate and undergraduate courses.
Ranked faculty normally teach three classes each semester. Ranked faculty are generally participating faculty.
The LCOB has one tenured ranked faculty member. FGCU was created when the Fort Myers
campus of the University of South Florida (USF), a tenure granting institution, was closed and
students, staff and faculty were provided the opportunity to join FGCU. Faculty who transitioned to FGCU from USF were given the option of staying on tenure track or converting to contracts.
Instructors are academically or professionally qualified individuals with a 4:4 teaching load. Instructors normally teach undergraduate courses; those who are suitably qualified may be assigned to teach graduate courses. Instructors are generally participating faculty.
Adjunct faculty are expected to be academically or professionally qualified and normally teach
undergraduate courses in their area of specialty, although those who are qualified may teach
graduate courses. Most adjunct faculty are supporting faculty.
Visiting faculty may be instructors or ranked faculty with fixed-term appointments of one to
three years. Most visiting faculty are participating.

Since 2011, the LCOB has increased the proportion of female full-time faculty by 6% (from 34% to 40% in
2016).
RECRUITMENT AND HIRING
The decision to fill an open faculty or staff position is made by the Dean after consultation with the chair
or director. After approval by the Provost, open positions are filled following FGCU search procedures.
The recruitment and hiring process is overseen by a search advisory committee appointed by the department chair, consisting primarily of faculty from within the department, but generally including at
least one faculty member from another LCOB department. All permanent faculty searches are national
in scope. Applications are screened by the committee and a subset are selected for preliminary phone
or Skype interviews. Generally, three finalists are invited to campus for interviews. In addition to the
entire search advisory committee, the department chair, department faculty, and the Dean participate
in the on-campus interviews. Additionally, the process includes a classroom and a research presentation. The advisory committee then provides a recommendation to the department chair, who then recommends a hire to the Dean.
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Searches for professional staff may be national or regional. The search is overseen by the hiring official,
assisted by a search panel of several relevant individuals. The hiring official, normally a Director or a
Chair, then makes a recommendation to the Dean.
ORIENTATION AND MENTORING
All new faculty members participate in the University’s day-long new faculty orientation that occurs one
to two weeks before classes start for the fall semester. New resident FGCU faculty with less than two
years university teaching experience are also required to attend the “New Faculty Academy”, a twentyhour teaching program at the FGCU Lucas Center for Faculty Development. New Adjunct Faculty are
asked to attend a four-hour orientation at the Lucas Center. Department Chairs are responsible for ensuring that new faculty are familiar with all policies and procedures and can locate important documents
and resources on the College or University website. Additional mentoring occurs on an informal basis
under the leadership of the department chair, and the department chair and senior faculty help junior
faculty stay on-track for success.
Consistent with the Collective Bargaining Agreement, annual faculty assignments are provided at least
six weeks prior to the start of the semester. After annual performance reviews are completed near the
end of every spring semester, Department Chairs meet with faculty members to develop Professional
Development Plans (PDP) for the next academic year. The PDP sets objectives and milestones for the
faculty member to accomplish during the year and is a key element in the annual performance evaluation process. The Chair provides guidance to each faculty member about the teaching, research, and
service activities and outcomes that should be included in the PDP to ensure that adequate progress is
made towards achieving an overall satisfactory annual evaluation, and, if applicable, future promotion.
Directors and department chairs are responsible for the orientation and mentoring of professional staff.
REVIEW AND PROMOTION PROCESS
As described above, faculty annual performance evaluations are conducted at the end of every spring
semester and are based on the goals set forth in the PDP at the start of the academic year. Chairs evaluate faculty members as either “Below Expectations”, “Meets Expectations” or “Exceeds Expectations” in
the areas of Teaching, Research and Service, using the LCOB Framework and Standards for Contract Renewal and Promotion as a guide. If a faculty member receives an overall “Satisfactory” on their evaluation, a year is added to the end of the initial three-year appointment so that a faculty member in “good
standing” is always in the first year of a continuing three-year appointment. A faculty member receiving
an overall “Unsatisfactory” is not in good standing and the continuing contract is not extended (i.e.,
does not “roll”) to a third year. The faculty member is placed on probation and given a Personal Improvement Plan (PIP) to fulfill during the next academic year. If the plan is satisfactorily met, then the
three-year continuing appointment is reinstated. Failure to satisfactorily fulfill that plan results in a nonrenewal of the contract. The elements of the appointment are documented in the Collective Bargaining
Agreement between the United Faculty of Florida, FGCU-Chapter (faculty union), and the FGCU Board of
Trustees. The timelines are documented in the FGCU Faculty Performance and Evaluation Document
(FPED) developed by the FGCU Faculty Senate.
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College administration and professional staff receive performance evaluations in July. Since professional
advisors hold faculty positions, they are evaluated by the Director of Enrollment Management in the areas of advising, professional development and scholarship, and service. Remaining staff and administrators are evaluated on performance outcomes developed with their supervisors at the start of the year.
FGCU faculty and advisors are eligible for promotion after completing four years in rank. Starting 201718, FGCU faculty are required to submit a pre-promotion portfolio for review the year before they intend to apply for promotion to assess their promotion readiness. When applying for promotion, faculty
submit their portfolio to their department Chair, who reviews it and writes a letter to the Dean recommending or discouraging promotion. The portfolio is also reviewed by the faculty Peer Review Committee, which writes a letter to the Dean recommending or opposing promotion. After reviewing the portfolio, the Dean then writes a letter to the Provost recommending or opposing promotion. The Provost
has the final decision on the individual’s promotion.

SECTION 6: LEARNING AND TEACHING
CURRICULA MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT
The LCOB has formalized the process by which it evaluates and updates curriculum in order to provide
students with an academic experience that incorporates contemporary topics relevant to their degree
programs. The goal is to align the curriculum with the mission, vision and core values of LCOB, which in
turn are aligned with the mission, vision and core values of FGCU.
LCOB evaluates and updates curriculum to ensure that the academic programs are current and meet the
expectations of the stakeholders and marketplace. A complete review was conducted in the academic
year 2016-17. Informally the review is conducted every year for minor changes and adjustments if necessary. The complete formal review is conducted every three to five years. In doing so, LCOB ensures
that curricula meet current market place needs, future business trends, and prepare students to take
their place in the marketplace.
The LCOB curricula management process is systematic, proactive, and documented, led by faculty committees, and reflecting input from assessment results, internal and external stakeholders, benchmarking
against quality institutions and AACSB recommended content areas, formal program reviews, and environmental scans to ensure relevance and currency.
The faculty is responsible for curricula development and management. Specifically, the Undergraduate
and Graduate Program Committees are charged to oversee all important aspects of the curricula. Proposed curricula changes within majors are voted on by faculty members at the department level and
then sent to the appropriate LCOB curricula committee (undergraduate or graduate) for review. After
College approval, the change must be approved by the corresponding University committee and Academic Affairs. Significant proposed changes to existing degree programs, as well as proposed new programs, are developed by faculty with College leadership and voted on by the entire faculty after approval by the College committee and before being sent for University approval. New degree programs
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and significant changes to existing programs must be approved by the FGCU Board of Trustees, and, in
some cases, by the Board of Governors of the state university system.
The LCOB seeks input from external stakeholders in program and curricula matters. The LCOB disciplines
engage relevant advisory councils as appropriate to identify knowledge and skills sought by prospective
employers. LCOB surveys alumni periodically to seek their input based on their experiences in the marketplace. Additionally, the Internship Coordinator reports results from employer evaluations of interns.
All input from the faculty, students, and external stakeholders are used in continuous review of degree
programs and curricula. The curricula review process is detailed in Appendix H.
Curricula revision occurred in all programs during the review period. In the undergraduate program,
data from the assurance of learning (AOL) process noting weaknesses in math and quantitative skills,
motivated a change in requirements for undergraduate students to transition into the LCOB, increasing
the required grade in college algebra from a “C” to a “B”. In response to weaknesses in writing and critical thinking, the College adopted FGCU’s SACS Quality Enhancement Plan guidelines to teach and assess
writing, critical thinking, and information literacy, in three required courses in each undergraduate major. Additionally, the faculty are in the process of developing two required critical thinking and soft skills
courses for business majors.
The MBA program was significantly revised and shortened in 2015 based on AOL data, input from
alumni and employers, and trends in graduate education. Assessment results and changes to the CPA
exam prompted changes to the MS in Accounting & Taxation program to include coverage of big data
and data analytics and expand ethical content. Admissions to the MS in Information Systems program
were suspended during the review period to allow a comprehensive curriculum review and modification
based on changing industry needs and assessed student weaknesses in critical thinking and the application of knowledge. Changes to undergraduate and graduate curricula are covered in greater detail below.

ASSURANCE OF LEARNING
The LCOB Undergraduate and Graduate Program Committees (“Curriculum Committees”) are responsible for proposing, defining, and maintaining the learning goals and objectives for the B.S. core and MBA
program. The Assurance of Learning Committee, composed of core course coordinators, oversees the
AOL process for the undergraduate core and MBA program and communicates results and suggestions
for improvement to the curricula committees. Goals, objectives, assessment, and curricula of individual
majors and the specialized M.S. programs are maintained by program faculty. Program faculty and the
department chair oversee the assurance of learning process for these degrees. The AOL process can be
found in Appendix I. Assessment schedules for all degree programs can be found in Appendix J.
Learning goals for all undergraduate and graduate business degree programs are derived from the three
overarching University learning goals: all graduates will be able to think critically, communicate effectively, and have mastered discipline content.
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B.S. PROGRAM
Students in all six undergraduate business majors (Accounting, Computer Information Systems, Economics, Finance, Management, and Marketing) are required to take the same seven business prerequisite
courses and nine business core courses, as well as nine or ten courses in their major area. Learning outcomes for the B.S. program are assessed in the business core classes. Individual departments are responsible for the assessment of courses in their majors. A summary of direct assessment activity can be
seen in Table 11.
Learning goals and objectives for the B.S. program follow. B.S. graduates will:
 Be effective communicators.
o Prepare effective written reports.
o Deliver effective oral presentations.
 Be critical thinkers.
o Solve business problems using analytical tools.
o Apply ethical reasoning to business issues.
o Apply critical thinking skills to business problems.
 Understand the business environment.
o Demonstrate knowledge of global factors influencing business.
o Explain the importance of environmental responsibility.
 Have interdisciplinary business knowledge.
o Understand main concepts and definitions in accounting, economics, finance, information systems, management, marketing, and operations management.
o Demonstrate the integration of knowledge across disciplines.
A detailed summary of assurance of learning in the undergraduate core can be found in Appendix K,
with an overview provided below. Assessment data collected over the review period have indicated
weaknesses in the following areas:
 Quantitative preparation and abilities, especially evidenced in the core finance class (FIN 3403);
 Writing ability, particularly in the use, analysis and synthesis of information from outside
sources;
 Critical thinking;
 Ethical reasoning; and
 Understanding how global factors influence business.
Quantitative abilities: Since assessments have shown students struggle with the quantitative aspects of
the core finance course (FIN 3403), an algebra pretest has been administered in finance and economics
courses. Results have shown that students come to the LCOB without a solid understanding of the basic
algebra required for business courses. During 2012-2013, the finance faculty worked with the math department, resulting in the inclusion of business and finance examples and problems in business calculus
and college algebra. Additionally, the department worked with the FGCU Center for Academic Achievement to initiate and then strengthen supplemental instruction and tutoring for FIN 3403.
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Unfortunately, results of the algebra pretest have not improved, nor have quantitative embedded assessments in finance and economics core classes. Performance on quantitative aspects of the ETS MFT
support this data. Therefore, effective fall 2017, a minimum grade of “B” in College Algebra will be required before a student can transition to the LCOB (formerly a “C” was required). The impact of this requirement will not be seen in assessment outcomes for several years.
Writing and Critical Thinking: Weakness in these areas was evidenced across the university. Therefore,
in 2015 as part of its SACS accreditation, FGCU implemented a Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) that emphasized critical thinking, writing, and information literacy in each major. The LCOB participates in the
QEP and has designated three courses in each major to support writing, critical thinking, and information literacy. FGCU faculty teams have assessed senior work in the QEP initiative for two years (201516 and 2016-17). In 2016-17, LCOB seniors improved in information literacy (by approximately 20%),
remained constant in critical thinking, and declined in writing skills (approximately 15%). However, in
2016-17, graduating LCOB seniors did show at least a 20% improvement over freshmen in critical thinking and writing. These results are being addressed by the LCOB Undergraduate AOL Committee. The
first step was revision and expansion of the College Writing Guidelines for students and distribution to
faculty for use during summer 2017. To date, the Guidelines are used by many upper division courses in
each major and in several courses in the business core.
In 2016, the Undergraduate AOL Committee worked with the Undergraduate Program Committee to develop and approve a new course, Critical Thinking for Business, to replace the required professional writing course. This course was scheduled to be piloted during Fall 2017, but due to resource constraints
and low enrollment, the pilot was rescheduled for Spring 2018.
Additionally, in 2013 the LCOB faculty adopted the “PEAS” (Problem, Evidence, Analysis, Solution)
framework for critical thinking (from Montana State University) as a way to teach and assess critical
thinking. This has been incrementally introduced into the curricula. Written communication and critical
thinking are assessed at both the junior and senior levels. Improvements have not yet been seen but
are expected within the next few cycles.
Ethical Reasoning: Before 2012, students were performing poorly on the ethics assessment. College faculty met and discovered that the faculty itself did not have a shared understanding of ethics or how to
include it in their pedagogy. At that time, it was decided the PEAS ethics framework would be used and
the PEAS rubric would be modified to include ethics. Student performance did not improve. In 20132014, faculty in four core business courses (information systems, management, marketing, and business
law) began working together toward a common understanding of ethics in those classes and created
common material for use in them. Implementation began in 2014-2015. Although results are not consistent, there appears to have been some improvement in assessment outcomes in 2016-17 (See Appendix K).
Global Factors: Students performed unevenly on embedded assessments in several classes, as well as
international issues questions on the ETS-MFT. By increasing topic coverage in core finance, management, and economics classes, students performed better on ETS-MFT international questions as well as
embedded international assessment by 2014-2015. However, since then, performance has declined in
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both embedded assessments and the ETS results. This issue will be addressed by the Undergraduate
AOL Committee in 2017-2018.
Table 11: Direct Assessment Summary
Learning Objective
Measure

Outcomes
2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

B.S. Core
Benchmarks: >70% of students meet or exceed expectations on each rubric trait or answer > 80% of questions correctly.
Nationally normed exams (e.g., ETS) LCOB score > 50th percentile or national average
Prepare effective written reports.
TRA 3151 & GEB 4890: faculty teams assess business report
Deliver effective oral presentations.
GEB 4890: faculty teams assess presentations
Solve business problems using analytical tools.
GEB 4890: quiz solving complex problems. FIN 3403: test questions
Apply critical thinking skills to business problems. (Added in 2013)
TRA 3151 & GEB 4890 – Business reports scored by faculty team
Apply ethical reasoning to business issues.
MAR 3023 case; ISM 3011, MAN 3025, BUL 3130, MAR 3023 – test questions
Demonstrate knowledge of global factors influencing business.
MAN 3025 test questions; ETS MFT International Issues questions
Explain the importance of environmental responsibility.
MAN 3025 & TRA 3151 test questions; TRA 3151 Sustainability essay
Understand main concepts & definitions in accounting, economics, finance,
information systems, management, marketing, and operations management.
ETS MFT in graduation semester
Demonstrate the integration of knowledge across disciplines.
GEB 4890 business report

MBA
Benchmarks: >80% of students meet or exceed expectations on each rubric trait or answer >80% of questions correctly.
Employ conventions of standard written English.
MAN 6607, GEB 6895, ACG 6075 case analysis
Deliver effective oral presentations. (Added 2016)
MAR 6807 presentation scored by faculty team
Solve business problems using critical thinking skills.
FIN 6406, ECP 6705. MAN 6607, MAR 6807, TRA 6158 cases. .
Apply critical thinking skills to ethical scenarios.
MAN 6607 & BUL 6456 case analysis
Synthesize interdisciplinary knowledge to make strategic decisions.
GEB 6895 case analysis
Evaluate the global impact of business decisions.
MAN 6607 case analysis
Examine the environmental impact of business decisions.
TRA 6158 case analysis & test questions
Assess leadership skills & develop personal leadership plan.
MAN 6266 term project

MS Accounting & Taxation
Benchmarks: >80% of students meet or exceed expectations on each rubric trait or answer >80% of questions correctly.
Communicate effectively at a professional level.
TAX 6045, BUL 6831 written assignments
Demonstrate effective mentoring skills.
TAX 6045 written assignment
Analyze the implications of global accounting and tax standards.
ACG 6205 case research
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Learning Objective
Measure
Analyze the ethical implications of accounting and tax transactions.
BUL 6831, ACG 6655 written assignment
Develop strategies to achieve a desired accounting or tax objective.
ACG 6135 research paper
Conduct research pertinent to tax and accounting problems.
ACG 6135 research paper
Evaluate and revise accounting/tax processes.
ACG 6655 written assignment

Outcomes
2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

MS Information Systems
Benchmarks: >80% of students meet or exceed expectations on each rubric trait or answer >80% of questions correctly.
Apply project management tools and methods to Information Systems projects.
ISM 6316 Project
Work effectively on a team to plan, control, and complete a project.
ISM 6155 Term project
Prepare an effective written report for a specific audience and purpose.
ISM 6121, ISM 6045 Case analysis & test questions
Select the optimal approach for meeting Information Systems resource and
operational needs.
ISM 6155 Project
Analyze Information Systems requirements to support business operations.
ISM 6121 Project
Develop an Information Systems strategy.
ISM 6488 Project & test questions

Legend:  Below Benchmark

 Met Benchmark

 Mixed Results

MBA PROGRAM
For the MBA, goals are organized as follows. Graduates from the MBA program, will:
 Have leadership abilities.
o Assess leadership skills.
o Develop a personal leadership plan.
 Have global awareness.
o Evaluate the global impact of business decisions.
o Examine the environmental impact of business decisions.
o Analyze the ethical implications of business decisions.
 Have a strategic perspective.
o Synthesize interdisciplinary knowledge to make business decisions.
 Demonstrate effective communication skills.
o Demonstrate effective written communication skills.
o Demonstrate effective oral communication skills.
 Demonstrate critical thinking & problems solving.
o Solve business problems using critical thinking skills.
A summary of direct assessment activity can be seen in Table 11, and a detailed summary of MBA AOL
can be found in Appendix L. Assessment data has indicated weaknesses in the following areas:
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Analytical and critical thinking;
Synthesizing and applying knowledge; and
Writing ability, particularly in the use, analysis and synthesis of information from outside
sources.

In 2014-2015 the faculty reviewed the MBA curricula and made significant program changes based on
assessment data and student feedback. The Graduate Program Committee noted increased demand for
shorter MBA programs, as well as poor outcomes in assessments for ethics, analytical skills, writing, and
critical thinking. The program was shortened by over 10 credit hours by combining prerequisite courses,
and an ethics and business law and a managerial economics course were added. Learning goals and objectives were reworded, although their content remained largely the same. Faculty were asked to apply
the same critical thinking framework (PEAS) used at the undergraduate level in MBA courses.
Although critical thinking skills are assessed in and of themselves, they are also inherent in the assessments of integrating knowledge to make strategic decisions, evaluating the environmental impact of
business decisions, and ethical business decision-making. Students exhibited the same weaknesses
across all these areas in that they had difficulty applying and synthesizing information, analyzing alternatives and supporting recommendations. Assessments of ethics in business decision-making and synthesizing strategic knowledge to make strategic decisions paralleled these results, reinforcing students’ inability to consider alternative solutions, support recommendations, and also, incorporate outside evidence and sources. To address the latter, starting Fall 2016 the business research librarian has addressed incoming MBA students offering her assistance in using outside resources. Results can be seen
in Table 11 and Appendix L.
The most recent (2016-17) quantitative critical (analytical) thinking assessments met benchmarks, although students remained weak in application of knowledge. In qualitative critical thinking, students
continued to be below benchmarks in analyzing alternatives and supporting recommendations. During
2017-2018 the Graduate AOL Committee will re-examine how critical thinking is taught and assessed.
M.S. IN ACCOUNTING & TAXATION
Graduates with an M.S. in Accounting & Taxation (MSA&T) will:
 Have leadership abilities.
o Communicate effectively at the professional level.
o Demonstrate effective mentoring skills.
 Have a strategic perspective.
o Develop strategies to achieve a desired accounting objective.
 Be critical thinkers.
o Conduct research pertinent to accounting issues and problems.
o Evaluate and revise accounting processes.
 Have interdisciplinary business knowledge.
o Analyze the ethical implications of accounting and tax transactions.
o Analyze the implications of global accounting standards.
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A summary of direct assessment activity can be seen in Table 11 and a detailed summary of M.S. Accounting & Taxation AOL can be found in Appendix M. Assessment data has indicated weaknesses in the
following areas:
 Analyze ethical implications of accounting and tax transactions;
 Develop strategies to achieve a desired accounting or tax objective; and
 Evaluate and revise accounting/tax processes.
In 2016-2017 the Accounting Department completed a comprehensive graduate program curricula review and assurance of program goals and learning outcomes review. Faculty considered both assessment results and forthcoming major changes to the CPA exam (effective April 2017). Based on that review, faculty decided to add Advanced Accounting Information Systems (ACG 6405) to the program requirements. Making this course a program requirement serves two purposes. First, it will integrate Big
Data and Data Analytics in the graduate curricula, reflecting a general shift in the profession. Second the
MS Accounting & Taxation program did not have a capstone course and this course will serve that purpose. To maintain the 30-hour degree requirement, general business electives were reduced from two
to one. A review of the assurance of program goals and learning outcomes determined the need to shift
the ACG 6655 assessment from Spring to Fall to coincide with planned scheduling changes. ACG 6405
was also added to the matrix and will be first assessed Spring 2018.
The review of program goals and learning outcomes revealed that analyzing ethical implications of accounting and tax transactions has continued to be problematic for students. During the review, faculty
noted that at the undergraduate level the CPA code of conduct is introduced in Intermediate Accounting
1 and reinforced in both Cost Accounting and Intermediate III. At the graduate level, the CPA Code of
Conduct is reviewed in Tax Research and Planning (TAX 6045) and Law and Business II (BUL 6831). Faculty have determined that adding additional cases focused on ethical issues combined with more opportunities to practice in-class ethical analyses of ethical issues facing accounting professionals is needed.
Evaluating and revising accounting processes and develop strategies to achieve a desired accounting or
tax objective both reflect students’ difficulty with considering alternatives and supporting their recommendations with prior research. Faculty have recognized the need to provide students with more examples to use as templates for this type of analysis. A number of classes that were previously face-to-face
moved to a hybrid delivery mode. Prior to moving to a hybrid delivery mode, impacted faculty met individually with FGCU e-learning representatives or participated in relevant FGCU Course Development
Academies. Spring 2018 Accounting Graduate Faculty will meet to review and share their experiences
with each other and develop some program specific ‘best practices’.
M.S. IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Admissions to the M.S. in Information Systems (MSIS) program were suspended from 2015-2017 to allow the faculty to completely reengineer the program which did not meet current industry needs and
faced declining enrollment. The learning goals and objectives of the program until 2017 are below.
MSIS graduates will:
 Apply critical thinking skills to business problems.
o Develop an information systems strategy.
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o Analyze information systems requirements to support business operations.
Be proficient in content/discipline specific knowledge and skills.
o Select the optimal approach for meeting information systems resource and operational
needs.
o Apply project management tools and methods to information systems projects.
o Work effectively on a team to plan, control, and complete a project.
Be effective communicators.
o Prepare an effective written report for a specific audience and purpose

During 2011-12 the MSIS program was slightly revised based on employer input to include courses in
operations management. A summary of direct assessment activity can be seen in Table 11 and a detailed
summary of the MSIS AOL can be found in Appendix N. Extremely small class sizes presented a challenge to assessment and the interpretation of results. Assessment data did not indicate significant weaknesses in any of the areas although student issues were identified in the following areas:




Synthesizing and applying knowledge;
Writing ability, particularly in content development, and analysis and synthesis of information
from external sources; and
Critical thinking.

These areas are inherent in the MSIS program in terms of integrating knowledge to make strategic information technology decisions, and in terms of communicating the decisions. To address this, the areas of
weakness are planned to be reinforced in multiple courses across the core curricula of the revised MS
program. Additionally, several MSIS faculty were assessing only students enrolled in the MSIS program
and not including MBA students taking the course as an elective. Since enrollment in classes was already small, this resulted in assessments of only one or two students. This has been corrected.
In spring 2015, the information systems faculty, in consultation with the LCOB Leadership Team and the
CIS Advisory Board, decided to suspend the program for two years and reengineer the program after a
comprehensive curricula review. The program did not have any specialized concentrations and was
viewed as outdated and as not serving current market needs. The program faced declining enrollments.
The new program, MS in Information Systems and Analytics (MSISA), has two concentrations, and is designed to address the market needs of the region and beyond. To support the program, the LCOB has
invested in advanced hardware and software needed to support the program. In addition, one computer
lab has been completely renovated and upgraded to serve the MSISA program.
Admissions to the revised program restarted in 2017-18. Content of the program was based on feedback from employers and alumni and benchmarked against leading institutions’ programs. The revised
student learning goals and outcomes follow. Graduates with an M.S. in Information Systems and Analytics (MSIA) will be able to:
 Think critically.
o Develop an information systems strategy.
o Analyze information systems requirements to support business operations.
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Collaborate and work in teams.
o Work effectively in a team to plan, control, and complete a project.



Choose and apply appropriate information technology approaches to solve domain problems.

o



Select the optimal approach for meeting information systems resource and operational
needs.
o Analyze information systems requirements to support information security .
Communicate orally and in writing unambiguously to specialists and non-specialists.
o Prepare effective written reports.
o Deliver effective oral presentations.

A new assessment plan has been developed (Appendix J) for the MSISA program.

TEACHING
Quality teaching is promoted at FGCU. Teaching is evaluated as part of the overall annual performance
review process. At the start of each academic year, the faculty prepares a professional development
plan (PDP) with the department chair, including teaching goals. Each spring faculty prepare an annual
professional development report (ADPR) detailing how they have met the agreed upon objectives and
activities, as described in the PDP. In the ADPR faculty must provide evidence of their teaching effectiveness; this evidence is then used to evaluate teaching as part of the annual review process. Evidence
may include documentation of improved learning outcomes resulting from changes motivated by assessment data, demonstrated rigor in assignments and grading, student feedback, and peer observation
results.
Programs to improve quality and effective teaching are primarily coordinated by FGCU’s Lucas Center
for Faculty Development. Additionally, the LCOB, Lucas Center, and FGCU provide funding for faculty to
attend teaching effectiveness training workshops, seminars and conferences. During the review period:





Fifteen faculty reported attending a total of 39 Lucas Center workshops and six reported attending eight workshops sponsored by the LCOB or another FGCU office;
Eight faculty reported attending nine AACSB curriculum and teaching conferences and webinars;
Ten reported attending 18 events sponsored by professional organizations, such as the American Accounting Association; and
Fourteen faculty reported completing over three dozen webinars, workshops, and other events
sponsored by a variety of third parties, such as publishers, vendors, other universities, and Mentor Commons.

In 2015, the LCOB Undergraduate Student Advisory Board instituted the “Inspirational Faculty” annual
award program for student-selected best teachers. In its two years of existence, eight faculty have reported receiving the Inspirational Faculty award. From 2012-2015, the LCOB Dean’s office sponsored a
competitive “Best Teacher” annual award program. Additionally, the following faculty received teaching
awards during the review period:
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Dr. Arianna Pinello received the FGCU Junior Teaching Award in 2015;
Dr. Khaled Aboulnasr and Ray Placid received teaching awards from the FGCU Chapter of the
National Society of Leadership and Success in 2016;



The Organizational Behavior Teaching Society awarded Dr. Eric Dent (2012) and Dr. Bryan Schaffer (2017) mentoring and teaching awards.

JOINT DEGREE PROGRAMS AND TRANSFER CREDIT POLICIES
The LCOB has no joint or partnership degree programs at this time.
As stated earlier, students with a Florida AA degree are guaranteed transfer to one of the Florida Public
Universities. For these students and all transfer students, the following policy applies:
 General Education coursework is reviewed by FGCU undergraduate admissions personnel to determine course equivalencies.
 College credit at the upper division is articulated based on the current course catalog inventory. If a course is not in the inventory it is given a general subject code.
 All course articulation is reviewed at the college level at the point of orientation. LCOB Academic Advisors request course syllabi from students at orientation. Advisors submit syllabi to
the appropriate department for review and approval.
 LCOB Advisors communicate updates and changes to course articulation back to the articulation
office.
 Students are informed via email that transfer articulation updates have occurred.

SECTION 7: ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL ENGAGEMENT
STUDENT ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL ENGAGEMENT
The LCOB encourages students to engage in active learning in the classroom and to interact with students, faculty, and the community outside of the classroom to further learning and professional development. LCOB students engage with one another, faculty and staff, and the community in and out of
class through various means, including team projects, consulting, community service, student organizations, class speakers and trips, and attending conferences and competitions.
Initiatives developed by faculty and staff to promote student engagement include:
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Collaborative Community Service: Students conduct in-class service learning (community service)
projects in non-profit organizations. These are typically done in teams, requiring interaction with
the community and peers. Since 2013, 27 courses have reported such projects, involving over
900 students, resulting in over 2,000 community service hours in over 50 organizations in the
region. During the shorter summer term, students in a management class have done their service assisting veterans who have completed the Veterans’ Florida Entrepreneurship Program in
business startup, engaging undergraduates with military veterans and exposing them to starting
a business.
Business Projects: Students conduct in-class “consulting” projects with businesses and community organizations. These are typically team projects and require interaction with other students
as well as business professionals. Since 2014, 20 classes have reported conducting such projects.
Class-embedded Engagement: Between fall 2014 and spring 2017, faculty reported the involvement of members of the community and local businesses as speakers, judges, or mentors in
over 100 classes.












Volunteering: Accounting majors assist almost 200 people annually with taxes through the VITA
program
Student Competitions: LCOB faculty and community mentors serve as advisors and sponsors for
student teams entering business plan and case competitions. Common competitions include
College-sponsored EagleBiz and Runway Pitch Competitions, as well as the Southeast Regional
Business Ethics Case Competition, Florida Venture Forum, and the Governor’s Cup of Florida.
International Experience: In 2016-2017, a record 20 LCOB students studied abroad on exchange
programs compared to an average of 10 for each preceding year. Students gain experience in a
different culture, many of them for the first time. Feedback has indicated that international
study has helped students get jobs. Additionally, in international management courses, students
participate in online projects with students from other countries (using Culture-X), learning how
to work with other cultures.
Accounting Tutoring: Students in Beta Alpha Psi and the Accounting Society offer accounting
tutoring to students, engaging with over 700 business students last year. During 2016-2017, almost 900 tutoring hours were logged.
Student Organizations: The College is home to over ten active student clubs and honorary societies, including the Accounting Society, Beta Alpha Psi, Beta Gamma Sigma, Business and Entrepreneurship Club, Global Business Brigades, Eagles for Liberty, IMA Student Chapter, International Business Association, Pi Sigma Epsilon, Society for Human Resource Management, and the
Undergraduate Student Advisory Board (USAB). Members of Beta Alpha Psi voluntarily tutor for
accounting classes. Students in Beta Alpha Psi, Eagles for Liberty, and Beta Gamma Sigma attend their affiliated national leadership conferences. USAB advises the Dean, assists at College
community events, and conducts community volunteer work. Members of the Business and Entrepreneurship Club organize speaking events open to the campus. Students learn leadership
skills as officers, interact and network with business representatives, do community service, and
network at national conferences.
Student-Faculty Research: In the past five years, 37 student co-authors (16 undergraduate and
21 graduate) have published peer-reviewed journal articles, book chapters, or conference proceedings with nine faculty members in four disciplines.

Additional activities may be found in Appendix A.

EXECUTIVE EDUCATION
During the review period, the LCOB did not engage in executive education.

FACULTY ENGAGEMENT AND QUALIFICATIONS
Appendix C includes the LCOB guidelines for classifying faculty as Scholarly Academic (SA), Practice Academic (PA), Scholarly Practitioner (SP), and Instructional Practitioner (IP). For all classifications, the LCOB
requires faculty to maintain currency in their teaching discipline through scholarship, professional activity, or professional development. To ensure quality publications, the College emphasizes refereed academic publications and conferences, but to ensure engagement and impact on practice, gives recognition to professional publications and presentations as “other intellectual contributions”.
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ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
The LCOB is dedicated to excellent teaching, impactful scholarship, and community engagement and has
policies and processes in place to support its mission. For example:









The LCOB has a well-defined definition of Scholarly Academic (SA), Practice Academic (PA),
Scholarly Practitioner (SP), and Instructional Practitioner (IP), as well as for participating and
supporting faculty. See Appendix C for details.
During 2016-17, 94% of SCH were taught by SA, PA, SP and IP faculty, 73% by SA and 81% by participating faculty (Table 12 and Appendix G). Additionally, over half of the credit hours in each
program was taught by SA faculty (Table 13).
The LCOB Faculty annual review process is aligned with the requirements to be considered a
Scholarly Academic.
In the LCOB, Scholarly Academics must possess a terminal degree in their discipline and publish
at least two papers in peer reviewed journals ranked “C” (or equivalent) or above in a ranking
index (ABDC, ABS, Cabell’s) every five years, as well as complete four additional intellectual contributions (OICs), such as conference presentations or significant manuscript reviewing. Faculty
with a terminal degree outside their area of teaching must offer additional evidence of qualification such as recent employment or a publication record in their teaching area. The complete
guidelines are summarized in Section 3, Table 2 and included in Appendix C.
Professionally qualified faculty must possess relevant academic preparation as well as relevant
and recent professional experience in their teaching area. Activities considered for academic
and professional qualification can be found in Section 3, Table 2, and detailed in Appendix C.

Table 12: Academic Sufficiency and Qualifications by Department 2016-17
Faculty SuffiPercent of Time Devoted to Mission for
ciency (SCH)
Each Faculty Qualification Group
Department
P
S
SA
PA
SP
IP
O
Accounting
79.1%
20.9% 75.8% 8.4%
8.4%
5.3%
2.1%
Economics
95.2%
4.8%
71.6% 11.9% 0.0% 16.4%
0.0%
Finance
70.8%
29.2% 63.4% 1.9%
0.0% 19.2% 15.4%1
Information Systems &
80.6%
19.8% 81.2% 0.0%
0.0% 18.8%
0.0%
Operations Management
Management
76.2%
23.8% 73.8% 0.0%
2.8% 14.9%
8.5%
Marketing
87.3%
12.7% 80.0% 0.0%
0.0%
7.7% 12.3%1
Administration
NA
NA
33.3% 66.7% 0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
College
81.1%
18.9% 73.2% 6.1%
2.2% 13.0%
5.5%
1The

percentage of faculty classified as “Other” in the finance and marketing programs exceeds 10%.

Virtually all (94%) LCOB faculty are either academically or professionally qualified, with 73% holding SA
status (Table 12). Professionally qualified faculty maintain their professional competence through employment outside the University, significant consulting, or professional education and development activities. Annual performance evaluations are used to determine whether permanent and adjunct faculty
have satisfied requirements for academic or professional qualification.
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As shown in Table 12, the percentage of faculty classified as “Other” in the finance and marketing programs exceeds 10%. Marketing is the smallest department in the LCOB and is therefore greatly impacted by the classification of one faculty member as “Other”. This faculty member is on a plan to return to PA or SA status within the next two years. The finance department is likewise affected by the
performance of one ranked faculty member who is on a performance improvement plan to return to SA
status within two years.
Table 13: Deployment of Supporting and Participating Faculty by Qualification Status in Support of Degree Programs: Fall 2016 - Spring 2017 (Table 15-2)
Percent of teaching by degree program (measured by credit hours)

Bachelor's
MBA
Specialized Master's

Scholarly
Academic
(SA)

Practice
Academic
(PA)

Scholarly
Practitioner
(SP)

Instructional
Practitioner
(IP)

Other (O)

Total

58.41%
89.3%
100%

3.85%
10.7%
0%

4.4%
0%
0%

26.45%
0%
0%

6.9%
0%
0%

100%
100%
100%

FACULTY ENGAGEMENT
LCOB faculty are actively engaged with the business and academic communities. Examples of this involvement include:
 Consulting: Since 2012, 18 faculty did over 2,600 hours of consulting work in the community, of
which over half was pro bono. Organizations included the Lee County Economic Development
Office, the Seminole Tribe of Southwest Florida, SCORE, and the Fort Myers Police Department.
Community organizations benefit from faculty expertise, faculty learn current business practices, and community partnerships may be established.
 Board of Directors Positions: LCOB faculty held 24 nonprofit board and four professional or corporate board positions since 2012. Organizations such as at such organizations as SCORE Naples Chapter, Southwest Florida Enterprise Center, Southwest Florida Regional Technology
Partnership, and Moorings Park, benefit from faculty expertise and faculty learn current business practices.
 Community and Professional Service: LCOB faculty have received seven external service
awards from local and national non-profit and national professional organizations since 2012
and have given 114 print interviews and nine broadcast interviews since 2012.
 Advising Student Organizations: Fourteen faculty and staff are designated student organization advisors and work closely with the organization’s student leadership to provide a quality
co-curricular experience for its members.
 CEO Academy: College faculty partner with community mentors and Junior Achievement to
conduct the “CEO Academy” for 25-35 high school rising juniors and seniors every summer to
teach students business and entrepreneurial skills. Thirty percent of campers have enrolled in
FGCU. A high school student team from the Summer 2017 program is now working with a
community mentor to form a business to bring their product to market. Additionally, several
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faculty serve as classroom teachers in public schools for Junior Achievement each year and
the IFE Director has served on the Junior Achievement Advisory Board for the last five years.
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance: Accounting faculty help the United Way train several dozen
student volunteers annually for the VITA program.

Examples of academic engagement are included in Section 4 of this report. Additional engagement activities may be found in Appendix A.
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APPENDIX A: ENGAGEMENT, IMPACT & INNOVATION
The current LCOB mission is:
The Lutgert College of Business educates and engages students and businesses in a collaborative community. We offer high quality educational
programs that prepare our students to thrive in their professional careers.
Our guiding principles can be grouped under these main themes (although some fall into multiple categories):
EDUCATE
o Delivering student-focused undergraduate business program with select graduate programs.
o Teaching by qualified faculty who share their diverse experience with students and the community.
o Preparing students for careers through a relevant education that includes opportunities for active learning, internships, and community
service.
ENGAGE
o Building and strengthening southwest Florida business and community partnerships through internship opportunities, professional development, mentorship, and career recruitment programs.
o Fulfilling social responsibility through entrepreneurship, mentorship, internship, service learning, and active learning programs to benefit
the region and its communities.
THRIVE
o Fostering personal and professional growth in an ethical and diverse environment.
o Valuing the creation and distribution of applied, pedagogical, and basic scholarship.
In the table below, the activities are grouped under the three main themes in the mission – educate, engage, and thrive.
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Activity

Impact/Outcome

Engagement with / Impact On
Faculty/ Community/
Students
Field
Staff
Businesses

Innovation

EDUCATE

Students involved in faculty research.

Incorporate sustainability and social
responsibility into more classes.
In the past 5 years, LCOB faculty have
received 14 internal and external
teaching awards.
Internship processes in LCOB have
been systematized.

Improve study abroad program.

Create and maintain Bloomberg financial lab.
The Institute for Entrepreneurship
(IFE) created student startup incubator called the “Runway Program”.
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In the past 5 years:
 27 student co-authors (16 undergraduate; 21 graduate) published
peer-reviewed journal articles, book chapters, or conference proceedings with 9 faculty members in 4 disciplines;
 17 student co-authors (4 undergraduate; 13 graduate) presented at academic and professional meetings and conferences with 8 faculty
members in 5 disciplines.
 During 2016-17, six student researchers were involved in six RERI projects and publications.
Provides student research experience and preparation for graduate
school.
In 2015-16 one class (55 students) included sustainability; in 2016-17, 13
undergraduate and 4 graduate classes included sustainability/social responsibility, impacting over 1100 students. Students understand the relationship between business theory and social responsibility.
Students benefit from exceptional teaching. Recognizes faulty impact on
student learning and careers.
353 students completed internships for credit since 2012-13. In 2016-17,
40% of 163 graduating seniors reported doing a non-credit internship. Interns gain work experience; employers get help. 58% of the students doing internships (for credit or not for credit) in 2016-17 received job offers
from their employers.
In 2016-17, a record 20 LCOB students studied abroad on exchange programs compared to an average of 10 for each preceding year. Students
gain experience in a different culture, many of them for the first time.
Feedback has indicated that international study has helped students get
jobs.
Acquired Bloomberg terminals (1 in 2015-16 and 12 in 2016-17). All finance graduates during those years (over 100) completed Bloomberg
Market Concept Certification. Produces job ready graduates.
Started with a state grant of $250,000 to train and mentor students to
build, test and launch a new business. Funding for 2017-18 has been continued by FGCU.

X

X

X

X

X

Started 2015-16

X

X

X

LCOB hired first
internship coordinator in Spring
2014

X

In 2015 LCOB revised exchange
offering.

X

Started 2015

X

X

X

Started Fall 2016

Activity

Publish “Southwest Florida Economic
Almanac”.
Student researchers work on SWFL
economic research projects in the
RERI.
RERI publishes 4 annual issues of the
Industry Diversification Report.
Introduced SAP in CIS & integrated
through accounting & CIS curricula.
Established summer SAP program with
Wuerzberg University in Germany.
Introduced Teradata into CIS curricula
in partnership with Hertz Corp.

Impact/Outcome
Of 82 first year students, 48 completed program. 20 student teams received over $119,000 seed funding and 11 of the businesses are generating revenue. One is expected to hit sales of $850,000 by 4th quarter 2017.
The Regional Economic Research Institute (RERI) published the first edition. Student researchers were involved in production.
Annually, approximately 5 students work on RERI research projects, conducting surveys, analyzing responses, and writing reports, engaging with
faculty and the community.
The Industry Diversification Index included in this report has become a
standard part of the Florida Chamber of Commerce presentations across
the state – about 300 a year.
Application of SAP ERP has increased from 100 to 1,000 students annually.
Students enrolled in SAP summer program has gone from 0-1 to a cohort
of 3-4 annually. All majors are now exposed to SAP; CIS majors can take
more in-depth courses.
Hertz Corp. uses Teradata and asked LCOB to incorporate it in curricula.
Hertz provide sample data for students to work with. Students have been
offered jobs with Hertz.

Engagement with / Impact On
Faculty/ Community/
Students
Field
Staff
Businesses

X

X

X

X

X

X

Spring 2017

X

X

X

Innovation

Started in 2012

X

Students in Social Media courses completed Google AdWords certification.

Students acquire knowledge they can apply in their careers. 100 students
have been certified. The certification so impressed an employer that they
created a position for a student from Fall 2016 class.

X

Offer relevant, current programs.

MS in Information Systems was re-engineered as MS in Information Systems and Analytics and Minor in Professional Selling was instituted, both
starting 2017-18 and facilities created to support them.

X

X

X

X

X

X

Started in 2014

2016-17 inaugural year

2017

ENGAGE
Students conduct in-class consulting
projects with businesses and community organizations.
Students conduct in-class community
service (service learning) projects in
non-profit organizations, generally in
teams.
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Since 2015, 20 classes have reported conducting such projects, often team
projects. Students gain experience in business settings and build their
project portfolio. Students have received job offers as result of projects.
Businesses gain student ideas.
Since 2013, 27 courses have reported such projects, involving over 900
students and over 50 organizations. Students understand the relationship
between business theory and social responsibility; nonprofits benefit from
student skills. Faculty published papers about service learning in courses.

x

Initiated in 201314

Activity
During past 5 years faculty have held
14 positions as editors or associate
editors and have served on 27 editorial boards of peer-reviewed journals.
LCOB faculty have given 121 print and
broadcast interviews in last 5 years
LCOB faculty serve on advisory boards.

LCOB faculty perform community and
professional services.
Since 2012, 18 faculty did over 2600
hours of consulting work in the community; over half was pro bono and
46% was for non-profit or governmental organizations.
Employer Express – 6 events were
held 2015-16 and in 2016-17, with an
average of 8 employers at each event.
EaglePro networking luncheon for invited students and employers held annually.
7-12 members of Undergraduate Student Advisory Board provide input to
dean, represent the LCOB at events,
and lead community service projects.
The Business and Entrepreneurship
Club continues to be the most active
LCOB student club.

Sponsor student teams in pitch and
business plan competitions.
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Impact/Outcome

Engagement with / Impact On
Faculty/ Community/
Students
Field
Staff
Businesses

Brings national recognition of the quality of LCOB faculty’s scholarship and
exposure of their work.

X

The scholarly reputation of faculty results in interview requests and the
community benefits from faculty expertise.
In past 5 years, LCOB faculty:
 held 19 nonprofit board positions;
 held 7 professional or corporate board positions
Organization gains LCOB faculty expertise. Faculty stay current in field.
Faculty have received 7 external service awards in the past 5 years from
local and national non-profit organizations and national professional organizations. Organization gains LCOB faculty expertise.

Students gain leadership experience and benefit LCOB through input and
community through service.
In 2016-17 over 50 attended each meeting and 12 guest speakers were invited to discuss entrepreneurship, marketing, business finance, and other
business subjects with students.
This not only raises the LCOB profile, but student participation improves
their presentation skills.
 Florida Venture Forum – each May, the IFE sponsors team to compete against other university and community teams for early stage
funding. In 2013, FGCU’s team won first place and was the 1st undergraduate team to win this competition.

X

X

X

X

X

X

Community organizations benefit from faculty expertise, faculty learn current business practices, and community partnerships may be established.
Since 2015, 100 employers and an estimated 650 students have attended.
Most employers respond they will reach out to specific students after the
event. From the three 2017 spring events, 6 job offers were extended.
Students to network, receive feedback from employers on resume and
professionalism. Spring 2016 event attended by over 60 students and 24
employers. Resulted in most employers conducting follow-up interviews
with students or hiring interns or graduating seniors.

Innovation

X

X

X

X

Initiated in 2015

X

X

Initiated in 2015

X

Initiated in 2015

X

X

X

X

X

X

Started sending
teams in 2013

Activity

Impact/Outcome

Engagement with / Impact On
Faculty/ Community/
Students
Field
Staff
Businesses

Innovation

 Innovations in Healthcare – USF 2016: IFE sponsored team from undergraduate course who won 2nd prize and has partnered with a physician – now beta testing in Lee Memorial Health Systems
 Southeast Ethics Case Competition (2017) – winner of LCOB competition team went to competition and was runner-up.

Involve community with international
partners.

Faculty, student and alumni involvement with CFA.
Conduct “shadow days” when students spend part of a day with a local
financial planner to learn about the financial services industry and the CFP
designation.
REIS Symposium featured presentations by state and regional experts addressing critical issues facing the real
estate industry in SWFL.
Finance program holds networking
events on campus as part of senior finance class.
Accounting professionals mentor high
performing students.

Annual FGCU High School Ethics Case
Competition coordinated by Uncommon Friends Ethics Chair, attended by
16 students.
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Summer 2017, LCOB faculty taught 2-week modules for corporate QIAGEN
EMBA classes from University of Wuerzberg, Germany. Students worked
with representatives from Pyure on new product evaluation and launch.
FGCU alumni mentored QIAGEN students.
One finance faculty member and 4 finance alumni elected to CFA Society
Naples 2017-18 Board of Directors. LCOB faculty maintain contact and influence with SWFL businesses.
Finance program partners with the Financial Planning Assoc. of SWFL. In
the past 5 years, over 20 students have participated at such firms as Wasmer and Schroeder and Northern Trust. Helps students decide if they are
in the right major. Students make contacts they can use later for internships and employment. Employers tap into talent pipeline.
Attendance was in excess of 150 with approximately 50 students participating.

X

X

Change from
leadership to entrepreneurial focus with consulting project in
2017.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Started in 201314

X

X

Started Spring
2016

X

Started in 2017

Student opportunity to network and explore careers in real estate.
Attended by 24-36 community partners each semester. Over 200 students have participated since inception.
52 business pre-majors have received professional and career guidance
from 54 mentors since the inception of the program. Students get a clear
understanding of career paths in the accounting profession and make lasting professional contacts.
Comment from leader of the Teen Advisory Council who sent many students to the competition: "The FGCU Ethics competition was an amazing
and valuable learning experience for our young people. They were given
the opportunity to not only find out what an ethical dilemma was, but to
also realize they could be faced with the same situation in their own lives,
whether it's in their future careers or in their personal lives. To me, this
was more than a competition. It was a lesson in life & the life skill they

Activity

Impact/Outcome

Engagement with / Impact On
Faculty/ Community/
Students
Field
Staff
Businesses

Innovation

learned will give them the mental tools to make sound, ethical decisions
for the rest of their lives."
LCOB accounting faculty conduct CPE
seminars for Florida CPAs each year.
Accounting students prepare tax returns in the VITA program each year.
The Institute for Entrepreneurship
(IFE) designed the entrepreneurship
curricula for Veterans Florida at 6
statewide sites including FGCU. IFE offers the program annually with a grant
from Veterans Florida. Volunteer
community mentors and judges participate.
Project El Camino – IFE partnering
with the FGCU Center for Environmental and Sustainability Education and
the Southwest Florida Community
Foundation to develop an app for legal
immigrants to find legal aid.
CEO Academy has been run annually
for over 8 years in partnership with
Junior Achievement.

The Florida Small Business Development Center (SBDC) conducted 92
events, trainings and workshops during 2016-17 and provided over 11,000
hours of direct small business assistance.
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Contribute to continuing education of SWFL CPAs. Faculty gain current
knowledge from CPAs. Contacts are made that lead to internships and
networking for accounting students.
Students gain experience and benefit almost 200 individuals annually in
the community.
20 of the 33 participants of the 2015-16 class successfully started businesses after graduating from this free program. 35 participants completed the program in 2016 - 17 and 11 have successfully started businesses. Program involves about 3 dozen community mentors and judges.
Veteran-owned businesses started from this program provide jobs and
economic benefits to SWFL. One first class participant has generated $3.4
million in government contracts. In these 2 years, the IFE has raised and
awarded $140,000 in seed funding to veteran owned business since the
start of the program through “Compassionate Shark Tanks”.
Immigration assistance is a huge issue in SWFL. Students, staff and resources at the IFE will assist in this project to help legal immigrants get the
assistance they need in the U.S., solving a community problem.

Generally, 30-40 high school students attend & are mentored by FGCU
faculty and community members. Approximately 30% of attendees have
become FGCU students. Members of 1st and 2nd place teams receive
scholarships to use at the university of their choice ($1000 and $500).
Some of the large events sponsored included Distinguished Entrepreneur
of SWFL, Girls Going Places and Empowerment of Women. Annually, over
1,000 attendees (small business owners and employees) learned various
aspects of conducting business, furthering SWFL economic development.
The SBDC had the following economic impact on the five-county region
(Lee, Collier, Charlotte, Glades, and Hendry) in 2016:
 Acquired $3,569,378 in government contracts
 Accessed $72,764,075 of investment capital
 Employment Jobs 1,248
 Sales Increase of $67,762,039

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Started 2015-16

X

X

Started June
2017

X

X

X

X

Activity

Impact/Outcome

Engagement with / Impact On
Faculty/ Community/
Students
Field
Staff
Businesses

THRIVE
In the last 5 years:

Research awards

Reviewing journal paper submissions

Faculty scholarship is read and being
used to further scholarly research and
practice.
Publish in top journals
Based on research reputation, faculty
have given keynote addresses, spoken
to community groups, and lectured at
other universities over 23 times since
2013.
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 5 LCOB Faculty have received best paper or best author awards from
peer reviewed journals;
 6 have received best conference paper awards in the last 5 years.
Brings national recognition of the quality of LCOB faculty’s scholarship and
exposure of their work.
3 LCOB faculty have received awards for excellence in reviewing papers for
prestigious journals in their fields in the last 5 years, bringing national
recognition of the quality of faculty’s scholarship.
For 19 PRJ articles reporting number of Internet downloads since 2014,
two (published in 2015 and 2016) averaged over 1500 downloads per year
and one (2012) over 700. Three (2009-2012) averaged over 250 downloads per year; four (2005-2014) over 100; and five (2004-2013) over 50.
14% (30) of the peer reviewed journal articles in the last 5 years have
been in A or A+ journals. 21% (45) were in B journals. Brings external
recognition of the quality of LCOB faculty’s scholarship.

Recognizes faculty expertise; stakeholders benefit from expertise.
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1. Organizational Structure
2. Roles and Responsibilities
3. College Committees, Subcommittees, and Working Groups
4. Search Committees
5. General Faculty, Department, and Committee Meeting Processes
6. College-wide Faculty Meetings
7. Senate, FGCU, and College PRC Committee At-Large Position: Nominations and
Elections
Article 8. College Committee Nominations, Appointments, Elections, and Operations
Article 9. Resignations and Removals
Article 10. Roles of College Committee Officers and Members
Article 11. Changes, Approvals, and Corrections
Appendix A – Assurance of Learning Committee Operating Guidelines
Appendix B – Faculty Advisory Committee Operating Guidelines
Appendix C – Graduate Program Committee Operating Guidelines
Appendix D – Instructional Resources and Responsibilities Committee Operating Guidelines
Appendix E – Peer Review Committee Operating Guidelines
Appendix F – Undergraduate Program Committee Operating Guidelines
Appendix G – Important Dates
Article 1 - Organizational Structure
1. These Bylaws govern the organization and procedures of the LCOB (College) at Florida Gulf Coast University (FGCU).
2. The College is an undergraduate and graduate degree-granting unit of FGCU. The administration and
faculty abide by the code of conduct agreements, standards, policies, and procedures established by
FGCU.
3. The Department or School is the primary organizational unit within the College. Each Department or
School is led by a Department Chair or Director. In this document, “Department Chair” is understood to
include Director and “Department” is understood to include School and the Office of Student Affairs. A
School and the Office of Student Affairs may be led by a Director.
4. The College has several standing committees (“Committee” with a capital “C”). In addition, College
faculty may serve on Senate and other FGCU committees outside the college (“committee” with a lower
case “c”).
Article 2. Roles and Responsibilities
1. Faculty Members:
a. Faculty member recruitment, retention, and termination are controlled by FGCU and College
employment standards, processes, and practices.
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b. Each faculty member has one of the following roles:
i. Ranked faculty (assistant, associate, or full professor; visiting assistant, associate or
full professor; or eminent scholar);
ii. Instructor (I, II, and III; visiting instructor I, II, and III);
iii. Advisor (I, II, and III); or
iv. Adjunct faculty.
c. Faculty members are responsible for teaching, service, and scholarship as specified in the:
i. FGCU Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA);
ii. FGCU Faculty Performance Evaluation Document (FPED);
iii. LCOB Framework and Standards for Contract Renewal and Promotion; and
iv. Other FGCU or College documents that may apply in specific circumstances.
d. Each College faculty member has a designated “home department” for purposes of voting for
department representatives on College Committees and Senate and FGCU committees.
2. Graduate Faculty Members:
a. To teach graduate level courses, a College faculty member must be accepted into one of the
Graduate Faculty Member ranks by the Dean of Graduate Studies as specified in the document
entitled FGCU Guidelines on Graduate Faculty Appointment and Functions and meet the Scholarly Academic or Scholarly Practitioner criteria as defined by the College.
b. As defined in the FGCU Guidelines on Graduate Faculty Appointment and Functions, the
graduate faculty ranks are: Member, Associate Member, or Graduate Adjunct Member.
3. Dean:
a. The Dean reports to the Vice President for Academic Affairs/Provost.
b. The Dean is the chief executive administrative officer of the College.
c. The Dean executes FGCU, College, and faculty agreements, including respective policies, procedures, and strategies.
d. The Dean may choose to delegate various roles and responsibilities to other College administrators to ensure the effective operation of the College.
e. The Dean may create Working Groups (see Article 3, item 4.a-e).
4. College Leadership Team – The College Leadership Team is appointed by the Dean. All members report to the Dean.
5. Department Chairs – The Department Chair is responsible for the operations and administration of his
or her Department and is the Director of all departmental undergraduate and graduate programs (also
see item 6. below) in the department. If the Chair’s academic credentials differ from a program’s credentials as defined by SACS, the Chair cannot serve as Director, and a Program Leader must be appointed.
The Department Chair is chosen and appointed by the Dean. The Dean considers input and advice from
internal (Department faculty, other College faculty, staff, students, and leadership) and external (FGCU
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and community) stakeholders when choosing a Department Chair. The Department Chair may be an internal or external applicant and serves at the discretion of the Dean or his/her designee.
6. Program Leaders – Where necessary (e.g., more than one undergraduate or graduate degree is offered in a department, the department is large, or SACS rules require that the Program Leader’s highest
degree be in the discipline of the program/major), the Department Chair, can establish a Program
Leader position and identify its related roles, responsibilities, and procedures. Program Leaders are responsible for matters relating to curricula and assessment. The Department Chair, with input and advice
of the departmental faculty, recommends a Program Leader to the Dean for appointment. Only full-time
College faculty members with terminal degrees in the program area are eligible to serve as program
leaders.
7. Course coordinators – Course coordinators are responsible for ensuring all sections of each core
course have common goals and objectives and to work with faculty members teaching required core
courses to ensure that the requirements of relevant accreditation agencies, University policies, and College policies are met. Course Coordinators:
a. Are appointed by the respective Department Chairs.
b. Must be appointed from College faculty residing in the Department who teach at least one
section of the course during a calendar year.
Article 3. College Committees, Subcommittees, and Working Groups
1. College Committees – Each Committee is expected to adopt and publish its own operating guidelines
(OGs) consistent with these Bylaws, all relevant university policies and procedures, and the CBA. The
OGs are part of the Bylaws and any changes must be approved by the faculty, as noted in Article 6.
2. The College Committees are listed below in alphabetical sequence. Operating guidelines for each
Committee are included in Appendices A-F, as follows:
a. Assurance of Learning Committee (AOLC) – Appendix A.
b. Faculty Advisory Committee (FAC) – Appendix B.
c. Graduate Program Committee (GPC) –Appendix C.
d. Instructional Resources and Responsibilities Committee (IRRC) – Appendix D.
e. Peer Review Committee (PRC) – Appendix E.
f. Undergraduate Program Committee (UPC) – Appendix F.
3. College Committees, upon recommendation by the Committee Chair and with the approval of the
Dean, may create Subcommittees, as follows:
a. Subcommittees are comprised of faculty members selected from the existing Committee
members by the Committee Chair.
b. Faculty and staff from outside the Committee may be appointed as ex officio members of the
subcommittee.
c. The Committee Chair appoints a Subcommittee Chair and a Secretary.
d. The Committee Chair, in partnership with the Committee membership, provides the Subcommittee members with the following:
i. Purpose of the Subcommittee.
ii. Charge of the Subcommittee.
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iii. Timeframe in which the Subcommittee shall complete its charge.
e. Subcommittees meet as appropriate during an academic semester to demonstrate progress
towards satisfactory completion of their charge.
f. The Subcommittee Secretary provides notice of the meetings to both the Committee Chair
and the Dean or the Dean’s designee and posts official Subcommittee minutes on the College’s
designated site.
g. The Committee Chairs dissolve the Subcommittees upon satisfactory completion of their
charge or unsatisfactory progress by the Subcommittees to complete their charge.
4. Working Groups (WG) which includes other titles such as Task Forces, Ad Hoc Task Forces, and Teams,
may be established by the Dean to either address a concern or take advantage of an opportunity of College-wide importance. All faculty, staff, and individuals from the community are eligible to serve in WGs.
For each WG:
a. The Dean provides the WG’s charge. The charge of a WG must not duplicate or overlap with
the functions of College Committees.
b. The Dean appoints the members.
c. The Dean designates a Chair and a Secretary.
d. The Secretary gives notice of meetings to the Dean or the Dean’s designee and posts minutes
on the College’s designated site.
e. The Dean dissolves the WGs upon satisfactory completion of their charge or unsatisfactory
progress by the WGs to complete their charge.
Article 4. Search Committees
College Search Committees are appointed by the respective Department Chairs (for full-time, continuing
faculty positions) or the Dean (for College Leadership positions) in accordance with the university guidelines provided by Human Resources and other FGCU administrative offices such as Office of the Provost,
Office of Diversity and Community Outreach, and Office of the General Council. Search Committees may
be charged to consider only external, only internal, or both internal and external candidates for an open
position.
Article 5. General Faculty, Department, and Committee Meeting Processes
1. A quorum is required for all College-wide, Department, and Committee votes.
2. Quorum is defined as a majority of all eligible voting faculty members (see item 4.b. below) in the College, Department, or Committee.
3. A majority of votes cast by the quorum of faculty is required for adoption.
4. Voting and Eligibility – Eligibility is determined by the Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) and
within these Bylaws, as follows:
a. Advisors do not serve on College Committees.
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b. All College faculty residing in a Department and designated “in-unit” per the CBA are eligible
(except as noted in Committee/committee operating guidelines) to serve on College Committees and University (Senate and other FGCU) committees, standing teams, councils, task forces,
and other related service opportunities.
c. College Committee memberships are determined by Departmental elections (except as noted
in College Committee operating guidelines) where Departments elect a faculty member to represent the Department in College Committees.
d. In the event that there is an even number of representatives on a Committee, an additional,
at-large representative may be elected in accordance with the College election guidelines (currently, this process applies only to the College PRC).
e. Faculty holding joint appointments with other colleges or in two Departments within the College must declare a College Department to be their primary affiliation in order to be eligible to
serve on College Committees and University committees.
f. All Committee members are subject to a recall vote called by the Dean. For at-large positions,
a majority of all College faculty must affirm. For Departmental Committee representatives, a
majority of all Department faculty must affirm.
g. Roberts’ Rules of Order shall guide the conduct of meetings. The presider of a meeting will
rule on any point of order raised at the meeting. Meeting presider may suspend the use of Robert’s Rules to facilitate discussion.
h. Proxies: Proxy voting is available for College-wide, Department, and Committee votes:
i. The absentee notifies the Department Chair (for College-wide and
Department votes) or Committee Chair (for Committee votes) of the reason for
the absence and designates the in-unit faculty member who will be holding the
proxy.
ii. The absence is approved in writing (e.g., via email).
iii. An agenda and a ballot must be published at least five (5) days in advance of the
College or Department meeting or as identified in the Committee Operating
Guidelines.
iv. The absentee can revoke the ballot any time prior to the meeting by notice to
the appropriate Department or Committee Chair in writing.
v. Proxy votes are included in the determination of quorum.
5. College-wide Voting, Nomination, and Election Processes –
a. Votes on College-wide faculty elections and Bylaws are conducted by the FAC according to the
following process:
i. The FAC and the Dean or designee, meet to determine the best date, time,
method, and process of disseminating the results for a College-wide vote.
ii. A sample ballot containing the language and/or nominations to be approved is distributed to the faculty two weeks prior to the start of voting.
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iii. A minimum of three working days shall be allotted for faculty voting, unless voting is
taking place at a scheduled, noticed College meeting.
iv. If voting is taking place at a scheduled, noticed College meeting, votes can only be
cast at the meeting.
b. For details on nomination and election processes, see Articles 7 and 8.
6. All College Departments meet prior to or following the August College retreat.
7. All College Committees meet immediately following the August College retreat. This meeting is designated as the organizational meeting. During the organizational meeting, each Committee:
a. Elects a Chair and a Secretary.
b. Is charged by the Dean or Dean’s designee.
c. Schedules the first regular meeting of the Committee.
8. The first meeting (after the organizational meeting) of each Committee takes place before the end of
the third week of classes of the fall semester. At this meeting, the Committees identify their regular
meeting schedule for the remainder of the academic year.
Article 6. College-wide Faculty Meetings
1. The Dean, or Dean’s designee, shall preside at all College faculty meetings.
2. The Dean will provide notice of a College-wide meeting by March 15 (see Appendix G for important
dates). A meeting agenda shall be prepared and circulated at least five (5) days in advance of each
meeting. Faculty members may request an item be added to the meeting agenda by sending an email message to the Dean describing the topic to be presented to the faculty ten (10) days in advance of the scheduled meeting. The Dean, or the Dean’s designee, will meet with the faculty member making the agenda request to determine whether the topic shall be added to the agenda.
3. A member of the Dean’s administrative staff shall serve as secretary to the faculty and keep a permanent record of meeting proceedings. Draft minutes from each meeting will be circulated to members of the faculty for consideration at a subsequent faculty meeting. Draft minutes are subject to
correction and approval by the faculty at the subsequent meeting. Once approved, meeting minutes
are filed at the College’s designated site.
4. Agendas may include external as well as College-related items, FAC initiated votes, elections, Committee and task force reports. All final agendas will be filed at the College’s designated site.
Article 7. Senate, FGCU, and College PRC Committee At-Large Position: Nominations and Elections
1. The election process for the Senate, FGCU, and College-wide at-large committee positions that begin
in the next academic year is as follows:
a. The College follows the election calendar established by the Faculty Senate and conducts all
Senate and FGCU committee elections during its spring meeting.
b. The College conducts all College-wide Committee elections during its spring meeting.
c. The FAC conducts all College-wide elections.
2. Nominations and elections –
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a. Eligible College faculty members may self-nominate or be nominated by another faculty member or their Department for Senate and FGCU committee vacancies and for the PRC at-large position vacancy.
b. By March 20, the Dean, or the Dean’s designee, provides the FAC and Department Chairs:
i. A slate of faculty members currently serving in the Senate and open positions that
are available in the Senate during the next academic year.
ii. A slate of faculty members currently serving on FGCU committees and open positions
that are available on these committees during the next academic year.
iii. Notification that the PRC at-large position is open.
c. By March 27, Departments nominate representatives for committees and the PRC at-large position (if vacant).
d. The FAC distributes both slates and notification (if appropriate) to the College faculty and provides:
i. The dates to receive nominations or self-nominations (March 22 – 29).
ii. The date of the College spring meeting to vote on nominees for the open positions
(the spring meeting must be held by April 15).
e. The FAC may receive nominations from faculty members to nominate a faculty member to
serve on a committee position and the PRC at-large position. The faculty member nominated to
serve on such a position by another faculty member may decline the nomination.
f. The FAC constructs a ballot of nominees for each committee and the PRC at-large position (if
appropriate) following the nomination closing date and distributes it to the faculty by March 31.
g. During a scheduled, noticed, College meeting, the FAC may solicit nominations from the floor.
h. Voting may take place using a paper or electronic ballot.
i. The FAC tabulates the voting results and sends an e-mail message to the faculty, Department
Chairs and the Dean, or the Dean’s designee, listing the faculty member that has been elected to
serve in each committee position.
j. Faculty members assume their positions starting on the date specified in the above notification.
3. Vacancies – If a vacancy occurs in a Senate or FGCU committee, the FAC initiates a special nomination and selection process to elect another faculty member to complete the remaining term of the departing faculty member. The Department Chair notifies the FAC, the Dean’s Office, and the Committee
Chair when the election is completed.
Article 8. College Committee Nominations, Appointments, Elections, and Operations
1. Nominations, Appointments, Elections, and College Approval –
a. By March 20, the Dean, or the Dean’s designee, provides Department Chairs with a list of
open College Committee positions for the upcoming academic year.
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b. By March 27, each Department has the responsibility to nominate, appoint, and elect departmental faculty to serve on College Committees.
c. Department faculty members may:
i. Self-nominate themselves for any College Committee.
ii. Be nominated by other departmental faculty members to serve on College Committees.
iii. Choose to decline the nomination.
d. The Department Chair oversees the voting process for each open Committee position. Each
eligible departmental faculty member present at the departmental meeting may vote for one
nominee for each open Committee position.
e. Upon completion of Departmental elections, the Department Chair sends, via email message,
to the Chair of the FAC and the Dean, or the Dean’s designee, a list of the faculty members that
were elected to serve in each of the College Committees.
f. The Chair of the FAC provides all College faculty members with a list of faculty members in
each Department that have been elected to College Committees.
2. Vacancies – If a vacancy occurs in a College Committee, the Department Chair initiates a special nomination and selection process to elect another faculty member to complete the remaining term of the
departing faculty member.
3. Terms – Committee members serve two-year terms and at-large Committee members serve one-year
terms.
4. Miscellaneous operating items – Meetings should be face-to-face, or, under extenuating circumstances, may be conducted virtually or by conference call.
Article 9. Resignations and Removals
1. Resignations:
a. Faculty members may choose to resign their position.
b. If faculty members decide to resign their positions, they must inform in writing the Chair of
their Committee or committee, their Department Chair, the Chair of the FAC, and the Dean, or
the Dean’s designee.
2. Removals:
a. Faculty members who do not attend two or more meetings may be removed from their positions by a majority vote of all Committee members and approval of the Dean or designee.
b. If a faculty member is removed from a position, the Chair notifies the faculty member’s Department Chair, the Chair of the FAC, and the Dean, or the Dean’s designee.
c. The Department Chair or the Chair of the FAC (as appropriate) initiates a special nomination
and selection process to elect another faculty member to complete the remaining term of the
departing faculty member.
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d. The Dean may ask for a recall vote for Committee members (see Article 5, 4.f.).
Article 10. Roles of College Committee Officers and Members
1. Chairs. The role of Committee Chairs includes:
a. Collaborating with Committee members to set a schedule of meetings.
b. Communicating meeting dates and locations at the beginning of each semester, and other
times as needed.
c. Establishing and distributing the proposed meeting agenda and minutes from the previous
meeting no less than three (3) working days from the time of a scheduled meeting.
d. Leading all meetings.
e. Being aware of College, University, BOG, and legislative rules, policies and procedures which
may directly affect the Committee’s operations and deliberations.
f. Attending meetings, as necessary, with the Dean or his/her designee.
2. Secretaries. The role of Committee Secretaries includes:
a. Taking minutes.
b. Submitting minutes for review and approval by Committee members.
c. Submitting meeting agendas and meeting minutes (after they are approved) to the College’s
designated site.
3. Members. The role of Committee Members includes:
a. Attending scheduled meetings.
b. Serving as a representative of their respective program or department (or, College faculty, if
at-large member).
c. Working to complete the charge provided to the Committee.
4. Ex Officio Members. The role of Ex Officio and Liaison Members includes:
a. Serving by virtue of their position and at the discretion of the Dean.
b. All ex officio members are non-voting members of committees.
5. Observers/guests may attend the open portions of any Committee meeting according to the state and
federal laws that govern FGCU but cannot participate in the proceedings.
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Article 11. Changes, Approvals, and Corrections
1. Changes - Proposals for Bylaw changes may come from the President, Provost, Dean, Department
Heads, and any member of the faculty eligible to vote. Proposed amendments must be submitted to the
Chair of the FAC at least five (5) weeks prior to the meeting at which they are considered. The FAC will
disseminate proposed changes to the faculty and solicit input at least four (4) weeks before submitting
the proposed changes to the Dean’s office.
2. Approvals - Proposed amendments to these Bylaws require:
a. A vote by a majority of a quorum of eligible College faculty members voting virtually or in
face-to-face meetings.
b. Approval of the Dean, or the Dean’s designee.
3. Corrections - Non-substantive editing and corrections to this Bylaws document may be made by approval of the FAC in coordination with the Dean or Dean’s designee. Changes to the policies and procedures require approval by the College faculty.
Appendix A
Assurance of Learning Committee (AOLC) Operating Guidelines (OGs)
The AOLC is comprised of two teams: The Undergraduate Assurance of Learning Team (UAOLT) and the
Graduate Assurance of Learning Team (GAOLT). The Operating Guidelines of the respective teams follow
below.
I. Undergraduate Assurance of Learning Team (UAOLT) Operating Guidelines (OGs)
1. Purpose.
The UAOLT is responsible for the oversight and maintenance of the College undergraduate business
degree core, assurance of learning, assessment process, and timeline.
2. Composition.
The UAOLT consists of the course coordinators of each course in the undergraduate business core.
Additional undergraduate degree programs may participate if they choose not to have an internal
AOL process. Members may serve multiple terms, as long as they remain a course coordinator of a
core course. Additionally, the Associate Dean responsible for AOL, a member of the Undergraduate
Program Committee, and a member of the Graduate Program Committee serve as non-voting ex
officio members of the committee.
The Officers of the UAOLT includes a Chair and a Secretary. Both the Chair and the Secretary are
elected at the first meeting of the academic year as part of the first order of business. If the Chair or
Secretary positions become vacant, the Committee Members will elect replacement officers.
The Chair presides at each meeting, represents the UAOLT as designated, and is the principal
spokesperson for the UAOLT before the Faculty.
The Secretary is the custodian of minutes, communications and recorded histories. Also, he/she is
responsible for recording and communicating the minutes of each meeting. Minutes will be posted
at the College’s designated site.
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If a subcommittee is formed, the subcommittee will have a Chair and a Secretary.
3. Eligibility. Course coordinators of the undergraduate business degree core courses are eligible to
serve on the UAOLT.
4. Functions.
The UAOLT’s responsibilities includes:




Monitoring and assisting with, the collection, analysis and interpretation of assessment
data.
Communicating and cooperating with the Undergraduate and Graduate Program
Committees in curricula matters, including making curricula recommendations to the
Committees.
Additional responsibilities are identified in the LCOB Assurance of Learning and Curriculum
Management Document.

5. Schedule of Meetings.
The UAOLT meets at least once each semester and holds additional meetings as needed or as
requested by a member (an option which can only be exercised once per month). All
meetings will be open.
II. Graduate Assurance of Learning Team (GAOLT) Operating Guidelines (OGs)
1. Purpose.
The GAOLT is responsible for the oversight and maintenance of the LCOB graduate business and
MBA degree core assurance of learning and assessment process and timeline.
2. Composition.
The GAOLT consists of the course coordinators of each course in the graduate business and MBA
cores. Additional degree programs may participate if they choose not to have an internal AOL
process. Members may serve multiple terms, as long as they remain course a coordinator of a core
course. Additionally, the Associate Dean responsible for AOL, a member of the Undergraduate
Program Committee, and a member of the Graduate Program Committee serve as non-voting ex
officio members of the GAOLT.
The Officers of the GAOLT includes a Chair and a Secretary. Both the Chair and the Secretary are
elected at the first meeting of the academic year as part of the first order of business. If the Chair or
Secretary positions become vacant, the GAOLT Members will elect replacement officers.
The Chair presides at each meeting, represents the committee as designated, and is the principal
spokesperson for the Committee before the assembled Faculty.
The Secretary is the custodian of minutes, communications, and recorded histories. Also, he/she is
responsible for recording and communicating the minutes of each meeting. Minutes will be posted
at the College’s designated site.
If a subcommittee is formed, the subcommittee will have a Chair and a Secretary.
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3. Eligibility.
Course coordinators of the graduate business degree and MBA core courses are eligible to serve on
the GAOLT.
4. Functions.
The GAOLT’s responsibilities includes:


Monitoring and assisting with, the collection, analysis and interpretation of assessment
data.
 Communicating and cooperating with the Undergraduate and Graduate Program Committees in curricula matters, including making curricula recommendations to the Committees.
 Additional responsibilities are identified in the LCOB Assurance of Learning and Curriculum
Management Document.
5. Schedule of Meetings.
The GAOLT meets at least once each semester and holds additional meetings as needed or as
requested by a member (an option which can only be exercised once per month). All
meetings will be open.
Appendix B
Faculty Advisory Committee (FAC) – Operating Guidelines (OGs)
1. Purpose.
The FAC represents the faculty in matters relating to academic or administrative governance with the
College Leadership.
2. Composition.
The composition of the FAC includes one faculty member representing each academic department
within the College. FAC members are elected by the faculty of their respective departments. Annually,
FAC members elect a Chair and a Secretary. In order to preserve continuity, members serve two-year
staggered terms so that only half of the members of the committee are replaced each year.
3. Eligibility.
Members of the FAC must be in-unit, College faculty.
4. Functions.
The FAC has the responsibility to:
a. Advise the Dean on matters that might affect or pertain to the faculty’s welfare, professional goals, teaching, research, and service activities.
b. Facilitate communication and collaborate with College Leadership and faculty.
c. As necessary, send a representative to the College Leadership meetings as an observer
and make presentations.
d. Solicit nominations for elected membership on College, Senate, and FGCU service positions.
e. Conduct elections in April for the upcoming academic year, and, other times, as necessary.
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f.

Solicit nominations and call for elections, when needed, for College representatives to
other FGCU-wide service opportunities.
g. Maintain the College Bylaws.
h. Post minutes at the College’s designated site.
5. Faculty Matters.
Any faculty member or administrator in the College may bring a business item before the FAC. If the item
is unanimously considered by the FAC to be straightforward and not in need of broader faculty consideration, the FAC may act on behalf of the faculty member. Items falling under the purview of another College
Committee are referred to the appropriate Committee Chair for action or recommendation. If there is no
College Committee or appointed body to address the item, the FAC may appoint an ad hoc team to review
the issue and make recommendations. When recommendations made by either College Committees or ad
hoc teams are considered by the FAC to be substantive in nature, the FAC shall manage an inclusive, College-wide consideration of the recommendations.
Appendix C
Graduate Program Committee (GPC) – Operating Guidelines (OGs)
1. Purpose.
The GPC is responsible for the oversight of the Lutgert College of Business graduate curricula and recommendations on graduate student appeals.
2. Composition.
The GPC consists of one voting faculty member elected from each department that participates in a
graduate program. The Directors of each LCOB graduate program and the Dean’s designee representing
student affairs are Ex-officio members of the GPC. The term of office on the GPC is two years. To ensure
leadership continuity, terms shall be staggered with roughly one-half of the committee replaced each
year. Members can be re-elected to the GPC.
The Chair of the GPC is elected by the GPC members at the beginning of the academic year as part of
the first order of business. Eligibility to be Chair is restricted to voting committee members. The Chair
shall represent the LCOB GPC on the FGCU Graduate Program Team.
Departments fill any vacancies immediately. Should it become necessary to replace the Chair, the voting
members of the committee elect the new chair. If there are any changes in the status of the Chair or a
committee member, the Dean’s Office must be notified immediately.
Minutes are taken for each meeting of the Committee and shall be approved, along with any pertinent
documents, at the next meeting. Approved minutes are posted at the College’s designated site.
3. Eligibility.
The GPC shall consist of one, in-unit, graduate faculty member from each department in the College that
participates in a graduate program.
4. Functions.
The GPC reports to the faculty. The purpose of the GPC is to review and make recommendations to the
LCOB Dean and faculty regarding all proposed graduate courses, graduate program changes, and other
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items related to graduate programs originating from the academic departments and programs of the
LCOB, the Dean, and the LCOB faculty. The GPC also reviews and provides recommendations on matters
that may impact the graduate curricula and make recommendations on graduate student appeals.
In performing its duties, the Committee shall consider strategic plans, missions, goals, objectives, related
assessments, recommendations of the Graduate AOL Team and the requirements and guidelines of the
affected departments, programs, College, FGCU, and external accrediting bodies. The GPC shall provide
guidance and feedback as each program Director conducts a review of his/her respective program in
accordance with College and FGCU requirements and guidelines.
5. Schedule of Meetings.
The GPC shall hold meetings during the academic year which is from August 7 to May 6. If a meeting is
required outside of this scheduled time period, it will be held at a time, place, and manner agreed upon
by a majority of the voting members or their departmental designees. All GPC meetings are open to the
faculty of the LCOB except during student appeal discussions, which are closed.
Appendix D
Instructional Resources and Responsibilities Committee (IRRC) –
Operating Guidelines (OGs)
1. Purpose.
The IRRC is responsible for reviewing and making recommendations regarding matters related to: general LCOB technology; library adoption, usage, holding, and acquisition and use of library materials; and
technology for pedagogy.
2. Composition.
The IRRC consists of one faculty member elected from each LCOB department. Details of the nomination
and election procedures are left to the discretion of each department. Membership in the IRRC is for
two years, beginning with the fall semester, and ending with the spring semester. In order to preserve
continuity, members serve two-year staggered terms so that only half of the members of the IRRC are
replaced each year. The IRRC selects a Chair and a Secretary at its first meeting each fall semester.
3. Eligibility.
Members of the IRRC must be in-unit, College faculty.
4. Functions.
The IRRC has the responsibility to:
a. Consider and make recommendations to the Dean’s Office on matters related to: general LCOB technology; library adoption, usage, and holding, and other matters related to
the adoption, acquisition and use of library materials; and technology for pedagogy.
b. Work with the departments to develop suggestions that help improve instructional resources acquisition and management within the College and make suggestions to the
Dean’s Office.
c. Support degree programs by working with the departments to develop suggestions that
will help improve instruction within the College.
d. Post minutes at the College’s designated site.
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Appendix E
Peer Review Committee (PRC) – Operating Guidelines (OGs)
1. Purpose.
The PRC reviews and makes recommendations (Review(s)) to the Dean of the LCOB (Dean) on all matters related to promotion, contract renewal, and emeritus status for the faculty of the LCOB.
2. Composition.
The LCOB PRC is comprised of one elected member from each department and one elected member
from the School of Resort and Hospitality Management. The term of office of PRC members shall be two
years. To ensure continuity, terms shall be staggered over the two years. In the event that the PRC has an
even number of members, one “at large” LCOB member will be elected to serve one year. All PRC
members are voting members.
3. Eligibility.
At least two of the members of the PRC will hold the rank of Professor. All members will hold a minimum rank
of Associate Professor. Each member of the PRC will be nominated to the PRC by those Departmental faculty
members in his/her Department who are eligible to vote, except the at large member, who is elected by all
LCOB faculty members who are eligible to vote. The election shall be decided by a majority vote with at least a
quorum of faculty eligible to vote.
It is preferable that a faculty member who expects to apply for Review during the proposed term of office not serve on the PRC. In the event a member of the PRC decides to apply for Review during his or
her term of office, that member may not partake in, nor be present for, any discussion and vote regarding their own Review.

4. Functions.
The PRC’s responsibilities, generally, are to provide guidance and assistance to faculty members
with regard to promotion documentation, interim reviews regarding progress toward promotion,
performance reviews, PDPs, and PIPs.
The PRC provides recommendations for promotion, successive fixed multi-year appointment, and
emeritus status.
As needed, the PRC reviews the LCOB Framework and Standards for Contract Renewal and Promotion.
The PRC revises and submits all changes to the Dean and LCOB faculty for approval.
The PRC ensures that the Reviews are consistent with the mission and standards of the LCOB, the Collective
Bargaining Agreement (CBA), the Faculty Performance Evaluation Document (FPED), and the requirements
of relevant accrediting bodies.
5. Chair and Secretary.
The Chair and the Secretary of the PRC are elected by members of the PRC at the first meeting of the academic
year as part of the order of business. Eligibility is restricted to committee members. The Secretary posts
minutes for faculty access.
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6. Committee Vacancies.
Committee vacancies shall be filled in accordance with the committee membership guidelines. The
member filling a vacancy shall serve only the remainder of the term of the former member whose departure caused the vacancy. If it is necessary to replace the Chair, the PRC elects a new chair.
7. Schedule of Meetings.
The PRC holds meetings as needed to conduct its business at a time and place agreed upon by its members. A quorum will be defined as four members. The meetings of the PRC are closed. A non-member of
the PRC may attend only on the invitation of the PRC.
8. Conflict of Interest.
In cases of conflict of interest (see Section 112.3143, Florida Statutes), the PRC member will recuse
him/herself from deliberation and the decision making process.
9. PRC Member Impartiality.
PRC members consider, discuss, and make recommendations on the promotion, emeritus status, or other
Review of candidates in an objective and impartial manner. In an attempt to assure a fair and impartial
assessment of each candidate’s merit, members of the PRC will disclose any bias regarding any of the
candidates under Review.
Members disclosing potential bias may express whether they feel they are able to be sufficiently impartial in the consideration of the identified candidate(s), and/or whether they wish to recuse themselves
from the discussion and vote regarding the candidate.
Members of the PRC are expected to perform their duties independent of outside influences and to rely
on candidates’ portfolios to speak for themselves. Non-members may not attend PRC meetings to advocate for or against a candidate. However, when needed, the PRC may invite department representatives
to clarify any aspect of the candidates’ portfolios.
Appendix F
Undergraduate Program Committee (UPC) – Operating Guidelines (OGs)
1. Purpose.
The UPC reviews all proposed course and program changes and other related items originating from
the academic departments of the LCOB, the Dean or his designate, and the LCOB faculty that can
potentially impact the curricula of the College to: (a) preserve and maintain the integrity of curricula
and course offerings; (b) review and resolve curricular issues; and (c) assure public accountability by the
LCOB.
2. Composition.
The UPC consists of one faculty member representing each academic department and a representative
from the Office of Student Affairs (ex officio) of the College. UPC members are elected by the faculty of
their respective departments. Annually, UPC members elect a Chair and a Secretary. The term of office
on the UPC is two years. In order to preserve continuity, members serve two-year staggered terms so
that roughly one-half of the members are replaced each year.
3. Eligibility.
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Members of the UPC must be in-unit, College faculty.
4. Functions.
The UPC has the responsibility to:
a. Develop policies and procedures associated with the creation, maintenance and revision of undergraduate curricula, academic policies and standards, and accreditation issues.
b. Review proposed changes in, additions to, and deletions from the undergraduate curricula,
course descriptions and catalog information, and forward recommendations to the Deans
Office.
c. Report recommedations that have college-wide or cross-departmental impacts to Faculty,
which approves or disapproves the recommendations.
d. Assess the proposed changes in terms of their consistency with the mission of the LCOB, the
strategic plan of the affected department, and the requirements of accrediting bodies.
e. Review program goals, learning objectives, and skills for AACSB accredited undergraduate
programs and submit proposed revisions in those programs to the Dean’s office for review and
comments.
f. Review the assessment results annually for AACSB accredited undergraduate programs as a joint
effort with AOLC and make recommendations to the Dean, AOLC, and/or faculty at large for
continuous improvement.
g. Conduct a comprehensive review of the prerequisite and core curricula of AACSB accredited
undergraduate programs at least every five years, or as requested by the Faculty, the Dean or
designee, and make recommendations to the Dean, AOLC, and/or faculty at large.
h. Review reports submitted by each major and minor and provide feedback and
recommendations at least every five years (starting in 2017).
i. Post minutes at the College’s designated site.
Appendix G
Important Dates
Note:
Committee

Designates College committees

committee

Designates Senate, FGCU, and other committees and service opportunities

I. Important Spring Events by Date By March 15
(Dean’s Office)

a. Announces the College spring meeting date (must be held by April 15).

By March 20
(Dean’s Office
Provides to FAC)

a. Senate and other FGCU committee memberships and upcoming open
positions, along with the notice that the at-large PRC position is open.
b. College Committee memberships and upcoming open positions.
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By March 22
(FAC provides)

a. The list of FGCU and Senate committee and at-large PRC open
positions to the faculty and Department Chairs.
b.The list of College Committee memberships and upcoming open positions to
the faculty and Department Chairs.

By March 27
(Departments
Provide to FAC)

a. Meet to nominate (voluntary) faculty for upcoming Senate and other
FGCU committee memberships, along with nominations for the at-large
PRC position.
b. Meet to elect (must be done) College Committee members for upcoming
open positions.

March 22 – 29

a. Faculty members are nominated by their colleagues or self-nominate to
(Faculty to FAC) the open FGCU and Senate committee and at-large PRC posi-

tions.
March 22 – 29
(FAC)

a. Receives self-nominations and nominations from other faculty for
the upcoming Senate and FGCU committee open positions and the at-large
PRC position.
b. Receives the names of the departmental faculty elected to the College Committee positions.
c. Receives the Departmental nominations (voluntary) to Senate and FGCU committee positions and the PRC at-large positions.

By March 31
(FAC)

a. Provides FGCU and Senate committee and at-large PRC ballots to the
faculty.
b. Provides the Departmental College Committee election results to the faculty.

By April 10
(Dean’s Office)

a. Provides the College spring meeting agenda to the faculty.

By April 15

The LCOB spring meeting must occur on or before this date.

(All)
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APPENDIX C: FACULTY SUFFICIENCY AND QUALIFICATIONS GUIDELINES AND RESEARCH QUALITY
AND IMPACT METRICS
Introduction
This document supports the LCOB’s efforts to maintain alignment with AACSB International Accreditation Standards 5 and 15. It provides guidance to faculty members regarding their responsibilities to
maintain their relevancy and currency in their respective fields in order to support high quality classroom experiences, contribute to the advancement of knowledge of theory, practice, and teaching/pedagogy of business, and to support the LCOB’s mission. Guidance is also provided relative to those activities that are necessary for faculty members to be “participating” faculty members in the LCOB consistent with AACSB standards.
The term “Faculty Sufficiency” means the majority of the LCOB faculty members are actively engaged in
the life of the College through their teaching, engagement with students and external constituencies,
service activities, research, etc. AACSB standards expect that no less than 75% of all teaching is conducted by “participating” faculty. Faculty members not judged to be participating are “supporting” faculty who only teach. “Faculty Qualifications” means all faculty members maintain currency and relevance in their respective field(s) to support their classroom responsibilities, scholarship, and the LCOB’s
broader mission.
A review of faculty sufficiency and qualifications is conducted and documented annually using information maintained in Digital Measures. Faculty sufficiency and faculty qualifications guidelines in this
document are effective August 7, 2015. Journal quality metrics that were in effect prior to August 7,
2015 will be used when considering faculty activities prior to that date. Faculty activities after August 7,
2015 will be evaluated using the metrics in this document.
Faculty Sufficiency:
General Guidelines and Framework
Each faculty member, full and part-time, will be classified as either “participating” or “supporting.” To be
considered “participating,” a faculty member, regardless of title or full or part-time status, must demonstrate annual engagement activities beyond the primary classroom teaching responsibilities. A faculty
member must satisfy at least 3 of the following in each academic year to be considered participating:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Serves on department, school, or university committees
Has administrative responsibility such as director, chair, dean, etc.
Actively pursues a research agenda consistent with AACSB classification and LCOB mission
Conducts community/university service activities consistent with the LCOB mission
Participates in LCOB study abroad trips/courses in a faculty leadership role
Serves as a faculty advisor for student organizations
Effectively advises students on an ongoing basis – e.g., supervises internships
Mentors junior faculty

9. Other documented activities will be considered, but the faculty member must demonstrate
it qualifies as a participating activity
Faculty members not significantly engaged in the above activities and solely focused on teaching specific
classes will be classified as “supporting.”
LCOB Faculty Qualifications for AACSB
General Guidelines and Framework
The following are general guidelines related to “Faculty Qualifications:”
 Regardless of formal title, tenure track status, or other formal relationship with the Lutgert College of Business, each faculty member must demonstrate annually appropriate initial qualifications and sustained, substantive faculty engagement activities to demonstrate they are a “Scholarly Academic” (SA), “Practice Academic” (PA), “Instructional Practitioner” (IP), or “Scholarly
Practitioner” (SP). Faculty members who do not meet the baseline expectations for one of these
categories will be designated as “Other” for purposes of this analysis and AACSB reporting purposes.
 This “Faculty Qualifications” document establishes a baseline of expectations. To support the
LCOB mission and in the spirit of continuous improvement, each faculty member should strive to
exceed these baseline expectations.
 Additional expectations are articulated in separate documents for faculty members who are eligible for promotion.
 The initial “Faculty Qualification” is established at the time of hiring by the LCOB based on
earned academic credentials and may also include, depending on the category, an assessment
of other academic and professional experience that form the basis of the employment decision.
 Sustained “Faculty Qualifications” status will be based on each faculty member’s annual presentation of evidence of sustained, substantive faculty engagement/development activities that
demonstrate currency and relevancy in his/her field of teaching and to support other aspects of
the mission and strategic management plan. In addition, each faculty member is responsible for
the timely, annual presentation of appropriate evidence supporting “Faculty Qualification” status in accordance with these policies. To support this assessment process, the faculty must
maintain in Digital Measures current vitae and information reflecting all key engagement activities supporting the spirit and intent of this document.
 Faculty development/engagement activities that demonstrate currency must be clearly linked to
each faculty member’s academic/professional field. Activities judged not aligned with this expectation do not support “Faculty Qualification” expectations as outlined in this document.
Faculty Deployment Plan
The Lutgert College of Business is committed to excellence and success in mission achievement and to
long-term alignment with AACSB accreditation standards. To fulfill these expectations, the LCOB is com-
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mitted to maintaining faculty resources that exceed AACSB minimum expectations reflecting its undergraduate and graduate degree offerings. To this end, the long-term goal is to maintain a highly qualified
faculty with SA, PA, IP, and SP qualifications consistent with the following model:
Scholarly Academic: 60 - 75%
Practice academic: 5%-15%
Instructional Practitioner: 5%-20%
Scholarly Practitioner: 5%-20%
Guidelines for “Scholarly Academic” and
“Practice Academic” Status
Initial Qualifications:
Normally, at the time of hiring, Scholarly and Practice Academic (SA & PA) status is based on:
1. A doctoral degree emphasizing advanced foundational discipline-based research. An assessment of the doctoral degree is based on the substance and content of the aggregate learning experience that led to the awarding of the degree and is not based solely on the degree
title, e.g., Ph.D., DBA, etc.
2. For positions granted more senior faculty titles beyond assistant professor, the first condition must be met and, in addition, there must be evidence, at the time of hiring, demonstrating ongoing, sustained, and substantive academic and/or professional engagement activities supporting SA consistent with expectations outlined in the following sections.
3. Academic degrees aligned with the special cases as provided for in AACSB’s 2013 standards
for faculty members teaching business law and legal environment of business and taxation
meet the conditions of initial academic preparation.
4. If the doctoral degree is not in the field of teaching, the faculty member must demonstrate
at the time of hiring higher levels of sustained, substantive academic and/or professional
engagement activities to demonstrate their currency and relevancy in the teaching field for
which the person is being hired. The more distinctive the doctoral degree is from the expected field of teaching requires a higher level of engagement activities that supports qualifications in the field of teaching.
5. Doctoral students who have obtained ABD status are considered SA for a period of three
years after becoming ABD. A faculty member will be considered SA for a period of five years
after the date the degree is awarded.
Sustaining SA Status1
SA status must be maintained through substantive, sustained intellectual contributions in support of the
teaching field, including:

1

Definitions and classification standards for scholarship, intellectual contributions, etc. are effective as of
8/6/2015. Scholarship or activities acceptable for AQ/PQ under prior guidelines will be applied to years prior to
that for classifying faculty as SA, SP, IP or PA.
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1. Two quality peer reviewed2 journal publications (PRJs), within the most recent five year period
in accordance with quality guidelines outlined below; and
2. Evidence of a minimum of four additional complementary activities within the most recent rolling five year period.
3. Alternatively to completing #1 and #2, a faculty member may publish three quality PRJs within
the most recent five year period in accordance with quality guidelines outlined below.
Complementary Activities:
 First edition of widely adopted textbooks or scholarly book with demonstrated impact (under most circumstances, this will count as 2 complementary activities);
 Active editorships with academic or professional journals or service on editorial
boards;
 Leadership positions and participation in academic societies and associations or academic conferences;
 Research awards, academic fellow status, or invited presentations;
 Receipt of external grant proposal;
 Reviewer for peer-reviewed journal, academic conference, or professional publishing company;
 Conference proceedings or presentations as well as other peer reviewed ICs;
 Other validating factors may be presented, but the burden of proof is on the faculty
member to support the basis for the validating experience.
Faculty whose terminal degrees were granted within the most recent five year period are considered SA
based on the currency of their degree.
Faculty who do not maintain SA status may earn PA status. If faculty requirements to sustain PA status
are not met, the faculty member will be classified as “other”. Faculty returning to academic appointments after administrative appointments will be given provisional SA status for four years or the length
of their administrative appointment, whichever is less. At the end of that period they are expected to
meet all criteria for SA status to maintain SA status.

2

LCOB adheres to the AACSB definition of peer review as “…a process of independent review prior to publication
of a faculty member's work by an editorial board/committee widely acknowledged as possessing expertise in the
field. The peer review should be independent; provide for critical but constructive feedback; demonstrate a mastery and expertise of the subject matter; and be undertaken through a transparent process notwithstanding that
the individuals involved may be anonymous. Such a review ensures the work is subjected to the expected scrutiny
by academic peers or practitioners prior to publication. "
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Sustaining PA Status
To maintain PA status, faculty are expected to be professionally engaged on a regular basis. These professional engagement activities, demonstrated over the most recent rolling five-year period, should include:
Required:
1. Four substantive complementary professional engagement activities (or substantial, meaningful, and continuous employment) over each five-year review period.
If the PA supporting faculty member is not currently substantially employed in the professional area of
their teaching or academic administration, then the faculty member must have a minimum of five complementary activities over the rolling five-year time period.
Complementary Activities:














Consulting activities that are material in terms of time and substance and consistent with
the area of teaching.
Professional or community service requiring professional expertise in the faculty member’s
area.
Faculty internships that are material in terms of time and substance and linked to the faculty
member’s teaching field.
Practice-oriented journal article publication.
Substantive development and successful delivery of executive education and/or continuing
professional education programs linked to the faculty member’s teaching field.
Relevant, active service on boards of directors consistent with the faculty member’s teaching field.
Sustained professional engagement through significant leadership or participation in business professional associations.
Subject matter expert; invited testimony.
Report prepared for government agencies or other organizations.
Documented other professional engagement activities that demonstrate substantive events
that focus on the practice of business, management, and related issues.
Sustained success in publishing leading, widely adopted, multi-edition textbooks and/or instructional support materials or other practice-oriented intellectual contributions.
Active professional certification or license in teaching area.
Other complementary activities may be presented, but the burden of proof is on the faculty
member to support the basis for the validating experience.

Guidelines for “Instructional Practitioner” and
“Scholarly Practitioner” Status
AACSB Standards support the concept that a “high quality business school” is one that brings together
through its faculty a blend of academic and professional perspectives enhancing and supporting student
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learning of both theory and practice of business and management. Therefore, IP and SP faculty are recruited based on their professional experiences and not necessarily based on their academic background.
Initial IP/SP Qualifications
The general guidelines are:
 Normally, faculty members hired based on their professional background and experience to
serve on the faculty will be initially classified as IP. If they meet the publication standards listed
under “Maintaining SP Status”, they may be classified as SP.
 Normally, IP status at the time of hiring will be based on: (1) the candidate having a master’s degree related to the field in which he/she will be teaching; and (2) professional experience that is
significant in duration and level of responsibility that is a reasonable substitute for a doctorate
as described earlier providing a foundation for successful classroom teaching.
 The degree or extent of professional experience may vary depending on the level of teaching to
which the IP faculty member is expected to be assigned (e.g., for teaching an introductory class,
the experience may be shorter than teaching a senior level or graduate advanced class). However, the minimum professional experience must be no less than 3 years and judged to be significant in “duration and level of responsibilities” and related to the teaching field.
 Once IP status is established, it will be granted for 5 years. However, there must be clear evidence in accordance with the guidelines given below of substantive, sustained professional engagement activities supporting the teaching field to sustain IP status beyond the initial 5-year
window.
Sustaining IP Status
To sustain IP status, demonstration and documentation of substantive and sustained professional engagement activities are expected. If the IP faculty member is not currently substantially employed in the
professional area of their teaching, then the faculty member must have a minimum of four complementary activities over the rolling five-year time period:
Complementary Activities:
 Consulting activities that are material in terms of time and substance and consistent with
the area of teaching.
 Faculty internships.
 Significant participation in business professional associations and societies.
 Development and presentation of executive education and/or continuing education programs.
 Documented continuing professional education experiences.
 Sustained professional engagement through significant leadership or participation in business professional associations.
 Active professional certification or license in teaching area.
 See the other engagement activities listed above for the PA.
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Other validating factors may be presented, but the burden of proof is on the faculty member to support the basis for the validating experience.

Sustaining SP Status
To maintain SP status, demonstration and documentation of substantive and sustained engagement activities as follows during the most recent rolling five-year period must be presented:
Required:
 Two peer reviewed journal publications or the equivalent, in accordance with quality guidelines outlined below; and
 Four substantive complementary activities, either academic or professional.
 Alternatively to completing #1 and #2, a faculty member may publish three quality PRJs
within the most recent five year period in accordance with quality guidelines outlined below.
Complementary Activities:
 Relevant, active editorships with professional and/or academic journals or other business
publications.
 Service on editorial boards or committees.
 Successful delivery of executive/continuing education programs based on the research and
publications as well as professional experience.
 See the other engagement activities listed above for the SA and the SP.
The discussion of quality indicators for peer review journals and program proceedings/presentations apply to the SP status as well.
LCOB Research Quality and Impact Metrics
Quality Guidance
AACSB standards require business schools to provide guidance on quality of research outcomes and document evidence of impact from the faculty research. To ensure quality, faculty member’s scholarly outcomes should be focused on placements in high quality journals and leading academic/professional
events.
Publications are expected to be in journals ranked at least “C” or the equivalent (see chart below) on at
least one of the following lists: Australian Business Deans’ Council (ABDC) Journal Quality list, Journal
Citation Reports (JCR), Association of Business Schools (ABS) journal quality list or Cabell’s:
ABDC
A*
A
B
C
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JCR
Q1
Q1
Q2
Q3

ABS
Grade 4*
Grade 4
Grade 3
Grade 2

Cabells
Rigorous
Rigorous
Significantly Difficult
Difficult

In addition to ranking on these lists, the journal must not be a “pay to publish” or “predatory” journal.
For work published in outlets not recognized as noted above, the faculty member must document journal quality by providing to the department chair as much of the following information as is available or
necessary: ranking on a reputable and widely recognized index, acceptance rate, impact factor, circulation, existence of a substantive review process (which includes providing reviewer/editor comments and
revisions made in response to those comments), and composition and affiliations of the editorial board.
Impact Metrics
AACSB standards require documentation of how faculty scholarship outcomes have impact, i.e. make a
difference. The LCOB must demonstrate that the scholarly work of the faculty is “making a difference”
on the theory, practice, and teaching/pedagogy for management/business in light of the college’s mission and strategic plan. Impact may result from single research outcomes or from a body of work that
represents a number of research and publication outcomes or may occur outside of the AACSB 5-year
review cycle.
Possible “impact metrics” may include the following (this is not an exhaustive list):













Translation of scholarly work into executive/professional educational programming that is
highly successful with multiple offerings, high demand, etc.
Translation of scholarly work into student projects, service-learning, and other experiential
learning activities that supports and enhances the success of businesses, not-for-profits, etc.
Citation of scholarly work by other scholars through recognition in their work.
Invited conference presentations or delivery of research seminars at other institutions.
Contributions to policy development at the local, regional, provincial/state, or national level.
Clear documentation of impact on practices in business.
Wide use of educational materials by other business schools resulting in publication of multiple editions of the teaching/pedagogy materials, including translation of the materials into
other languages.
Grants or research projects funded based on the research.
Significant leadership role in academic and/or professional associations based on the research.
Subject matter expert at national or international level (includes citations in the popular
press, interviews).
Successful, material consulting engagements that result from translation of the research
work into applications for business, etc.

LCOB faculty will document impact of intellectual contributions in Digital Measures on the screen describing the publication, and annually include it in the Digital Measures Impact narrative when applicable.
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APPENDIX D: STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS
BACKGROUND
 In 2012 LCOB developed a strategic plan document based on the 7 goals of FGCU strategic plan


New plan was needed because
o FGCU with BOT is developing a new plan for the university
o LCOB desire to have a current plan with clear vision, mission, goals and priority that
aligns with the university plan and the nature of the college.



LCOB established a strategic planning taskforce that oversees the strategic planning process.
The taskforce includes members from each department/unit and some staff members and includes:
o Vivek Bhargava, Associate Dean
o Dee Burgess, Assoc. Professor, Accounting
o Steve Frasier, Associate Professor, Finance
o Martha Hall, Asst. Director & Internship Coordinator, Professional Golf Management
o Eugene Hoyt, Instructor, Computer Information Systems
o Lois Knox, SBDC Director
o Andrew MacDiarmid, Academic Advisor
o Maya Mirzoeva, Budget Manager
o Monika Renard, Professor, Management
o Shelley Schlenk, Senior Secretary
o Christine Wright-Isak, Assistant Professor, Marketing

Phase 1: Development of Mission, Vision, Goals and Objectives (Strategic Planning Framework)
SWOT Analysis: In spring of 2015 a college-wide SWOT retreat was organized and the results were captured. The major findings were:
Strengths
• Community Engagement
• Student-centered faculty (No TAs)
• Small class sizes
• Accredited Programs

Weaknesses
• International Programs
• Support for Teaching and Research
• Underprepared incoming students
• Salary Compression and Inversion

Opportunities
• Interest in international programs
• Favorable fund raising environment
• Further engage alumni
• Potential for Internships

Threats
• Continue to lose quality faculty
• Uncertain funding
• BOG, BOT, Control of curricula and recruitment

Mission content brainstorming session indicated mission might include:
 A regional and/or global focus
 Continuing to be student-centered
 Focus on application and development of knowledge
 Awareness of importance of successful careers
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Potential supporting statements:
 Foster connectivity with business community
 Be responsive to business community needs
 Value applied, pedagogical, and basic research
 Provide opportunities for an international experience for students and faculty
Appreciative Inquiry: In the Fall 2015 college-wide retreat on August 13, 2015, with the help of outside
consultants, a college wide Appreciative Inquiry (AI) was conducted. Three themes emerged:
 Building and maintaining relationships
o Common to both faculty and student themes
o Most mentioned as a stand-alone theme
 Helping and Nurturing Students
o Builds on the relationship theme
o Focuses on mentoring, nurturing the whole student
 Professionalism and nurturing of faculty
o Details the intangibles needed for developing self and students.
Mission and Vision: The Strategic task force (STF) met several times during AY 2015-16 to develop the
strategic plan. The top priorities/ideas themes were captured and the STF used the results from both the
SWOT and the Appreciative Inquiry to draft the strategic plan. A mission and vision was drafted.
 Vision was drafted by STF in October 2015
o The draft was presented to faculty for feedback through the Faculty Advisory Council
(FAC) in September 2015
o The vision and mission was modified based on faculty feedback.
o The modified draft was sent to students, alumni, employers, business advisory board,
departmental advisory boards, and other stakeholders for feedback in October and November of 2015.
o Taskforce members conducted a series of informal, small-group “drop-ins” for faculty
wishing to discuss
 The mission and vision were tentatively adopted and the process of establishing strategic goals
and objectives, key strategies and tactical action plans to serve the mission started in November/December of 2015.
 The final mission and vision was presented to the faculty in the Spring 2016 college retreat on
January 28, 2016.
Strategic Goals and Objectives: The STF started working in November 2015 on development of strategic
goals and objectives with the goal of completing the strategic framework by March 15, 2016. The framework would include the mission, vision, core values (“we accomplish our mission by---“), strategic goals,
and objectives to achieve the goal. It was decided to have 3-5 goals and around 3-7 objectives per goal.
The SFT met several times and worked on developing the goals and objectives. The basic framework was
developed and feedback was sought from various groups.
Feedback from Various Stakeholders: The framework was distributed to all stakeholders for feedback
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Departmental Feedback: The department chairs/FAC representatives distributed the document
to all faculty members within the department and solicited feedback. The feedback was due
back to the strategic task force by March 30, 2016. This was accomplished by departments holding a faculty meeting and STF member from the department making a presentation to the faculty (between March 15 and 30). The faculty members had the opportunity to provide feedback
to their chair and/or their FAC members.
Graduate advisory Board: Dr. Wynekoop contacted the GSB and provided feedback from different members by March 30, 2016
Undergraduate Advisory Board: Dr. Beatty along with Dr. Bhargava presented it to the USAB on
March 24 and took them through an exercise to solicit input.
Business Advisory Board: Members of STF presented the plan to business advisory board on
April 20, 2016 and sought feedback. The board members not only provided input at the meeting
but also were encouraged and contacted the STF later via email to provide their feedback.
Departmental Advisory Boards: The department chairs presented the framework to their individual boards and provided feedback to the STF via department chairs. These boards represent
the business community and employers of LCOB students.
Alumni: On April 6, 2016, Dean Beatty and Dr. Bhargava met with a group of Alumni and discussed the strategic plan with them. Since we are a young university, the alumni had a unique
perspective and were tremendously helpful.

Completion of Strategic Goals and Objectives: The STF met several times in March and April of 2016 and
revised goals and objectives based on feedback received. The faculty through the department’s STF representative was asked to provide feedback on revisions one final time and the frame work was completed before Summer term of 2016.
In the Fall 2016 faculty retreat the complete plan was presented to the faculty on August 12, 2016. In
September of 2016, the FAC with assistance from departments was asked to conduct a vote of all in-unit
faculty. The faculty overwhelmingly voted in favor of the plan (46 YES; 3 NO; 6 ABSTAIN and 5 did not
vote). The results from the vote were published on October 25, 2016.
Phase II: Determination of Actions/Strategies/Projects to Serve the Mission
In this phase the projects, action items, strategies along with priorities, costs, funding needs and potential sources were determined.
Project List: In April and May of 2016 the college started developing a list of projects that would service
the mission, vision, goals and objectives.
 STF developed a list of projects that could be turned into action items
 Each department was asked to work with their departmental representative in the STF to identify projects that will best serve their departments to meet strategic goals and objectives. The
departments were required to list the projects based on priority ranking (no duplicate ranks).
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Action Plan: Based on the recommendations of STF and departments, the leadership started developing
an action plan for each objective during Summer of 2016. It was decided that the action plan would be
finalized by the leadership team because the leadership had better knowledge of funding and overall
needs.
 In early September of 2016 the Dean and Associate Deans along with some staff members met
several times and reviewed the newly presented University Strategic Plan and incorporated a
number of actions from the university plan that directly or indirectly mentioned college of business.
 The college strategic plan, inclusive of all action plans, was finalized in early November and the
completed plan was presented to the LCOB advisory board.
 The five year strategic plan was completed in December 2016
Departmental Strategic Plan:
 On September 14, 2016, the department chairs were asked to develop departmental plans
which would include a general statement (no departmental mission and vision) and their goals
and objectives which would align to the university and college plans. They were also asked to
develop projects and/or action items.
 The dean and associate deans went through the college and the university strategic plan with
the department chairs and provided them with directions on what was required in the department plans.
 The departments were asked to provide update on their progress and they submitted their
plans by early March of 2017.
 It was then decided in the college leadership meeting that the departmental plans should be incorporated into the college plan and each department not have their separate plan, which was
accomplished in subsequent meetings.
Three Year Plan: The strategic plan included projects from the university plan and was very ambitious.
Once the college realized that gaining additional funding for these projects/action items would be very
difficult, it was decided that the college would develop a three year working plan that would include top
priority items.
 Deans’ office starting working on this idea in December 2016.
 Finalized the plan in April of 2017 after incorporating input from departments and LCOB Advisory Board
Moving Forward: In August of 2017, the new university leadership decided that the current University
strategic plan was very ambitious and decided to re-work on the plan. A university level committee was
formed. The committee has since developed a much more achievable draft strategic plan. The plan is
not complete and has not been adopted. Based on these changes we are reviewing our plan and will incorporate some changes in the actions to reflect changes in the direction the university is taking. Our
goals and objectives remain the same. We will ask the FAC to seek feedback from faculty and finalize
the strategic plan by Spring 2018
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Timeline
4/24/15
4/29/15
8/7/2015
8/12/2015
8/13/2015
9/10/2015
9/24/2015
9/2015
10/19/2015
10/29/2015
11/2015
11/2015
11/5/2015
11/16/2015
1/26/2016
1/28/2016
2/9/2016
2/23/2016
3/15/2016
3/24/2016
4/6/2016
4/7/2016
4/20/2016
4/2016
4/29/2016

8/12/2016
9/9/2016
9/12/2016
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College strategic planning meeting – SWOT & brainstorming
Strategic Task Force charged by Dean
Strategic Task Force meeting with Rod Ely
Strategic Planning > Final logistics, agenda/roles review for AI Section of Faculty Retreat
College retreat: Appreciative Inquiry workshop conducted
Strategic Planning Taskforce Meeting – Reviewed SWOT and AI results
Strategic Planning Taskforce Meeting – Strategic planning overview
Faculty Advisory Council (FAC) given draft asked to solicit faculty input on revised mission and vision
Strategic Planning Taskforce Meeting – Faculty feedback discussed and mission and vision re-revised
Strategic Planning Taskforce Meeting – begin drafting goals and objectives
Taskforce members conducting a series of informal, small-group “drop-ins” for faculty
wishing to discuss the ongoing revisions and bring back feedback
Feedback from Undergraduate students advisory board and Graduate Student Advisory
Board sought
Mission and vision presented to the LCOB advisory board, feedback sought, and asked
what goals and objectives they would want.
Strategic Planning Taskforce Meeting- goals and objectives further revised
Strategic Planning Taskforce Meeting – agree to present mission and vision to faculty in
Spring retreat and agree on wording of three goals
College retreat – presented to faculty
Strategic Planning Taskforce Meeting – fourth goal added and discussion on objectives
for each goal continues
Strategic Planning Taskforce Meeting – Feedback from various stakeholders discussed
and goals and objectives revised. More work on actions
Strategic Planning Taskforce Meeting – Dean circulated Florida funding model to the
taskforce and it worked to incorporate those in the strategic plan
Meeting with USAB (Dean Beatty and Bhargava)
Alumni Strategic Planning - Framework Presentation
Strategic Planning Taskforce Meeting – Feedback from alumni, current students, faculty
and board members circulated and plan revised based on feedback.
Strategic plan including goals and objectives presented to LCOB advisory board, feedback sought
Strategic plan presented to individual departments advisory boards and feedback
sought
Strategic Planning Taskforce Meeting – Feedback from all stakeholders including individual department advisory boards discussed and the mission, vision, statements, goals and
objectives finalized
Fall Retreat, strategic plan presented to faculty
Chairs meeting with emphasis on strategic planning and prep for the 9/14 meeting
Strategic Planning with Dean/Associate Deans to discuss first two pillars in FGCU Plan

9/13/2016
9/14/2016

Completion of discussion on FGCU Strategic Plan Pillars
Strategic planning meeting with department chairs where they were asked to develop
departmental plans which would include a general statement (no departmental mission
and vision) and their goals and objectives which would align to the university and college plans
9/26/2016
Individual departments along with FAC asked to conduct in-unit faculty vote
10/25/2016
Results of the faculty vote compiled
11/7/2016
Dean and Associate Deans complete action plan and map it to the university plan
11/10/2016
Strategic plan with actions discussed with the LCOB advisory board
12/15/2016
Strategic Plan – Dean and Associate Deans convert the five year plan to a more achievable three year work plan
12/19/2016
Strategic Plan – continue from 12/15
12/20/2016
Complete strategic plan
1/9/2017
Dean went through the college plan with department chairs
2/8/2017
Chairs provided update on their progress on departmental plans
3/3/3017
Departments submitted their working strategic plans
3/28/2017
Conversion of 5 year plan to a 3 year working plan
3/29/2016
Completed work on conversion of 5 year to 3 year plan
4/3/2017
Meet with LCOB Advisory Board Chair Laura Holquist to discuss strategic plan
4/5/2017
Incorporated departmental plans in the college plan
4/20/2017
The three year working plan presented to the advisory board.
8/2017
University decided to redo the university plan for it to be more achievable
Sept-Oct 2017 Tweaking college three year plan to the new university draft plan
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APPENDIX E: USES AND SOURCES OF OPERATING FUNDS
Uses of Operating Funds
Degree programs & instructional activity
Total benefits compensation
Research
Public Service
Non-degree management education
Student services
Administrative support
Faculty/Staff recruiting expenditures
Other
Total

Sources of Operating Funds
Institutional/University allocations
Other charges to students
Government grants & contracts
Private contracts
Non-degree management education
Private gifts & grants - Current
operations restricted
Private gifts & grants Current
Operations Unrestricted
Total received from business
unit endowment
Other sources of operating
funds
Total
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2016-17

2015-16

2014-15

2013-14

2012-13

$ 7,962,971

$7,680,662

$7,128,927

$6,929,306

$6,504,550

$2,877,223
$29,410
$1,086,611

$2,735,658
$19,149
$1,132,967

$2,494,091
$11,954
$791,661

$262,871
$22,050
$1,082,361

$2,044,421
$12,734
$667,130

$30,606

$29,851

$106,902

$489,193

$5,239,230

$463,770
$997,721

$471,058
$993,131

$443,043
$887,383

$498,193
$743,660

$213,182
$653,203

$15,032

$19,550

$2,494

$2,910

$423,615
$182,084
$13,886,959 $13,264,110

$83,719
$11,950,174

$203,653
$10,234,197

$122,987
$15,460,349

2014-15

2013-14

2012-13

2016-17

2015-16

$13,010,176 $12,475,985
$13,903
$58,636
$1,681,615 $1,574,989
$121,678
$220,387
$129,259

$104,067

$2,912

$10,792,723
$93,732
$676,002
$182,245

$8,240,230
$228,265
$1,743,543
$377,536

$7,376,163
$153,640
$1,477,593
$5,873,781

$49,530

$165,378

$195,426

-

-

$273,247

-

-

-

-

$14,400

-

-

-

-

$780,485
$789,272
$15,737,116 $15,223,336

$515,100
$861,718
$13,458,697

$226,900

$226,900

$993,674
$210,211
$11,975,526 $15,513,714

APPENDIX F: JOURNAL LIST
2012 - 2017
Academic Journals

Academy of Business Disciplines Journal
Academy of International Business Insights
Academy of Management Journal
Academy of Management Learning & Education
Accounting Education: An International Journal
Accounting Horizons
Advances in Accounting
Advances in Austrian Economics
Advances in Consumer Research
Advances in Taxation
Afro-Asian Journal of Finance and Accounting
American Journal of Business Education
Applied Economics
Applied Economics Letters
Appraisal Journal
Australasian Marketing Journal
British Journal of Management
Business Education Innovation Journal
Business Horizons
Business Studies Journal
CIS Convergence
Canadian Journal of Administrative Sciences
Cato Journal
Cornell Real Estate Review
Decision Sciences Journal
Decision Support Systems
Econ Journal Watch
Economic Inquiry
Economics Letters
Education + Training
Entrepreneurship & Regional Development
Faith & Economics
Financial Decisions
Financial Services Review
GSTF Journal on Computing
Government Information Quarterly
Human Resource Management
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3
3
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
4
2
1
1
1

Human Resource Management Journal
Information Systems Research
International Advances in Economic Research
International Entrepreneurship and Management Journal
International Journal of Accounting Information Systems
International Journal of Auditing
International Journal of Aviation Sciences
International Journal of Business Excellence
International Journal of Business Studies
International Journal of Business and Systems Research
International Journal of Electronic Healthcare
International Journal of Emerging Markets
International Journal of Financial Services Management
International Journal of Human-Computer Interaction
International Journal of Information Management
International Journal of Information Security and Privacy
International Journal of Information Systems and Management
International Journal of Logistics Systems and Management
International Journal of Management Reviews
International Journal of Operational Research
International Journal of Operations Management Education
International Journal of Services and Operations Management
International Journal of Services and Standards
International Journal of Sustainability in Higher Education
International Real Estate Review
International Studies of Management & Organization
Issues in Information Systems
Journal of Academic Leadership Education
Journal of Accounting and Public Policy
Journal of Advances in Economics & Finance
Journal of Advertising Education
Journal of Advertising Research
Journal of American Academy of Business
Journal of Applied Business Research
Journal of Applied Business and Economics
Journal of Applied Management and Entrepreneurship
Journal of Asset Management
Journal of Business & Economic Research
Journal of Business Case Studies
Journal of Business Cases and Applications
87

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
5
1
3
2
2

Journal of Business Diversity
Journal of Business Ethics
Journal of Business Inquiry
Journal of Business Management and Change
Journal of Business Research
Journal of Business Venturing Insights
Journal of Business and Economics Research
Journal of College Teaching & Learning
Journal of Computing and Information Technology
Journal of Diversity Management
Journal of Eastern European and Central Asian Research
Journal of Economic Issues
Journal of Economic Perspectives
Journal of Economics and Finance
Journal of Economics and Finance Education
Journal of Education for Business
Journal of Enterprising Communities: People and Places in the Global Economy
Journal of Entrepreneurship Education
Journal of Ethics & Entrepreneurship
Journal of Finance and Accountancy
Journal of Financial Counseling and Planning
Journal of Financial Education
Journal of Higher Education Theory and Practice
Journal of Hospitality and Tourism Education
Journal of Housing Research
Journal of Index Investing
Journal of Information Privacy and Security
Journal of Information Systems
Journal of Instructional Pedagogies
Journal of International Business
Journal of International Business Research
Journal of International Consumer Marketing
Journal of International Education in Business
Journal of International Technology and Information Management
Journal of Investing
Journal of Leadership, Accountability and Ethics
Journal of Management & Organization
Journal of Management Education
Journal of Management History
Journal of Management and Marketing Research
88

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
4
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1

Journal of Management, Spirituality & Religion
Journal of Managerial Psychology
Journal of Marketing Analytics
Journal of Marketing Theory and Practice
Journal of Markets & Morality
Journal of Multidisciplinary Research
Journal of Online Learning and Teaching
Journal of Operations and Quantitative Management
Journal of Organisational Transformation & Social Change
Journal of Personal Selling & Sales Management
Journal of Real Estate Finance and Economics
Journal of Real Estate Practice and Education
Journal of Real Estate Research
Journal of Regional Analysis and Policy
Journal of Regional Science
Journal of STEM Education: Innovations and Research
Journal of Sports Economics
Journal of Sustainability and Green Business
Journal of Sustainable Real Estate
Journal of Technology Research
Journal of the Academy of Business Education
Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science
Leadership & Organizational Management Journal
MIS Quarterly Executive
Management Research Review
Managerial Finance
Marketing Management Journal
Mustang Journal of Law & Legal Studies
Oil, Gas & Energy Quarterly
Organization Management Journal
Organization Studies
Personnel Psychology
Psychology & Marketing
Real Estate Finance
Research in the History of Economic Thought and Methodology
Review of Economics of the Household
Review of Law and Economics
Review of Quantitative Finance and Accounting
Servant Leadership: Theory & Practice
Small Business Economics
89

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
4
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Southwestern Economic Review
Systemic Practice and Action Research
The Appraisal Journal
The DATA BASE for Advances in Information Systems
The Electronic Journal of Knowledge Management
The Independent Review
The Journal of Ayn Rand Studies
The Journal of Wealth Management
The Psychologist-Manager Journal
The Quarterly Journal of Austrian Economics
The Real Estate Law Journal
The Review of Austrian Economics
Thunderbird International Business Review
Ubiquitous Learning
Venture Capital
Voluntary Sector Review

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
3
1
3
3
1
1
1

Professional Journals

Challenge
Rutgers Business Review
The CPA Journal
The Florida Bar Journal
The Real Estate Finance Journal

1
1
2
2
2

Law Reviews & Journals

Barry Law Review
Griffith Law Review
University Of Florida Journal of Law and Public Policy

Note: Co-authored contributions are only counted once in this listed.
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1
1
1

APPENDIX G: AACSB TABLE 15-1: FACULTY SUFFICIENCY & QUALIFICATIONS SUMMARY FOR THE MOST RECENTLY COMPLETED NORMAL ACADEMIC
YEAR
Fall 2016 -Spring 2017
Faculty Portfolio
Faculty Member's
Name

Date of First
Appointment
to the School

Percent of Time Devoted to Mission for Each
Faculty Qualification Group

Faculty Sufficiency
Highest
Degree,
Year
Earned

P

S

Normal
Professional
Responsibilities

SA

PA

SP

IP

O

Brief Description of Basis for
Qualification

Accounting
DBA Accounting 2013; 1 PRJ & 5
OIC; much professional service.

Daniel Acheampong

July 2011

DBA, 2013

1302 sch

UT, RES & SER

Tanya Benford

May 7, 2011

Ph D, 2000

354 sch

UT, ADM, RES
& SER

100.0

Deanna Burgess

August 7, 1997

Ph D, 1991

561 sch

UT, MT, RES
& SER

100.0

H. Wayne Cecil

August 7, 2007

Ph D, 1996

576 sch

UT, MT, RES
& SER

100.0

Jacqueline Conrecode

August 7, 2000

MS, 2001

1701 sch

UT, RES & SER

Daniel Fernandez

August 7, 2009

JD, 1976

789 sch

Precious Gunter

May 9, 2016

JD, 2010

Elizabeth Johnson

August 7, 2015

Ph D, 2015

Bruce Patterson

January 6, 2016

MBA, 1978

504 sch

UT

12.5

Matthew Petra

August 7, 2015

JD, 2011

570 sch

UT

25.0

Arianna Pinello

August 7, 2012

Ph D, 2004

519 sch

UT, MT, RES
& SER

100.0

Raymond Placid

August 7, 2002

JD, 1990

660 sch

UT, MT, RES
& SER

100.0

91

378 sch
669 sch

UT, MT, RES
& SER
UT
UT, RES & SER

100.0

PhD plus 4 PRJs 4 OIC
Ph.D. Accounting; 3 PRJ & 2
presentations
PhD Accounting; 2 PRJ & 5 conference presentations
MS Accounting; Active Florida CPA
license; 200 hours CPE; significant
participation in FICPA, IIA & IMA;2
PRJs

100.0

J.D.; 8 PRJ

100.0
25.0
100.0

Practicing lawyer
Received PhD 2015
Vice-President of Corporate Audit
& Consulting from 2003 to 2007 &
Vice President Corporate Compliance 2007 to 2014.
J.D.; practicing lawyer
PhD plus 3 peer-reviewed publications & OIC
J.D. & specialized masters in taxation; 3 PRJ; 4 OIC

Faculty Portfolio
Faculty Member's
Name

Date of First
Appointment
to the School

Percent of Time Devoted to Mission for Each
Faculty Qualification Group

Faculty Sufficiency
Highest
Degree,
Year
Earned

P

S

SA

PA

Dorothy Thompson

January 6, 2014

MS, 2009

Adrian Valencia

August 7, 2011

Ph D, 2011

574 sch

UT, MT, RES
& SER

100.0

Ara Volkan

August 7, 2004

Ph D, 1979

387 sch

UT, MT, RES
& SER

100.0

Total Accounting

684 sch

Normal
Professional
Responsibilities

8092 sch

SP

IP

UT

25.0

900.0
(75.8%)

2136 sch

>= 60% requirement
for P for AACSB met
(79.1%)

O

100.0
(8.4%)

100.0
(8.4%)

62.5
(5.3%)

Brief Description of Basis for
Qualification

MS in Accounting; Active Florida
CPA license; documented CPE 200
hours 2011-2016; sustained professional engagement through significant participation in FICPA
PhD plus 5 peer-reviewed articles
& 4 OICs
PhD plus 5 peer-reviewed publications & 4 OICs.

25.0
(2.1%)

Minimum SA: >= 40% requirement for AACSB met (75.8%)
Minimum SA + PA + SP: >= 60% requirement for AACSB met (92.6%)
Minimum SA + PA + SP + IP: >= 90% requirement for AACSB met (97.9%)

Economics
Nicholas Bergan

August 1, 2014

MS, 2004

Amelia M. Biehl

August 7, 2016

Ph D, 2007

1170 sch

Kaitlyn Harger

August 7, 2015

Ph D, 2015

1137 sch

UT, MT, RES
& SER
UT, RES & SER

Veronica Kalich

August 6, 2016

Ph D, 1998

729 sch

UT, MT & RES

Carrie Kerekes

August 7, 2008

Ph D, 2008

1023 sch

UT, RES & SER

100.0

Patrick Newman
Mushfiq-us Swaleheen

May 1, 2016

Ph D, 2016

1032 sch

100.0

August 7, 2006

Ph D, 2006

579 sch

UT, RES & SER
UT, MT, RES
& SER
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366 sch

UT

37.5
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0

F.T. Insurance & Variable Annuities Agent
>3 PRJs in last 5 years
> 3 PRJs in 5 years
She is actively engaged in the activities of the FGCU Regional Economic Research Institute.
2 PRJs in 5 years; 4 OICS
>3 PRJs in 5 years
2 PRJs in 5 years; 4 OICS

Faculty Portfolio
Faculty Member's
Name

Date of First
Appointment
to the School

Percent of Time Devoted to Mission for Each
Faculty Qualification Group

Faculty Sufficiency
Highest
Degree,
Year
Earned

P

Carol Sweeney

August 1, 2013

MS, 1994

1521 sch

Christopher Westley

January 5, 2015

Ph D, 2000

78 sch

Total Economics

7269 sch

S

Normal
Professional
Responsibilities

SA

PA

SP

UT & SER

UT, RES & SER

>= 60% requirement
for P for AACSB met
(95.2%)

O

100.0
100.0
(11.9%)

0.0
(0.0%)

137.5
(16.4%)

Brief Description of Basis for
Qualification

MS in Economic Development. Assists in delivery of national programs for teaching Economics
with the FSU Stavros Center for
Economic Education & 4 contributing activities since 2013
>3 PRJs in 5 years. Director of
FGCU Regional Economic Research
Institute.

100.0

600.0
(71.6%)

366 sch

IP

0.0
(0.0%)

Minimum SA: >= 40% requirement for AACSB met (71.6%)
Minimum SA + PA + SP: >= 60% requirement for AACSB met (83.5%)
Minimum SA + PA + SP + IP: >= 90% requirement for AACSB met (100.0%)

Finance
Marcus Allen

August 7, 2012

Ph D, 1992

Juan Alvarez

June 29, 2015

MS, 2015

Steven Fraser

August 7, 2007

Ph D, 2003

David Jones

January 2, 2007

Ph D, 1963

Travis Jones

August 7, 2005

Ph D, 2005

J Lopez

May 15, 2016

MS, 2009

93

UT, MT, RES
& SER

387 sch
129 sch

UT
UT, MT, RES
& SER

717 sch

15 sch

468 sch

12.5
100.0

MT
UT, MT, RES
& SER

591 sch

100.0

UT

>3 PRJs in 5 years
Licensed RE Broker, MS in Real Estate, CCIM Designation.
>3 PRJs in last 5 years
Consultant & Nationally recognized expert on the Federal Reserve & Monetary Policy.

12.5

100.0
12.5

>3 PRJs in 5 years
Mr. Lopez has a MS in Accounting.
He is a financial analyst who con-

Faculty Portfolio
Faculty Member's
Name

Date of First
Appointment
to the School

Highest
Degree,
Year
Earned

P

Kenneth Lusht

January 1, 2006

Ph D, 1973

Steven Niehaus

January 7, 2016

MBA, 1993

Gizelle Perretti

August 7, 2011

Ph D, 2011

Greg Ruselowski

January 6, 2017

MBA, 1990

Steven Scheff

August 7, 1998

MBA, 1960

612 sch

Henry Weeks

August 1997

Ph D, 1995

96 sch

Michael Zahaby

January 1, 2016

MBA, 1974

Total Finance

S

252 sch

540 sch

546 sch

SA

PA

SP

IP

45 sch

1317 sch

O

Brief Description of Basis for
Qualification

UT

12.5

UT, RES & SER
UT, MT, ADM,
RES & SER

50.0

structs pro forma financial statements & complex financial models.
2 PRJs in last 5 years; 2 OICs
MBA. Six Sigma Quality Certification & GE Financial Management
Program. Manager, GE Financial
Services since 2008.
Only 1 PRJ & 4 OICs in last 5 years
MBA with a concentration in Finance & has 30+ years’ experience
in corporate finance. Employed by
GM in Finance & IT until 2014.
MBA, Business Analyst for FGCU
Regional Economic Research Institute

12.5

>3 PRJs in 5 years
MBA in Finance. Managing Director & Chief Risk Officer for CapitalSpring.

12.5

UT

25.0

UT, RES & SER

120 sch

3201 sch

Normal
Professional
Responsibilities

UT, RES & SER

>= 60% requirement
for P for AACSB met
(70.8%)

94

Percent of Time Devoted to Mission for Each
Faculty Qualification Group

Faculty Sufficiency

100.0

100.0

UT
412.5
(63.4%)

12.5
(1.9%)

0.0
(0.0%)

125.0
(19.2%)

100.0
(15.4
%)

Minimum SA: >= 40% requirement for AACSB met (63.4%)
Minimum SA + PA + SP: >= 60% requirement for AACSB met (65.3%)
Minimum SA + PA + SP + IP: >= 90% requirement for AACSB not met (84.6%)

Faculty Portfolio
Faculty Member's
Name

Date of First Appointment to
the School

Percent of Time Devoted to Mission for Each Faculty Qualification Group

Faculty Sufficiency
Highest Degree, Year
Earned

P

S

Normal
Professional
Responsibilities

SA

PA

SP

IP

O

Brief Description of Basis for
Qualification

Information Systems & Operations Management
UT, MT, RES &
SER

David Collier

August 7, 2007

Ph D, 1978

561 sch

David deMoya

August 7, 2005

MS, 2004

81 sch

UT

12.5

Partha Dhar

November 1,
2004

MS, 2005

228 sch

UT

25.0

Diana Fandel

June 17, 2013

MBA, 1986

360 sch

UT

Linda Hanwacker

August 17, 2016

MBA, 1990

459 sch

UT

50.0

Eugene Hoyt

January 2, 2007

MS, 2005

1440 sch

UT, RES & SER

100.0

Yabing Jiang

August 7, 2012

Ph D, 2005

495 sch

Elias Kirche

August 7, 2001

Ph D, 2002

594 sch

Kazuo Nakatani

August 1997

Ph D, 1999

546 sch

Walter Rodriguez

January 1, 1997

Ph D, 1982

762 sch

Denise Spence

August 7, 2011

MA, 2000

Rajesh Srivastava

August 7, 2000

Ph D, 1986

78 sch

Arthur Tomasino

August 7, 2016

Ph D, 2013

717 sch

Robert Totterdale

August 7, 2011

D. Sc., 2009

480 sch

95

UT, MT, RES &
SER
UT, MT, RES &
SER
UT, MT, RES &
SER
UT, MT, RES &
SER
549 sch

100.0

25.0

100.0

Senior Website Developer
FGCU
Specialist, Business Applications - Business Technology
Services, FGCU, 16 years
work experience in IT
ABD, Consulting, work experience
MS in IS, Consulting practice.
Database manager, Ave Maria 2006-2010; 4 OIC last 5
yrs; professional & public
service
2 PRJs, 4 PR proc., 1 OIC, Assoc. editor, DSS

100.0

2 PRJs, 10 OICs

100.0

3 PRJs, ,2 OICs

100.0

5 PRJs, , 9 OICs

UT
UT, MT, ADM,
RES & SER
UT, MT, RES &
SER
UT, MT, RES &
SER

Four PRJs, 10 OIC

50.0

Magnet Lead Technology
Teacher, Dunbar High
School, IT program manager.

100.0

2 PRJs, 9 OICs

100.0

4 PRJs, 5 OICs

100.0

2PRJs, , 4 OICs

Faculty Portfolio
Date of First Appointment to
the School

Highest Degree, Year
Earned

Hulya Yazici

August 7, 2005

Ph D, 1990

639 sch

Fan Zhao

August 7, 2006

Ph D, 2007

648 sch

Faculty Member's
Name

Percent of Time Devoted to Mission for Each Faculty Qualification Group

Faculty Sufficiency

Total Information Systems & Operations Management

P

6960 sch

S

Normal
Professional
Responsibilities
UT, MT, RES &
SER
UT, MT, RES &
SER

SA

>= 60% requirement
for P for AACSB met
(80.6%)

SP

IP

O

Brief Description of Basis for
Qualification

100.0

5 PRJs, >4 OICs

100.0

3 PRJs, >4 OICs

1025.0
(81.2%)

1677 sch

PA

0.0
(0.0%)

0.0
(0.0%)

237.5
(18.8%)

0.0
(0.0%)

Minimum SA: >= 40% requirement for AACSB met (81.2%)
Minimum SA + PA + SP: >= 60% requirement for AACSB met (81.2%)
Minimum SA + PA + SP + IP: >= 90% requirement for AACSB met (100%)

Management
Darlene Andert

August 7, 2000

EDD, 2003

David Arseneau

August 7, 2007

BS, 1979

Eric Arseneau

August 19, 2015

Ph D, 2015

Allison Bacigalupi

August 7, 2014

MBA, 2012

258 sch

UT

25.0

Jennifer Baker

August 6, 2014

MBA, 2007

402 sch

UT

25.0

Susan Baurer

August 2008

MS, 2005

1014
sch

UT

25.0

Kelly Brock

January 4, 2016

MS, 2004

396 sch

UT

12.5

96

480 sch

UT, RES and SER

84 sch

816 sch

50.0

UT

UT, RES & SER

12.5

100.0

2 PRJS in 5 yrs. Non-research
terminal degree.
Owned own business 20
years. 18 grad hours in
Management that are relative to courses of Entrepreneurship & Small Business.
Currently, owner, Southwest
Florida Consulting.
PhD 2015; 1 PRJ
Works full time advising students which includes ethical
issues related to her teaching assignment.
Employed in Provost office
developing budget & managing full time staff.
Is currently working full time
in the Provost office.
Specialized masters in Sports
Administration. Assistant
Athletic Director, Director of

Faculty Portfolio
Faculty Member's
Name

Date of First Appointment to
the School

Highest Degree, Year
Earned

P

Peter Cuderman

August 7, 2014

MBA, 2013

Eric Dent
Vincent Izzi

August 7, 2016
June 23, 2015

Ph D, 1997
MBA, 1977

David Kakkuri

March 15, 2004

Ph D, 1994

Sandra Kauanui

August 7, 2007

Ph D, 1997

258 sch

Harry Knoche

August 7, 2015

Ph D, 2010

1137 sch

Joseph Leah

August 2011

Ph D, 2017

945 sch

Reid Lennertz

September 15,
2000

MBA, 2004

Jennifer Manegold

August 7, 2015

Ph D, 2014

J Mielke

January 7, 2006

MS, 2004
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Percent of Time Devoted to Mission for Each Faculty Qualification Group

Faculty Sufficiency
S

Normal
Professional
Responsibilities

105 sch

UT

312 sch

UT, MT, RES &
SER
UT

492 sch

UT

660 sch

UT, MT, ADM,
RES & SER
UT, MT, RES &
SER
UT, RES & SER

318 sch

90 sch

UT

PA

SP

IP

12.5
100.0
25.0
25.0
100.0

O

Brief Description of Basis for
Qualification

Student-Athlete Learning
Center for a year & half at
FGCU. Prior: Director of
Men’s & Women’s Basketball Academic Advising/Assistant Director for 3 years.
Started & owns consulting
firm.
>3 PRJ in the last five years.
Works with Score.
FGCU Asst VP & Dir of HR
until 2013.
PhD in management & 3 PRJ
in the last five years.

100.0

3 PRJ in the last five years.

100.0

PhD 2017
Manages Career Services at
University, including budgeting, marketing, operations &
management.
Completed her PhD in August 2014. She has 3 peer
PRJ in the last five years.
MS in Sports Management.
Executive director for Lee
County Sports Authority
where he oversees the
spring training facilities of
the Minnesota Twins & Boston Red Sox.

UT

UT, MT, RES &
SER

639 sch

SA

12.5

100.0

12.5

Faculty Portfolio
Date of First Appointment to
the School

Highest Degree, Year
Earned

Craig Randall

January 2, 2012

Ph D, 2012

468 sch

Monika Renard

August 7, 1999

Ph D, 1992

720 sch

Daniel Rottig

August 7, 2009

Ph D, 2008

312 sch

Arthur Rubens

August 7, 1997

Ph D, 1990

549 sch

Bryan Schaffer

August 7, 2014

Ph D, 2003

1116 sch

Gerald Schoenfeld

August 7, 1997

Ph D, 1994

972 sch

Gerald Segal

August 7, 1997

Ph D, 1995

360 sch

Mathew Sheep

January 2, 2017

Ph D, 2006

135 sch

Faculty Member's
Name

Annie Stout

Total Management
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January 7, 2016

Percent of Time Devoted to Mission for Each Faculty Qualification Group

Faculty Sufficiency

MBA, 2001

P

S

891 sch

11088
3471
sch
sch
>= 60% requirement
for P for AACSB met
(76.2%)

Normal
Professional
Responsibilities
UT, MT, RES &
SER

SA

PA

SP

IP

UT, MT, RES &
SER
UT, RES & SER
UT, MT, ADM,
RES & SER

Brief Description of Basis for
Qualification

2 PRJ in past 5 years; 6 OIC

P

UT, RES & SER
UT, MT, RES &
SER
UT, MT, RES &
SER
UT, MT, RES &
SER

O

100.0

Has 1 journal article between 2012-2017. 4 OIC

100.0

>3 PRJ last 5 years.

100.0

>3 PRJ last 5 years.

100.0

>3 PRJ last 5 years.

100.0

Has at least two peer review
journal articles
2 PRJS; 1 OIC

100.0

>3 PRJA in last 5 years

100.0

UT

MBA. Marketing & Development Admin at Lorenzo
Walker Technical College
2015-16. Organizes & leads
Marketing & Entrepreneurship Advisory Boards. Past
entrepreneur.

75.0

1300.0
(73.8%)

0.0
(0.0%)

50.0
(2.8%)

262.5
(14.9%)

150.0
(8.5%)

Minimum SA: >= 40% requirement for AACSB met (73.8%)
Minimum SA + PA + SP: >= 60% requirement for AACSB met (76.6%)
Minimum SA + PA + SP + IP>= 90% requirement for AACSB not met (91.5%)

Faculty Portfolio
Faculty Member's
Name

Date of First
Appointment
to the School

Percent of Time Devoted to Mission for Each Faculty Qualification Group

Faculty Sufficiency
Highest
Degree,
Year

P

S

Normal
Professional
Responsibilities

SA

PA

SP

IP

O

Brief Description of Basis for
Qualification

Marketing

100.0
100.0

>3 PRJ in past 5 years.

525 sch

UT, RES & SER
UT, MT, RES &
SER
UT, MT, RES &
SER

2 PRJ & > 4 OICs in past 5
years.
1 PRJ in last 5 years
2 PRJ in last 5 years & 5
OICs
A Principal at R.S.FISHER,
INC 2007 – conducts quantitative research studies for
Fortune 500 companies.
PhD in Marketing; >3 PRJ in
past 5 years. On sabbatical
2016-17
Consults through SCORE.
PhD in the past 5 years. >3
PRJ in past 5 years.

100.0

870 sch

UT, RES & SER

100.0
650.0
(80.0%)

>3 PRJ in past 5 years.
3 PRJ in the last five years.

Khaled Aboulnasr

August 7, 2006

Ph D, 2004

273 sch

UT, MT, ADM,
RES & SER

Mark Case

August 7, 2011

Ph D, 2004

843 sch

UT, RES & SER

Carolyn Costley

August 7, 2016

PhD, 1988

810 sch

UT

Deanna Doyle

January 5, 2015

MBA, 1975

Diana Haytko

August 7, 2009

Ph D, 1997

Michael Komar

January 7, 2004

MBA, 1967

Gina Tran

August 7, 2014

Ph D, 2014

1185 sch

Stuart Van Auken

August 7, 2000

Ph D, 1970

666 sch

Ludmilla Wells

August 7, 1998

Ph D, 1992

Christine Wright-Isak

August 7, 2004

Ph D, 1985

Total Marketing

219 sch

Sabbatical

5172 sch

753 sch

>= 60% requirement
for P for AACSB met
(87.3%)

Administration
99

100.0
100.0

UT

UT, MT, RES &
SER
534 sch

100.0

12.5

50.0

UT

50.0

0.0
(0.0%)

0.0
(0.0%)

62.5
(7.7%)

100.0
(12.3%)

Minimum SA: >= 40% requirement for AACSB met (80.0%)
Minimum SA + PA + SP: >= 60% requirement for AACSB met (80.0%)
Minimum SA + PA + SP + IP: >= 90% requirement for AACSB not met (87.7%)

Faculty Portfolio
Faculty Member's
Name

Date of First
Appointment
to the School

Percent of Time Devoted to Mission for Each Faculty Qualification Group

Faculty Sufficiency
Highest
Degree,
Year

P

S

Normal
Professional
Responsibilities

Robert Beatty

August 2014

DBA, 1998

0 sch

Vivek Bhargava

July 1, 2015

Ph D, 1996

0 sch

ADM
UT, ADM, RES &
SER

Judy Wynekoop

August 7, 1999

Ph D, 1991

0 sch

ADM & SER

Total Administration

Total College

PA

SP

IP

O

>3 PRJs in last 5 years
PhD in CIS; 1 PRJ in past 5
years; Associate Dean

100.0

0 sch

0 sch

41782
sch

9720
sch

4987.5
(73.2%)

Brief Description of Basis for
Qualification

LCOB Dean. No PRJs in 5
years.

100.0

100.0
(33.3%)

>= 75% requirement
for P for AACSB met
(81.1%)

100

SA

100.0
200.0
(66.7%)

0.0
(0.0%)

0.0
(0.0%)

0.0
(0.0%)

412.5
(6.1%)

150
(2.2%)

887.5
(13.0%)

375
(5.5%)

Minimum SA: >= 40% requirement for AACSB met (71.7%)
Minimum SA + PA + SP: >= 60% requirement for AACSB met (81.5%)
Minimum SA + PA + SP + IP: >= 90% requirement for AACSB met (94.5%)

APPENDIX H: PROGRAM AND CURRICULUM REVIEW PROCESS
Standard 8
The school uses well-documented, systematic processes for determining and revising degree program
learning goals; designing, delivering, and improving degree program curricula to achieve learning
goals; and demonstrating that degree program learning goals have been met. [CURRICULA MANAGEMENT AND ASSURANCE OF LEARNING]
Standard 9
Curriculum content is appropriate to general expectations for the degree program type and learning
goals. [CURRICULUM CONTENT]
LCOB uses a well-established iterative process to meet its goal of continuous improvement. LCOB has
formalized the process by which it evaluates and updates curricula in order to provide students with an
academic experience that incorporates contemporary topics relevant to their degree programs. The goal
is to align the curricula with the mission, vision and core values of LCOB, which in turn are aligned with
the mission, vision and core values of FGCU. FGCU is updating its strategic plan, and the curricula revision is a part of the proposed plan and is a strategic directive by the dean.
LCOB evaluates and updates curricula to ensure that the academic programs are current and meet the
expectations of the stakeholders and marketplace. A complete review will be conducted in the academic
year 2016-17. Informally the review is conducted every year for minor changes and adjustments if necessary. The complete formal review is conducted every three to five years, In doing so, LCOB ensures
that curricula must meet current market place needs, future business trends, and prepare students to
take their place in the global market.
An important part of the curricula management process is the assurance of learning process, used to inform changes in pedagogy and curricula. Data is collected through direct and indirect assessments. Direct assessments include the assessment of student learning objectives/outcomes are assessed at three
levels. Program assessments are done for: ACG, CIS, ECO, FIN, MAN, and MAR– these results are used
for program improvement and SACS accreditation. Degree core assessments are done for the BS (in all
traditional business subjects), BS in RHM, BS in PGM, MBA, EMBA, MS in Accounting, and MS in IS –
these results are used for improvements to the degree cores and AACSB, PGA or ACPHA accreditation.
Course assessments of course learning outcomes are conducted by individual faculty and used for
course improvement. Indirect assessments include student exit surveys, periodic alumni surveys, and
employer feedback.
Faculty takes a leadership role in curricula development, currency, and relevance. Specifically, the Curriculum Committees (undergraduate and graduate) are charged to oversee all important aspects of the
curricula. These committees are founded on the premise and inviolable principle that the LCOB faculty is
inextricable to continuous quality improvement process of the curricula. Proposed changes within majors are voted on by faculty members at the department level. Significant proposed changes to existing
degree programs, as well as proposed new programs, are voted on by the entire faculty.
Additionally, LCOB takes input from external stakeholders in program and curricula matters. LCOB engages relevant advisory boards as appropriate to identify knowledge and skills sought by prospective
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employers. LCOB surveys alumni periodically to seek their input based on their experiences in the marketplace. Additionally, the Internship Coordinator(s) reports results from intern evaluations, summarizing skills the students were lacking in completion of their internships.
All input from the faculty, students, and external stakeholders are used in continuous review of degree
programs and curricula. The purpose is to ensure that the review process is systematic, transparent, proactive and well documented. The process is described below.
Figure 1, describes the review process and Table 1 provides the timeline. Appendix 1 (learning outcome
compact) is used to summarize the results. This is a continuous review process and includes the following steps:
FIGURE 1: Review of programs and curricula process

Input
fromExtern
al
Stakeholder

LCOB
Program
Review Plan

LCOB
Mission,
Vision and
Core Values
Review of
Degree
Programs
goals and
objectives

Improveme
nt Review

Course
SLOs and
Syllabi

Review
Description
of Major

Review
Program
Goals and
LOs

Courses in
Major

Business
Common
Core

Commeon
Prerequistes

Assess LO
and skills
Coverage

1. Review of Mission, Vision and Core Values: The mission, vision, core values, and strategic plan is
reviewed (strategic planning committee) and is adopted by the college. Any changes if required
are made at the beginning of the academic year. The curricula committee(s), department chairs,
and the faculty at large become well versed with the mission, vision and core values and incorporate these in the program and curricula review.
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2. Review of Degree Programs, goals and Objectives: The curricula committees (UG and Grad)
along with the AOL committee reviews the goals and learning objectives of each degree program. Based on these goals and objectives, the course content for the common pre-requisites
and common business course is updated by course coordinators in consultation with the department to which the course belongs and the faculty that teaches the course. These objectives are
mapped to the common pre-requisites and business common core (Please refer to the document: LCOB Assurance of Learning)
3. Review of Major’s description, goals, and SLOs: Each department reviews its majors’ description,
program goals, student learning outcomes and key skills the graduates will acquire in their major. The responsible person for this process is the department chair and may do this with the departmental curricula committee or the faculty as a whole depending upon the preference of the
department or the size of the faculty. All meeting minutes are to be recorded and uploaded to
the College Documentation & Minutes group in Canvas within one week. Once the committee
has completed this task, the revised description, goals and learning outcomes are presented to
the faculty for discussion and input.
4. Submission to Dean’s office and curricula committee: The draft is submitted to the dean’s office
and LCOB curricula committee for review and comments.
5. Finalize to review and update: The comments and suggestions by the dean’s office, curricula
committee, and the AOL committee are considered by the department. The final draft is then
presented to the department’s faculty for approval and vote. Once approved, the description of
the major, program goals, and SLOs are populated in appendix 1. The program goals or skills are
listed as column heads in the table in appendix 1 and given to the Dean’s office who will ensure
that program ALCs and curricula documentation are updated.
6. Map objectives to Common Pre-requisites and Business Common Core: The objectives are
mapped in appendix 1 to each course within the common pre-requisites and the common core.
This mapping is done on a three-point scale which includes concept introduced, concept reinforced, and concept applied. A cell left blank indicates that this particular course does not cover
the program goal at all. The mapping is completed by the instructors teaching the courses with
inputs from the faculty from the department where the courses are taught, and under the auspices of the curricula committee. The responsible person for this is the curricula committee
chair. The mapping is done separately for each degree program as the program goals and skills
acquired by the students for each program may be different.
NOTE: The purpose here is not to design the courses based on program level goals as these
courses are common to all programs within a degree, but to capture any objective that is taught
in these courses.
7. Mapping objectives to required courses in the major: The objectives are mapped to required
courses in the major in each individual department. The instructors teaching each course along
with the department level curricula committee completes this task.
8. Review of Course level SLOs: Once the program level goals and objectives are reviewed and updated, the next step is to take the review to individual courses. CLOs (course level SLO) are reviewed. All sections of a multi-section course must have the same CLOs for each course, especially for common pre-requisites and core courses. All instructors teaching the course along with
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9.

10.

11.

12.

the department curricula committee/faculty will determine these CLOs for each course. The faculty will also decide on a common text book and the minimum topics that will be covered for the
course.
Uniform syllabi Development for core courses: All faculty teaching a course will work with the
course coordinator to develop a common syllabus for the course. Course learning outcomes,
assignments and grading weights will follow course consistency guidelines on Canvas. Faculty
will determine the content to be taught in all sections. The syllabus will provide students with
an overview of the whole semester and will include all required & recommended items included
in the FGCU Faculty Senate Syllabus Guidelines.
Submission of Draft of CLOs and Uniform Syllabi: The final draft of the syllabi including the
adopted CLOs is submitted to the department chair for review ,feedback, and posting on the
website
Improvement Review: The curricula committees monitor the review of programs and implementation of revisions to the curricula. They also monitor the recommendations from the Assurance
of Learning Committee and provide feedback for the next cycle of curricula review.
Review of Electives

Table 1: Objective Timeline, Quantifiable Measure, Reviewing body- Programs and Curricula Review
Estimated
Frequency
Quantifiable
Responsible PerAction
Start Date
Completion
Measure
son(s)
Date
Continuous Program
08/2015
05/2017
ContinuProgram/CurDean/ Associate
Review
ous/Annual
riculum ComDeans
mittee
minutes.
Review of Mission, Vi- 08/2015
05/2016
Periodic, 3-5
Meeting
Strategic Planning
sion, core Values and
years
Minutes
Task Force
strategic plan to incorporate in the Program
Review
Review of Degree programs, program learning objectives

08/2016

09/2016

Annual, major
review periodic

Review of Major Description, program
goals, program learning objectives and
skills in conversations
with the faculty or department curricula
committee
Draft revised descriptions, PG, and PLO and

08/2016

09/2016

Annual, major
review periodic

08/2016

09/2016

Annual
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Update document as indicated by review and
minutes
Update document as indicated by review and
minutes

AOL Committee/
Curriculum Committees/AD

Draft completed and disseminated and

Department chair
and Curriculum
committee chair

Department Chair

submit to Dean’s office and curricula committee for review and
comments
Finalize to review and
update.

comments received

09/2016

10/202016

Map Program LO or
Skills to Common Prerequisites ad Business
Common Core
Map program LO to
Required courses in
the major.

10/2016

11/2016

Annual

11/2016

12/2016

Annual

Review of Course level
SLO for each course

12/15

2/16

Annual

Uniform Syllabi for
core courses

2/16

3/16

Annual

Input from External
Stakeholders, (LCOB
and departmental
boards, Alumni, Internship providers etc.
Draft of SLO and uni3/2016
form syllabi submitted
to Dean’s office and
curricula committee
and feedback provided
Final version adoption

Continuous

4/2016

Annual

5/2016

Annual

Final changes
completed and
implemented
Prepared document

Department Chair
Dean

Curriculum Committee and Instructors teaching
the course
Prepared Docu- Department
ment
Chair, departmental curricula
committee or faculty, Instructors
teaching those
course
Prepared docu- Department Chair
ment and
and Instructors
minutes
teaching the
course
Prepared SylDepartment Chair
labi
and course coordinator
Provide input
Dean/Associate
in currency of
Dean (for overall
curricula condegree) or Detent
partment Chairs
(for majors)
Draft and feed- Department
back docuChairs, Curricuments
lum Committee
Chair, and Dean
representative

New Program or Course Proposal Procedures
A proposal for a new course offerings prepared following LCOB, FGCU and Florida board of governors’
guidelines. All curricular changes, including the creation of new courses, are routed through the Department/college curricula committee with input from all stakeholders.
The sequence of approval is as follows:
1. Program and Curriculum Changes:
a. Analyze current educational trends
b. Workplace environment needs
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c. Accreditation and professional standards
d. Assessment results
e. Input of stakeholders (employers, faculty, alumni, and current and prospective students)
2. Before planning a new program or significant changes to an existing program, the Department Chair
must review the idea with the Dean and consult with the Associate VP for Academic & Curriculum
Support (AVP). For new programs the following are included in the proposal to meet Florida board
of Governors’ requirements, following the AVP’s guidance.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

The Program is Consistent with the State University System Strategic Plan, and the University Mission, University Strategic Plan, and University Work Plan.
There is a Demonstrated Need for Program Graduates, Research, and/or Service
The Program Does Not Unnecessarily Duplicate Existing State University System Degree Programs.
Financial Planning and Resources are Sufficient for Implementation.
There is a Sufficient Projected Benefit of the Program to the University, Local Community,
and State.

3. All program revisions and the creation of new programs, concentrations, minors, or certificates are
conducted following the procedures documented by the Office of Academic and Curriculum Support
(http://www.fgcu.edu/ACS/Files/Curriculum_Development_Procedures.pdf). After the proposal is
approved by the appropriate college curricula committee and the Dean or designee, new programs
and significant revisions are brought to the College faculty for approval before being forwarded to
the appropriate university curricula committee.
4. Proposals for new courses. Proposals for new courses must be accompanied by a course syllabus
(including the proposed textbook), identification of how the course supports the LCOB mission and
program goals, and documentation of the target audience in support of the long-term viability of the
proposed course. New courses must be approved by the departmental faculty and Chair before being forwarded to the curricula committee.
5. Upon a vote in favor of the proposed course the proposal is forwarded to the corresponding university curricula committee
6. The proposal for new course addition is then submitted to the University-wide curricula committee
for approval.
Appendix 1: Learning Outcome Compact
BS – Finance -EXAMPLE ONLY
Description of the Major
The B.S. in Finance develops the analytical and behavioral skills necessary for success in dynamic and
diverse domestic and global financial environments. Students are introduced to the theory, concepts,
applications, institutional environment, and analytical tools essential for proper decision making.
Courses are designed to provide students with an understanding of the relationship between business
finance and the economic system in the context of the management decision-making process. The appropriate use of technology, new organizational structures, entrepreneurial thinking, and international awareness is integrated throughout the program. The goal of the finance program is to impart
knowledge and competence in finance that will prepare students for entry-level and leadership positions in public and private organizations such as financial management, banking, investments, and
real estate.
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Program Goals (PGs)
1. Graduates will be knowledgeable in the concepts and language of the functional areas of business
with a focus in the study of Finance.
2. Graduates will be effective oral and written communicators.
3. Graduates will be critical and analytical thinkers.
4. Graduates will be able to integrate business knowledge to develop solutions to business challenges.
Skills You Will Acquire in the Major - Student Learning Objectives (SLOs)
1. Demonstrate knowledge of the basic concepts and principles of business by correctly answering
questions in the areas of accounting, business law, economics, ethics, finance, information technology/systems, international business, management, marketing and quantitative methods. (PG1)
2. Produce business oriented written and oral presentations using personal productivity software
and presentation tools. (PG2)
3. Demonstrate critical thought and analysis by articulating solutions to business challenges through
the application of integrated business knowledge. (PG3)
4. Appreciate ethical and legal constructs and situations in business environments. (PG3)
5. Understand the global implications of contemporary business. (PG 1)
Integrated
Core BusiAnalytical &
CommunicaApplication
Courses
ness
Analytical
tion
of Business
Knowledge
Thinking
Skills
Common Pre-requisites
ACG-2021 Intro to Financial AccountA
I
I
I
ing
ACG-2071 Intro to Managerial AcA
I
I
I
counting
CGS-1100 Computer Software and
R
R
Technology
ECO-2013 Principles of Macro EcoA
I
I
I
nomics
ECO-2023 Principles of Micro EcoA
I
I
I
nomics
STA-2023 Statistical Methods
Business Common Core
BUL-3130 Legal & Ethical EnvironR
I
I
R
ment of Bus
FIN-3403 Business Finance
A
I
I
I
ISM-3011 Information Systems
A
MAN-3025 Principles of Management
A
I
I
TRA-3151 Operations Management
A
R
I
MAR-3023 Introduction to Marketing
A
I
I
GEB-4890 Business Strategy (capR
I
I
I
stone)
ENC-3250 Professional Writing
I
R
A
R
SPC-2023 Public Speaking
A
I
I
I
Required Courses in the Major
FIN 3244 Money & Capital Markets (3)
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FIN 3414 Financial Management (3)
FIN 3504 Principles of Investments (3)
FIN 4443 Financial Policy/Sr Seminar
(3)
FIN 4514 Security Analysis
I – Introduced R – Reinforced A - Applied
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APPENDIX I: ASSURANCE OF LEARNING
Assurance of learning (AOL) to processes for demonstrating that students achieve learning expectations
for degree programs. AOL helps the school and faculty members improve programs and courses. By
measuring learning, the school can evaluate its students’ success at achieving learning goals and use resulting data to plan improvement efforts. AOL assures external constituents that the school meets its
educational goals.
Curricula management refers to the processes and organization for development, design, and implementation of each degree program’s structure, organization, content, pedagogy, etc. Curricula management captures input from key business school stakeholders and is influenced by AOL results, developments in business practices, revision of mission and strategy, etc. (Above paraphrased from AACSB 2013
Business Accreditation Standards.)
In order to collect data for AOL, student learning objectives/outcomes are assessed at three levels. Program assessments are done for: ACG, CIS, ECO, FIN, MAN, MAR, PGM and RHM – these results are used
for program improvement and SACS accreditation. Degree core assessments are done for the BS (in all
traditional business subjects), BS in RHM, BS in PGM, MBA, EMBA, MS in Accounting, and MS in IS –
these results are used for improvements to the core and AACSB, PGA or ACPHA accreditation. Course
assessments of course learning outcomes are conducted by individual faculty and used for student feedback and course improvement.
A college-wide meeting was held on March 17, 2016 (8:30-12:45) to discuss & vote (polleverywhere.com) on each step of the AOL process. All LCOB in-unit faculty (including the School of RHM) were
invited. Thirty-five in-unit faculty were in attendance and told that The Associate Dean would write the
AOL process for the LCOB based on the outcome of this faculty vote to reflect faculty wishes. Faculty
who were not present for more than one vote were contacted after the meeting and given the opportunity to come to vote on missed questions – 2 individuals did so. Faculty not in attendance (26) were
sent a link to the questions voted on in the meeting (on questionpro.com) and given the opportunity to
vote online – 23 individuals went to the questions and 16 completed them.


Review & Maintain learning goals and objectives/outcomes: The LCOB Program Committees are
responsible for proposing, defining, and maintaining the learning goals and objections for the BS
(non-RHM) and MBA cores. The appropriate College Program Committees (hereafter referred to
as “Curriculum Committees”) review undergraduate / MBA learning goals and objectives/outcomes for the “core” for currency, relevance, clarity, alignment with AACSB standards, and adherence to the college mission. Necessary revisions are proposed. Once the committee has
completed this task, revisions are given to the Dean’s Office for input by December 1. Dean’s
office feedback is considered by the curricula committees. The final draft is then presented to
the faculty by the curricula committee for approval (for MBA and BS in business majors).
For specialized degree programs (e.g., BS in RHM, BS in PGM, MS in IS, MS in Accounting & Taxation), the departmental or program curricula committee, if one exists, will do this, with program
faculty approval. (If there is no curricula committee, departmental or program faculty as a whole
will do this in a faculty meeting.)
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All meeting minutes are to be recorded and uploaded to the College Documentation & Minutes
group in Canvas within one week.
Once approved, the program goals and objectives/outcomes are given to the Associate Dean
responsible for accreditation who will ensure that curricula documentation is updated. Except
in extenuating circumstances, changes to learning goals and objectives will go into effect at the
start of the next academic year.


Develop & Maintain Integrated Program Matrix (IPM): The AOL Committee will map the learning
outcomes/objectives & AACSB recommended skills & knowledge to each course within the common pre-requisites and the common core of the BS in traditional business majors and the MBA
program. Department/ program curricula committee will do this for specialized programs (department/program faculty will work with chair/director to complete this is no committee exists).
This mapping is done on a three point scale which includes concept introduced, concept reinforced, and concept applied. A cell left blank indicates that this particular course does not cover
outcome at all. Knowledge and skills suggested to be covered in accreditation documents but
not included in Program Learning Objectives will also be included in an IPM.
The mapping is completed by the AOL Committee (or departmental/program curricula committee or faculty for specialized degrees) with the instructors teaching the course. The AOL Committee should review IPMs each fall for currency.



Develop & Maintain Assessment Plan: Using the IPM for the BS in traditional business majors or
the MBA, the AOL Committee will identify the courses in which each objective will be assessed
and the schedule for the assessments. In consultation with the faculty teaching the course, the
AOL Committee will identify the assessment method (e.g., case analysis, test questions), scoring
rubric (where applicable), and mastery score. The assessment plan should be reviewed each fall
for currency and updated if necessary.
For specialized degree programs, the departmental/program curricula committee, not the AOL
committee, will be responsible for this task. If no such committee exists, it will be done by the
department/program faculty as a whole. The program/department director/chair is responsible
for this.
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Develop Assessment: Course coordinators (Attachment 2) of courses designated for assessment
will work with all faculty teaching the course during that academic year to develop the assessment instrument (e.g., case, test questions) and, if necessary, scoring metric (e.g., rubric). Assignments used for assessment will count meaningfully in the grade for the course. The same
assessment instrument must be used in all sections of the same course. The Course Coordinator
will share the instrument and metric with the AOL Committee for feedback before August 15,
December 1, and April 25 for fall, spring & summer classes, respectively and address any concerns of the AOL Committee.

For specialized degree programs, the departmental/program curricula committee, not the AOL
committee, will meet with the course coordinator. If no such committee exists, it will be done
by the department/program faculty as a whole.


Conduct Assessment: Faculty teaching all sections of a course included on the assessment
schedule will conduct the designated assessment (this includes sections taught be adjuncts) at
the designated time. Faculty will score objective assessments. For non-objective assessments,
the course coordinator will work with the department chair or program leader/director to form
a group of departmental faculty who will meet to score the assessment work as a group, in such
a way that instructors do not score their own students’ papers. (All faculty participating may include this as a college service activity.) A random sample of at least 30% of these artifacts across
all sections of the course must be scored for assessment. The Course Coordinator is responsible
for ensuring this is done.
Assessment activities do not necessarily need to be conducted at the end of the semester, and
may be more conveniently scheduled earlier in the semester. Although the assessment assignment must count toward the course grade, individual faculty members determine whether to
use the assessment outcome as the assignment grade or regrade the assignment using a different method. Faculty teaching courses scheduled for program assessment will include this assessment on their PDP.
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Aggregate Results: Course Coordinators will complete a Course Assessment Report, reporting
the aggregate results of the assessment, and meet with all course faculty to review the results.
Course faculty will discuss improvements to be recommended. Recommendations can include
pedagogical changes within the course; a change in the assessment instrument, metric or mastery score; or changes in the core curricula. A recommended semester for the improvement
should also be made. The Course coordinator will include these recommendations on the Course
Assessment Report.



Report Summary Results in Digital Measures: The Course Coordinator is responsible for completing all relevant fields of the assessment form attached to his or her section of the course and
uploading a copy of the Course Assessment Report and all related instruments and documentation. This includes uploading an evaluated sample of excellent and below standard work for
non-objective assessments. This must be completed by January 15, May 6, or August 5 for fall,
spring and summer classes respectively.



Evaluating Assessment Results: Course coordinator will present assessment results to the appropriate Curriculum Committee and AOL Committee, who will review and discuss the results
and the recommendations. The Course Coordinator and faculty teaching the course will be responsible for making any pedagogical changes they recommended in their course. Changes in
the assessment instrument or metric will be done as in #4 above. Changes recommended in
other courses or in the curricula will be handled by the appropriate curricula committee. Curriculum committees will schedule a joint meeting with the AOL Committee soon after each semester is completed for this purpose.

The curricula committee will discuss and initiate appropriate curricula changes, seek input as
necessary from the AVP for Academic Curriculum and LCOB Director of Enrollment Management, discuss changes with the Dean or his representative (to determine resource availability),
and, where appropriate, present them to the faculty as a whole for approval.
Course coordinators in specialized degree programs will present their results to the department/program curricula committee if one exists, or to the department/program faculty as a
whole. The program/department director/chair will work with course coordinators and program
faculty to take necessary curricula changes to the college curricula committee.
Attachment 1: Curriculum Management – AOL Process
Estimated CompleAction
Start Date
tion Date
Review of program
goals, program learning
August 6
December 1
objectives and skills &
revise if necessary
Submit revisions to
Dean’s office for review
December 1
December 15
and comments
Finalize goals & objecDecember 15
January 15
tives
Faculty vote on PG &
January 15
February 1
PLO changes
Develop initial IPM
August 2016
November 2016
Review & update IPM
February 1
March 1
Develop & maintain asMarch 1
April 15
sessment plan

Develop assessment

August 15
December 1
April 25

Complete Digital
Measures
Evaluate assessment results
Recommend curricula
changes to faculty
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Responsible

Annual

Curriculum Committees

As needed
As needed
As needed
Once
Annual
Annual/ongoing
As scheduled
As scheduled

Conduct assessment
Aggregate assessment
results in single report

Frequency

January 15
May 6
August 15
January 15
May 6
August 15
January 15
May 6
August 15

Dean
Curriculum Committees
Curriculum committees
AOL Committee
AOL Committee
AOL Committee
Course coordinator &
faculty teaching
course in consultation with AOL committee
Faculty teaching
course

As Scheduled

Course coordinator

As Scheduled

Course Coordinator

As Scheduled

Curriculum & AOL
committees

As necessary

Curriculum committees

Attachment 2: Course Coordinator Responsibilities
Course coordinators are full-time permanent faculty who function to ensure consistency between multiple sections of the same class and to ensure students receive the same exposure to learning objectives
in all sections, from semester to semester. This is a significant service commitment.
Course coordinators for each undergraduate and graduate core course are appointed by the Department Chair/Director from among the faculty teaching the course. If the Chair/Director chooses, Course
Coordinators may be selected from among volunteers by a vote of the departmental /program faculty.
A course coordinator must teach both fall and spring semesters and teach at least one section of the
course each semester for courses where multiple sections are offered each semester, or once a year for
courses where a single section is offered each semester. At the Department Chair/Director’s discretion,
Course Coordinators may also be appointed for core courses in the major that have multiple sections. If
adjunct faculty teach any sections of a core major course, a faculty Course Coordinator must be appointed for that course.
Course Coordinator Responsibilities:
 Schedule meetings of faculty teaching the course for that academic year as needed. During a
semester when the course is included in the core assessment schedule, this will be at least
twice, possibly 3 or more times.
 Facilitate discussion of course learning outcomes, content and activities among the faculty
teaching the course, considering LCOB Consistency Guidelines
 Serve on the Assurance of Learning Committee
 Coordinate assessment activities in all sections of the course. Aggregate results from all sections; enter ASSESSMENT summary into Digital Measures & upload documentation; discuss results with appropriate curricula committee. Ensure assessment for course is completed and
loops are closed.
 Serve as liaison to departmental faculty and program leader/department chair on all issues pertaining to the course
 Provide adjuncts teaching the course with syllabus and all necessary course materials
 Course coordinator responsibilities will be part of the individual’s PDP and annual evaluation.
Individuals who coordinate BS and MBA degree core courses in which three or more sections (at least
one of which is taught by someone else) are offered each semester will receive professional development funds during the Spring Semester or other compensation when the budget allows. (The amount
will depend on available funds, but every attempt will be made for it to be at least $200.) When a
course coordinator receives compensation, the course coordination responsibilities will be included under the “Teaching” section of the PDP. When uncompensated, they will be included under “Service”.
Course Coordinators will serve for two years and may be renewed. Course Coordinators who do not fulfill their responsibilities may be replaced by the department chair.
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APPENDIX J: ASSESSMENT SCHEDULES
BS Core Assessment Plan
Embedded

Learning
Goal

Learning outcome
Performance Measure

Fall

Spring

Indirect Measure

Communication Skills
Be effective communicators

Prepare effective written reports.

Deliver effective oral presentations.

Prepare an informative report with
references.
Prepare a report integrating business
areas.

TRA 3151

Exit Survey

GEB 4890

Deliver an oral presentation.

GEB 4890

Exit Survey

Critical thinking
Solve business problems using analytical tools.

Be critical
thinkers.

Apply critical thinking skills to business problems.

Test questions-capital budgeting
BSG report
Critical thinking in sustainability essay.
Recognize ethical issues in a business
scenario
Test questions

FIN 3403
GEB 4890

ETS
Exit Survey

TRA 3151

Exit Survey
MAR 3023

BUL 3130,
ISM 3011,
MAN 3025

Content Knowledge
Understand the
business
environment.
Have interdisciplinary
business
knowledge.
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Demonstrate knowledge of global factors influencing
business.

Test questions

Explain the importance of environmental responsibility.

Written paper.

MAN 3025
FIN 3403
ECO 2023/2013

TRA 3151

Understand main concepts & definitions in accounting,
economics, finance, information systems, management,
marketing, & operations management.
Integrate knowledge across disciplines

ETS
Exit Survey

ETS
Exit Survey
Prepare a report integrating business
areas

GEB 4890

MBA Assessment Plan
Learning Goal
Learning outcome – Graduates will be able to:
Leadership

Have leadership
abilities

Embedded/Direct Measures
Performance Measure
Summer

Fall

Spring

Indirect
Measure

Exit Survey

Assess leadership skills

Self-directed learning log

MAN 6266

MAN 6266

Develop personal leadership
plan

Strategic plan for continued development

MAN 6266

MAN 6266

Evaluate the global impact of
business decisions.
Examine the environmental
impact of business decisions

Present written global case studies

Global Awareness

Have global
awareness

Case Study

MAN 6607
TRA 6158

Analyze the ethical implications of business decisions

Identify and address ethical issues in
case study

Synthesize interdisciplinary
knowledge to make strategic
decisions.

Synthesize issues in a business case

BUL 6456

MAN 6607

Exit Survey

TRA 6158

Exit Survey

BUL 6456

Exit Survey

Strategic Perspective

Have a strategic
perspective

GEB 6895

GEB 6895
(starting
2018)

GEB 6895
(until 2018)

Exit Survey

GEB 6895
ACG 6075

GEB 6895
(starting
2018)

GEB 6895
(until 2018)
ACG 6075

Exit Survey

Communication skills
Demonstrate effective communication skills.

Demonstrate effective written communication skills
Demonstrate effective oral
communication skills

Write a business report/case
sis.

analy-

Make a formal class presentation

MAR 6807

Exit Survey

Critical thinking
Critical thinking &
problems solving.

Solve business problems using critical thinking skills.

Solve and present results to quantitative business problems
Analyze case study

MAR 6807

FIN 6406
ECP 6705
MAR 6807

FIN 6406
ECP 6705

Effective Spring 2016. In 2018, a decision will be made whether to assess each objective every other year or continue with annually.
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Exit Survey

MS in Accounting & Taxation Assessment Plan
Learning Goal

Learning outcome – Graduates
will be able to:

Embedded/Direct Measures
Performance Measure
Summer

Communicate effectively at a professional level.

Students provide written research summaries on select topics.

Fall

Spring

TAX 6045

BUL 6831

Leadership

Have leadership
abilities

Have global
awareness

Have a strategic
perspective
Demonstrate effective communication skills.
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Demonstrate effective mentoring
skills.
Analyze the implications of global accounting and tax standards.
Analyze the ethical implications of accounting and tax transactions

Develop strategies to achieve a desired accounting or tax objective.
Conduct research pertinent to tax
and accounting issues and problems
Evaluate and revise accounting/tax
processes:

Students anonymously review classmates
written research summaries and provide review notes mimicking CPA profession where
review notes are provided on engagements.
Case problem requiring students to prepare
consolidated financial statements by researching global consolidation standards.
Ten test questions assessing the ethical implications of accounting and tax transactions.

TAX 6045

ACG 6205

ACG 6655

BUL 6831

Research paper

ACG 6135

Research paper

ACG 6135
ACG 6655

ACG 6405

MS in Information Systems Assessment Plan 2013-2017
Learning Goal
Learning outcome – Graduates will be able to:

Embedded/Direct Measures
Performance Measure
Fall

Spring

Critical Thinking

Apply critical thinking skills to
business problems

Develop an information systems strategy

Project

ISM 6488

Analyze information systems requirements to support
business operations.

Test questions
Term project report

ISM 6121

Select the optimal approach for meeting information systems resource and operational needs

Term project

ISM 6155

Apply project management tools and methods to information systems projects

Term project

ISM 6316

Work effectively on a team to plan, control, and complete a project

Term Project

ISM 6155

Prepare an effective written report for a specific audience
and purpose

Written assignment
Case study

Content Knowledge

Be proficient in content/discipline specific knowledge and
skills

Communication skills
Be effective communicators
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ISM 6121
ISM 6045

MS in Information Systems & Analytics Assessment Plan - 2017

Learning Goal

Learning outcome – Graduates will be able to:

Embedded/Direct Measures
Performance Measure
Fall
Spring

Develop an information systems strategy

Prepare a written report

ISM 6488

Analyze information systems requirements to support business operations.

Term project report

ISM 6121

Work effectively in a team to plan, control, and complete a
project

Prepare a project report

ISM 6316

Select the optimal approach for meeting information systems
resource and operational needs

Term project

ISM 6155

Analyze information systems requirements to support information security

Written report, case study

ISM 6328

Prepare effective written reports

Term project report

ISM 6121

Deliver effective oral presentations

Make a formal class
presentation

Critical Thinking

Think Critically

Collaboration
Collaborate and work in teams
Content Knowledge
Choose and apply appropriate information technology approaches to solve domain problems
Communication skills
Communicate orally and in writing unambiguously to specialists
and non-specialists
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ISM 6316

APPENDIX K: BS CORE AOL SUMMARY
This chart summarizes assurance of learning activities for approximately five years.
The acceptable benchmark for undergraduate students is that at least 70% of the assessed students score at least 80% on quantifiable assessment or score at
least “meets expectations” on a rubric. Average scores above the 50th percentile and mean scores above national average is acceptable for ETS MFT performance. Percentages in green meet benchmarks; those in red do not.
Measure
2012-13
Learning Objective: Prepare effective written reports.
Improvements implemented:
Writing standards posted and
short writing assignments incorporated in management
courses

TRA 3151 (Juniors) &
GEB 4890 (seniors):
business report assessed by college faculty team using college rubric (30%
sample)
Senior Exit survey
Alumni survey
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Assessments: % meeting
benchmark:
Juniors Mechanics: 31%
 Organization: 34%
 Focus: 38%
 Content: 20%
 Sources: 26%
Seniors Mechanics: 39%
 Organization: 30%
 Focus: 86%
 Content: 86%
Exit Survey: 99% of 75 graduating seniors believed they could
write well.

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Improvements implemented: Writing assignments incorporated in
business law courses

Improvements implemented: Adopted university
SACS QEP rubric in many
classes

Improvements implemented:
Clarified QEP rubric and
changed senior assessment assignment.

Improvements implemented: Assignment instructions clarified;
each business major initiated 3
QEP classes including writing.

Assessments: % meeting
benchmark:
Juniors Mechanics: 43%
 Organization: 41%
 Focus: 59%
 Content: 36%
 Sources: 29%
Seniors Mechanics: 43%
 Organization: 52%
 Focus: 64%
 Content: 43%

Assessments: % meeting
benchmark:
Juniors Mechanics: 38%
 Context: 58%
 Style: 37%
 Info Use: 33%
Seniors Mechanics: 30%
 Context: 20%
 Style: 10%

Assessments: % meeting
benchmark:
Juniors Mechanics: 78%
 Context: 70%
 Style: 72%
 Info Use: -Seniors Mechanics: 34%
 Context: 75%
 Style: 28%

Assessments: % meeting benchmark:
Juniors Mechanics: 36%
 Context: 55%
 Style: 30%
 Info Use: 32%
Seniors Mechanics: 30%
 Context: 32%
 Style: 30%

(NOTE: this cycle, TRA 3151
faculty assessed their own students’ papers).
Exit Survey: 90% of 468 graduating seniors during the year
believed they could write well.
Alumni Survey: 78% of 155
alumni surveyed believed the
BS program prepared them to
write well.

Measure
2012-13
Learning Objective: Deliver effective oral presentations.
Improvements implemented:
 Faculty reviewed presentation skills with seniors
GEB 4890 (seniors):
faculty teams assess
 Economics & finance inpresentations using
creased speaking opportunicollege rubric (30%
ties in junior classes.
sample).
 Rubric was modified.

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

Assessments: Students met
or exceeded expectations on
all traits.

Assessments: Students met or
exceeded expectations on all
traits.

Assessments (Spring 2017): Students met or exceeded expectations on all traits.

Exit Survey: 97% of 75 graduating seniors believed they
could present well.

Exit Survey 91% of 468 graduating seniors believed they
could present well.
Alumni Survey: 79% of 155
alumni surveyed believed the
BS program prepared them to
present well.

Exit Survey: 71% of 201 graduating seniors believed they could
present well.

Improvements implemented,
per AOL committee recommendation: FIN 3403 implemented supplemental instruction with CAA and faculty included more conceptual problems in class & on quizzes

Improvements implemented, per
AOL committee recommendation: FIN 3403 assessment modified to include 10 questions and
GEB 4890 assessment discontinued since it is not proctored.

Assessments: Met benchmark:
GEB 4890 – 68%; FIN 3403 –
38%

Assessments: Only 22% scored
80% or above.
Exit Survey: 71% of 201 graduating seniors believed they could
think well analytically.

Improvements implemented:
Faculty gave additional guidance and TRA 3151 changed
from PEAS to QEP rubric

Improvements implemented: Assessed by faculty teams not
course faculty; GEB 4890 changed
from PEAS to QEP rubric

Assessments: % met benchmark in –
TRA 3151 (course faculty assessed) Content Development: 73%

Assessments: % met benchmark
in –

Senior exit survey

Assessments: Students met or
exceeded expectations on all
Alumni survey
traits (enthusiasm, delivery,
voice, clarity, structure, subject
knowledge).
Learning Objective: Solve business problems using analytical tools.
Improvements implemented:
Improvements impleGEB 4890 (seniors):
FIN 3403 questions were remented: Faculty included
20 question nationwritten for clarity.
more conceptual problems
ally normed online
in class & on quizzes
quiz (in Business
Strategy Game –
BSG) assessing stuAssessments: GEB 4890: 71%
Assessments: GEB 4890:
Assessments: FIN 3403 –
dents’ ability to critimet benchmark, improving
72% met benchmark, im48% met benchmark: MAN
cally assess & solve
over previous cycle. In FIN
proving over previous cy4890 – 40% met benchmark
complex financial
3403, 47% met benchmark –
cle; FIN 3403: 47% met
problems.
students could do simple combenchmark
putations but not interpret reFin 3403 (juniors): 5
sults.
test questions on finance exam
Exit Survey: 89% of 75 graduating seniors believed they could
Exit Survey
solve numerical problems.
Learning Objective: Apply critical thinking skills to business problems. (Added in 2013-14)
TRA 3151(juniors) –
Sustainability essays
assessed using faculty selected rubrics
GEB 4890 (seniors) –
Business report
scored by faculty
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Assessments: Faculty did
not provide numerical results, but used PEAS rubric
and wrote that students performed best on problem

2016-17

TRA 3151 Content Development: 36%

Measure

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15
identification and worst on
synthesizing and presenting
evidence.

2015-16
 Evaluating Information: 79%
GEB 4890 Problem ID- 62%
 Analysis – 54%
 Solution – 66%

2016-17
 Evaluating Information: 26%
GEB 4890 Content Development: 62%
 Evaluating Information: 23%

Exit Survey: 95% of 468 graduating seniors believed they
could think use critical thinking
to solve business problems.
Alumni Survey: 82% of 156
alumni believed the BS program helped them think critically.
Learning Objective: Apply ethical reasoning to business issues.
Improvements implemented:
Mini-case was rewritten

MAR 3023 mini-case

ISM 3011, MAN
3025, BUL 3130,
MAR 3023 – 10 test
questions
Exit Survey
Alumni Survey

Assessments: MAR 3023: 20%
of students noted the ethical
issue in the case; ISM 3011:
96% met benchmark
Exit survey: 99% of 75 graduating seniors believed they could
solve business problems ethically.

Assessments: 61% met
benchmark in MAN 3025;
37% met benchmark in
ISM 3011

Improvements implemented: Faculty in 4 core
courses began to develop
common ethical knowledge
to teach and assessment
changed to test questions in
involved courses

Improvements implemented:
Strengthened commonality of
concepts & assessments in 4
courses and rewrote mini-case

Improvements implemented:
New texts in ISM 3011 and added
BUL 3130 to common courses

Assessments: % met benchmark:
 ISM 3011 – 42%
 MAN 3025 – 72%

Assessments: % met benchmark:
 ISM 3011 – 63%
 MAN 3025 – 53%
 MAR 3023 – 47% MC: caseidentifying (87%), analyzing
(62%), presenting solution
(71%), synthesizing evidence
(56%)

Assessments: : % met benchmark:
 ISM 3011 – 60%
 MAN 3025- 59%
 BUL 3130 – 80%
 MAR 3023 -40% MC; case identifying (71%), analyzing
(83%), presenting solution
(76%), synthesizing evidence
(49%)

Exit survey: 94% of 468 graduating seniors believed they
could solve business problems
ethically.
Alumni Survey: 72% of 156
LCOB alumni believed the BS
program prepared them to
evaluate the ethical impact of
business decisions
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Exit survey: 74% of 201 graduating seniors believed they could
evaluate the ethical impact of a
business decision very well.

Measure
2012-13
2013-14
Learning Objective: Demonstrate knowledge of global factors influencing business.
Improvements implemented: Changed MAN
pedagogy and stopped assessing in FIN 3403
MAN 3025 test questions
Assessments: Benchmark not
Assessments: 73% met
met in MAN 3025 (36%); Fin
benchmark in MAN 3025.
ETS MFT Interna3403 87% met benchmark
tional Issues questions (graduating
ETS: 54th percentile overall; at
seniors)
national average for international management, finance,
Exit Survey
economics & marketing.
Alumni Survey

Learning Objective: Explain the importance of environmental responsibility.
Improvements impleMAN 3025 & TRA
mented: Changed MAN
3151 test questions
pedagogy
TRA 3151 Sustainability essay score using faculty selected
rubric

Assessments: Exit survey: 86%
of 75 graduating seniors believed they could consider environmental issues in business
decisions

Assessments: 72% met
MAN 3025 benchmark

2014-15

2015-16

Improvements implemented: Changed MAN text
& introduced applied examples

Assessments: 61% of MAN
3025 students met benchmark
ETS: 56th percentile overall; at
national average for international management, finance,
economics & marketing.

Assessments: 77% of MAN
3025 students met benchmark
61th

ETS:
percentile overall;
exceeded national average
for international management, finance, economics &
marketing.

Exit survey: 83% of 468 graduating seniors believed they understood global factors influencing business.

2016-17
Improvements implemented:
New MAN text, pedagogy & assessment questions

Assessments: 70% of students
met benchmark in MAN 3025.
ETS: 44th percentile overall; below national average for international management, finance, economics & marketing.

Alumni Survey: 64% of LCOB
alumni believed the BS program prepared them to understand global perspectives on
business issues.

Improvements implemented: Assessment moved
to TRA 3151

Improvements implemented:
increased number of test questions

Assessments: 70% met TRA
3151 benchmark

Assessments: Over 80% met
test question benchmark. 73%
met essay benchmark

Assessments: 70% met benchmark met test question benchmark. 56% met essay benchmark

Exit survey: 83% of 468 graduating seniors believed they understood environmental issues
in business.

Exit survey
Alumni Survey

Learning Objective: Understand main concepts & definitions in accounting, economics, finance, information systems, management, marketing, and operations management.
Improvements impleImprovements implemented:
Improvements implemented:
mented: Dean’s letters inCore ethical/legal content was
 New text in information sysstituted for students scorreengineered in core classes.
tems.
ing in top 5% nationally.
 New ETS MFT format (not comparable to previous)
ETS MFT in graduaBusiness law - changed
tion semester
pedagogy in 2013-14.
All majors except management & marketing added
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Measure

2012-13

2013-14
Business Analytics to required courses, effective
2014-15.

Assessments: Percentile
scores:
 Accounting: 68th
 Economics: 63rd
 Finance:
74th
 Information Systems: 67th
 Legal/Social: 44th
 Management: 71th
 Marketing: 50th
 Quantitative Business Analysis: 41st

Assessments: Percentile
scores:
 Accounting: 70th
 Economics: 72rd
 Finance:
82th
 Information Systems:
58th
 Legal/Social: 53th
 Management: 52nd
 Marketing: 44th
 Quantitative business
analysis: 44th
Learning Objective: Demonstrate the integration of knowledge across disciplines.
Improvements implemented:
Improvements impleBegan emphasizing integration mented: GEB faculty emthroughout curricula
phasized integration
throughout course
GEB 4890 business
report (30% sample)
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Assessments: (n=115)
 79% understood m concepts
 64% could integrate concepts
 46% could apply the concepts

Assessments: (n=115)
 96% understood m concepts
 72% could integrate
concepts
 77% could apply the
concepts

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Assessments: Percentile
scores:
 Accounting: 73rd
 Economics: 59th
 Finance:
82th
 Information Systems:
65th
 Legal/Social: 76th
 Management: 75th
 Marketing: 65th
 Quantitative business
analysis: 47th

Assessments: Percentile
scores:
 Accounting: 63th
 Economics: 52rd
 Finance:
76th
 Information Systems: 56th
 Legal/Social: 43th
 Management: 65nd
 Marketing: 47th
 Quantitative business analysis: 41th

Assessments: Percentile scores:
 Accounting: 58th
 Economics: 47rd
 Finance:
65th
 Information Systems: 40th
 Legal/Social: 31th
 Management: 47th
 Marketing: 35th
 Quantitative business analysis:
36th

Improvements implemented: More case studies
used throughout curricula to
practice integration

Improvements implemented:
Assessment assignment
changed. Changed rubric.

Improvements implemented: Assessment assignment rewritten
for clarity.

Assessments: (n=146)
 84% understood concepts
 68% could integrate concepts
 72% could apply the concepts

Assessments: 47% (of 111)
could integrate concepts

Assessments: 47% (of 53) could
integrate concepts

APPENDIX L: MBA AOL SUMMARY
This chart summarizes assurance of learning activities for approximately five years.
The acceptable benchmark for MBA students is that at least 80% of the assessed students score at least 80% on quantifiable assessment or score at least “meets
expectations” on a rubric. Percentages in green meet benchmarks; those in red do not.
Measure
2012-13
2013-14
Learning Objective: Employ conventions of standard written English.
Improvements implemented: LCOB
Improvements implewriting standards distributed
mented: Writing guidelines
& rubrics reviewed in class
MAN 6607, GEB
6895, ACG 6075
case analysis
scored with rubric
Exit survey
Alumni Survey

Assessments: MAN 6607 & GEB 6895
benchmark met by:
 Content: 100%
 Organization: 100%
 Format: 83%
 Syntax/mechanics: 70%
 Sources / evidence: 100%

Assessments: GEB 6895
benchmark met by:
 Content: 79%
 Organization: 86%
 Format: 86%
 Syntax/mechanics: 89%
 Sources / evidence: 58%

2014-15

2015-16

Improvements implemented:
 Assessment was moved to
ACG 6075
 Changed rubric
Assessments: Used rubric for
mechanics/syntax language, &
focus, content development,
use of sources and combined to
single score. Benchmark not
met (32%)

2016-17
Improvements implemented: Switched assessment from first to second
case analysis.

Assessments: Used rubric for
mechanics/syntax language,
& focus, content development, use of sources combined to single score. Benchmark not met (54%)

Assessments: Used rubric
for mechanics/syntax language, & focus, content development, use of sources
combined to single score.
Benchmark not met (75%)

Alumni Survey: Respondents
indicated that effective writing was not covered as much
as it should be – significant
gap.

Exit Survey: All 33 graduating students
agreed they could write well.
Learning Objective: Deliver effective oral presentations.(Added 2015)

Assessments: benchmark met
by:
 Enthusiasm: 100%
 Delivery: 95%
 Voice: 95%
 Organization: 100%

Assessments: 75% met
benchmark.

Improvements implemented:
Increased class time on critical
thinking

Improvements implemented:
Introduce PEAS framework &
rubric in non-quantitative
classes. Added assessment in
MAR 6807.

Improvements implemented: Added assessments
in TRA 6158 and ECP 6705.

Assessments: FIN 6406 – benchmark not met for understanding
(67%), analysis (58%) or calculations (50%), but was for recommendations and format (83%).

Assessments: MAN 6607benchmark not met in problem ID (72%), evidence (66%),
analysis (52%), or solution
(41%); FIN 6406 – benchmark

Assessments: Students met
all benchmarks in FIN 6406
(83%) but not in ECP 6705
(79%).

MAR 6807 presentation scored by
faculty team
Learning Objective: Solve business problems using critical thinking skills.
Improvements impleMAN 6607, MAR
mented: Move assessment
6807, TRA 6158
out of ACG 6075.
case analysis
scored with college rubric
FIN 6406, ECP
6705 quantitative
cases scored with
analytical rubrics.
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Assessments: ACG 6075 (test problems) – 64% met benchmark; FIN 6406
- benchmark not met for understanding (64%), analysis (50%), recommendations (25%) or format (46%).

Assessments: MAN 6607benchmark not met (59%);
FIN 6406 - benchmark met
for understanding (88%),
recommendations (88%) or

Measure

2012-13

2013-14
format (100%), but not analysis (75%).

2014-15

2015-16
not met for understanding
(76%), analysis (62%) or calculations (52%), or format; MAR
6807- benchmark not met for
evidence (73%), but was for
problem ID (92%), analysis
(100%), and solution (86%).

2016-17
Students met or exceeded
benchmark on all traits in
PEAS in MAR 6807.

Improvements implemented:
PEAS for ethics method used
(but not rubric)

Improvements implemented:
 Ethics course a (BUL 6456)
added to core
 Assess with PEAS rubric

Improvements implemented: PEAS used in MAN
6607

Assessments: MAN 6067 - Met
benchmark:
 Analyze ethical issues – 97%
 Analyze consequences: 97%
 Recommendations: 97%

Assessments: MAN 6607 met
benchmark:
 Problem- 72%
 Evidence - 66%
 Analysis- 52%
 Solution - 41%

TRA 6158: benchmark not
met for: Problem ID (43%),
Evidence (24%), Analysis
(38%), or Solution (24%);
MAN 6607: Benchmark met
for Problem- 81%, but not
Evidence (63%), Analysis
(33%), or Solution (34%).

Learning Objective: Apply critical thinking skills to ethical scenarios.

MAN 6607 & BUL
6456 case analysis
scored with rubric
Exit Survey
Alumni Survey

Assessments: MAN 6607 - Met benchmark:
 ID ethical issue – 96%
 ID stakeholders – 100%
 Assess causes: 96%
 Recommendations: 87%
All 33 graduates agreed they could
solve business problems ethically.

Alumni Survey: Respondents
indicated that ethics was not
covered as much as it should
be – significant gap.

Learning Objective: Synthesize interdisciplinary knowledge to make strategic decisions.
Improvements implemented: New rubric
GEB 6895 case
analysis scored
with rubric
Exit Survey
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Assessments:
 Knowledge: 94%
 Understanding: 100%
 Evidence/sources use: 62%
 Tools: 83%
 Alternatives: 67%
 Recommendations: 78%
Exit survey: All 33 graduates agreed
they could integrate interdisciplinary

Assessments:
 Knowledge: 95%
 Understanding: 79%
 Evidence/sources use:
79%
 Tools: 95%
 Alternatives: 79%
 Recommendations: 79%

Improvements implemented:
Adopted PEAS

Improvements implemented:
Assessment case changed

Assessments: Met benchmark:
 Problem- 85%
 Evidence - 75%
 Analysis- 65%
 Solution - 60%

Assessments: Met benchmark:
 Problem - 76%
 Evidence - 57%
 Analysis- 48%
 Solution - 48%

Assessments: MAN 6607
met benchmark:
 Problem- 81%
 Evidence - 63%
 Analysis- 33%
 Solution - 34%
BUL 6456 – 83% met benchmark

Assessments: Met benchmark:
 Problem - 84%
 Evidence - 76%
 Analysis- 52%
 Solution - 52%

Measure

2012-13
knowledge to make business decisions.
Learning Objective: Evaluate the global impact of business decisions.

MAR 6807 test
questions; MAN
6607 case analysis;
FIN 6406 case
analysis
Alumni survey

Assessments: 74% met benchmark in
MAN 6607; 64% met benchmark in FIN
6406
Exit survey: 87% of 33 graduates
agreed they had global business
knowledge.

2013-14

Assessments: 88% met
benchmark in FIN 6406
Exit survey: 87% of 33 graduates agreed they had global
business knowledge.

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Improvements implemented:
New MAN 6607 case used for
assessment

Improvements implemented:
add low stakes practice sets
in FIN 6406

Improvements implemented: Assess only in MAN
6607 in future

Assessments: 97% of students
met benchmark in MAN 6607; In
MAR 6807, 90% met benchmark; in FIN 6406, 67% met

Assessments: 83% of students met benchmark in MAN
6607 In MAR 6807, 83% met
expectations; 76% met
benchmark in FIN 6406

Assessments: 86% of students met benchmark in
MAN 6607

Alumni Survey: Respondents
indicated that global issues
were not covered as much as
they should be – significant
gap.

Learning Objective: Examine the environmental impact of business decisions.
Improvements implemented: Format and case
changed and PEAS adopted
TRA 6158 case
analysis score with Assessments: 70% met benchmark as- Assessments: met MAN
rubric
sessing issues and 60% met on analysis benchmark:





Problem - 83%
Evidence - 95%
Analysis- 95%
Solution - 71%

Improvements implemented:
Practice cases added

Improvements implemented:
Increased sustainability coverage

Assessments: met MAN benchmark:
 Problem - 88%
 Evidence - 100%
 Analysis- 95%
 Solution - 100%

Assessments: met MAN
benchmark:
 Problem - 100%
 Evidence - 100%
 Analysis- 95%
 Solution - 100%

Learning Objective: Assess leadership skills & develop personal leadership plan.
Improvements implemented: Instruc- Improvements impletions were improved
mented: Assignment modified
MAN 6266 term
project scored
with rubric
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Assessments: met benchmark:
 ID leadership skills – 91%
 Formulate strategic goals – 91%
 Develop personal plan – 73%
Exit survey: 97% (n=33) of graduates
agreed/strongly their leadership skills
had improved

Assessments: met benchmark:
 Industry analysis – 97%
 ID leadership skills – 89%
 Formulate strategic goals
– 93%
 Develop personal plan –
93%

Assessments: 70% met
benchmark met test question benchmark. 56% met
essay benchmark

Improvements implemented:
 Drafts submitted for partial
feedback
 Rubric altered
Assessments: met benchmark:
 Industry analysis – 95%
 ID leadership skills – 95%
 Formulate strategic goals –
90%
 Develop personal plan – 90%

Assessments: met benchmark
 ID leadership skills – 96%
 Develop personal plan –
98%

Assessments: met benchmark
 ID leadership skills – 96%
 Develop personal plan –
100%

APPENDIX M: MS IN ACCOUNTING & TAXATION ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
This chart summarizes assurance of learning activities for five years.
The acceptable benchmark for graduate students is that at least 80% of the assessed students score at least 80% on quantifiable assessment or score at least
“meets expectations” on a rubric. Percentages in green meet benchmarks; those in red do not.
Measure
2012-13
2013-14
Learning Objective: Employ conventions of standard written English.
Improvements implemented: Improvements impleIncreased complexity of the
mented: Focused class
assignment and dedicated
discussions on structuring
more time in class.
closing argument
TAX 6045 case assignment

Assessment: 89% met bench- Assessment: 62% met
mark
benchmark
Learning Objective: Demonstrate effective mentoring skills.
Improvements implemented: Provided students with rubric to use
TAX 6045 case
for written feedback to
analysis or refellow students.
search paper

2014-15

2016-17

Improvements implemented: Used rubric on
weekly assignments to emphasize formatting issues.

Improvements implemented: introduced PEAS

Improvements implemented: Used blind peer
review process mimicking
the tax review process in
CPA firms to focus students on mechanics of
communicating effectively
at a professional level.

Assessment: 100% met
benchmark

Assessment: 79% met
benchmark

Assessment: 100% met
benchmark

Improvements implemented: Students were provided opportunity to reply
to reviewer comments.

Improvements A ‘doubleblind’ system was employed. This level of anonymity improved both the
comments and papers.

Assessment: 96% met
benchmark

Assessment: 100% met
benchmark

Assessment: 96% met bench- Assessment: 100% met
Assessment: 90% met
mark
benchmark
benchmark
Learning Objective: Analyze the implications of global accounting and tax standards.
ACG 6205 case reImprovements implemented:
Improvements implequiring students to Increased rigor of assignment.
mented: Increased case rigor
prepare consoliand required students to use
dated financial
portions of the FASB codifistatements by recation applicable to case.
searching global
standards and pro- Assessment: 94% met benchAssessment: 97% met
cedures
mark
benchmark
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2015-16

Improvements implemented: Increased case rigor, provided supplemental info, required FASB
codification integration.
Assessment: 83% met
benchmark

Assessment: 96% met
benchmark

Measure
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
Learning Objective: Analyze the ethical implications of accounting and tax transactions.
Improvements implemented: Improvements impleImprovements impleClarified instructions.
mented: Added team dis- mented: increased in-class
cussions of ethical probfocus on analysis of ethical
BUL 6831 & ACG
lems during class.
issues.
6655 written assignments
Assessment: 100% met
Assessment: 80% met
Assessment: 80% met
benchmark
benchmark
benchmark

Learning Objective: Develop strategies to achieve a desired accounting or tax objective.
Improvements implemented:
Improvements impleFocused more on research
mented: Focused students
skills in class.
on research pertinent to
ACG 6135 research
global accounting issues.
paper
Assessment: 68% met bench- Assessment: 100% met
mark
benchmark
Learning Objective: Conduct research pertinent to tax and accounting problems.
Improvements implemented: Improvements impleFocused more on research
mented: Additional class
skills in class.
time devoted to strategy
ACG 6135 research
development.
paper
Assessment: 68% met benchmark
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Assessment: 100% met
benchmark

2015-16

2016-17

Improvements implemented: increased assessment rigor and coverage in
class.

Improvements implemented: increased individual practice

Assessment: 86% met
benchmark in BUL 6831 and
83% met benchmark in ACG
6655

Assessment: 56% met
benchmark in BUL 6831
and 93% met benchmark
in ACG 6655

Improvements implemented: used peer review
process.

Assessment: 100% met
benchmark

Assessment: 100% met
benchmark

Improvements implemented: students presented
strategies in debate judged
by professional CPAs.

Improvements implemented: Increased instructional time and instituted
two different peer reviews
of students’ papers.

Assessment: 86% met
benchmark

Assessment: 100% met
benchmark

Assessment: 81% met
benchmark

Assessment: 90% met
benchmark

Learning Objective: Evaluate and revise accounting/tax processes.
Improvements implemented: Included more
ACG 6655 writing
written assignments reassignment (case
lated to accounting
analysis, problems,
changes.
audit simulation)
Assessment: 57% met bench- Assessment: 100% met
mark
benchmark
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Assessment: 85% met
benchmark

Improvements implemented: Switched from
team analysis to individual.

Improvements implemented: Additional in-class
practice.

Assessment: 83% met
benchmark

Assessment: 100% met
benchmark

APPENDIX N: MS IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
This chart summarizes assurance of learning activities for five years.
The acceptable benchmark for graduate students is that at least 80% of the assessed students score at least 80% on quantifiable assessment or score at least
“meets expectations” on a rubric.
University Goal: Discipline knowledge
Program Learning Outcome: Apply project management tools and methods to Information Systems projects.
Cycle

Where

Method/Metric

Results Summary

Changes Made in This Cycle

Recommendation

2014-15

ISM
6316

Project

Students met benchmark although
weaknesses in applying standards
were noted.

--

An additional assignment will be added to reinforce need for applying standards and naming
conventions consistent with the methodology
used.

2015-16

ISM
6316

Project

Students (n=2) met benchmark although only a slight improvement in
applying standards was noted.

Additional assignment was used to
stress need for consistent application of standards.

Introduce an example of a standards template.
Emphasize standards earlier.

2016-17

ISM
6316

Project

Students (n=4) met benchmark, although weaknesses were noted.

Standards were discussed early in
semester, and templates provided.

Explore use of Sharepoint and related tools in
this class.

University Goal: Discipline knowledge
Program Learning Outcome: Work effectively on a team to plan, control, and complete a project.
Cycle
Where
Method/Metric
Results Summary
Changes Made in This Cycle
2014-15

ISM
6155

Term project

Students (n=3) met benchmark.

2016-17

ISM
6155

Term project

Benchmark met.
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-Additional assignments added.

Recommendation
Add additional team assignments.
--

University Goal: Effective communications
Program Learning Outcome: Prepare an effective written report for a specific audience and purpose.
Cycle
Where
Method/Metric
Results Summary
Changes Made in This Cycle
2012-13

ISM
6045

Case assignment

2013-14

ISM
6121

Essay

ISM
6045

Case study

2014-15

ISM
6121

Exam questions
scored with rubric by
3 faculty

2016-17

ISM
6121

2014-15
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Written assignment

Nine of the 10 students in the
class met or exceeded expectations, using a writing rubric for assessment.
Below benchmark in Language
use, focus & purpose, mechanics,
content development, and
sources & evidence (n=7)

All 7 students met or exceeded
expectations

Results were acceptable for Language use, focus & purpose; but
not mechanics, content development, and sources & evidence
(n=7).
Benchmark met (n=11) for Language use, focus and purpose;
but not acceptable for mechanics,
content development, and source
and evidence.

No prior assessment was done

-Students were advised on the
writing requirements at the beginning of the semester, and of
the availability of the writing
center on campus. Assignments
early in the semester were
graded to indicate areas of concern.
Additional writing assignments
were provided, based on previous assessment.

Rubric was provided to the students at the start of the semester. This led to some improvement over the previous cycle.

Recommendation
Continue with assignments that focus on
content and writing skills. Consider a collaborative project early in the semester.

--

Increase the number of written assignments with feedback.

Implement writing assignments in other IS
courses to improve writing skills as well as
use of fact/data to develop & support
ideas. Give students rubric early in the semester.
More emphasis will be placed on the use
of the rubric to aid in writing the assignments.

University Goal: Discipline knowledge; critical thinking
Program Learning Outcome: Select the optimal approach for meeting Information Systems resource and operational needs.
Cycle
Where
Method/Metric
Results Summary
Changes Made in This Cycle

2014-15

ISM
6155

2016-17

ISM
6155

Development Project

Students (n=3) met benchmark

Students (n=3) met benchmark
Project

--

SAP course content was increased. The performance on
the project showed some improvement.

University Goal: Discipline knowledge; critical thinking
Program Learning Outcome: Analyze Information Systems requirements to support business operations.
Cycle
Where
Method/Metric
Results Summary
Changes Made in This Cycle

Recommendation
More materials in SAP contents will be
added to provide more in-depth understanding of ERP management and applications, so that the project requirements
can be increased.
Enhance the SAP content further.

Recommendation

2013-14

ISM
6121

Test Questions

The results showed that only 5 of
the 7 (71%) students met or exceeded expectations. The result
was deemed not acceptable

2014-15

ISM
6121

Test Questions

Benchmark met

Process steps emphasized.

Add in-class exercises about problem solving.

2015-16

ISM
6121

Test Questions scored
with rubric

Benchmark met on all criteria

Exercises added. Slight improvement as a result.

More review of atomic function and of differentiation between “How” and “What”.

Benchmark met on all criteria

Additional review of atomic
function & differentiation between “How” & “What”. The
students performed better on
atomic function, although there
was still some difficulty with the
differentiation between the
“How’ and “What”

More emphasis on the differentiation between “How” and “What”.

2016-17
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ISM
6121

Term Project report

There was no prior assessment

Provide emphasis on the process steps in
the, emphasize the concept of “atomic”
function.

University Goal: Discipline knowledge; critical thinking
Program Learning Outcome: Develop an Information Systems strategy.
Cycle
Where
Method/Metric
Results Summary

Changes Made in This Cycle

Recommendation

Add a review of basic accounting
(budgeting). Consider using a local
business.
Provide more detailed criteria to students and add in-class problem solving
exercises. Reduce complexity of budgeting assignment. Provide additional
budget remediation.

2013-14

ISM
6488

Project

Benchmark met on all criteria

Additional examples were provided and 2 class work sessions
were introduced.

2014-15

ISM
6488

Test questions

Benchmark met on all criteria

Project was modified and include a real world case, a local
business. Reviewed budgeting.

Benchmark met on all criteria

Added additional budget review.
In-class exercises about problem
solving added. The scores
showed a slight improvement as
a result. Provided examples.

2015-16
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ISM
6488

Project

Further reduce the complexity of the
budgeting assignment, revise course content to include the economic impact of
the proposed Information Systems Strategy. Consider the project to be semester
long.

